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6

Th6 handbook accents the nature tf transportation and .

related domestic and international busiiteis activities: Its

objective is to provide basic information for the "newcomer"

to the field. It contains such topics as mechanics of exporting

44.

and importing; role .of physical distrIbution;.services and

assistance provided by various United States goveinment agencies;

regulatory bodies and regulation; linancing; insurance, documenta-

.

tion; packing; - marking and packaging; warehousing and storage;

fiL contalnerizationj carriers; ports and airports; and services of

:7
inteinational.specialists. The hindbook is intended forluse

completely independent of the educational program discussed in

Part One, but it could very easily be used in conjunction with

that program:'

1..

A. ,Scope

1. Purpose

It is intended that this handbook serve principally

as a reference guide for carriers, facilitating middlemen;

exporters, and importers, business firms, agencies, and

other members of the transportation community.

Very informative and helpful handbooks on intert,
f13.

national trade, published by public and private agencies,

are available. HoweAr, ACCENT ON TRANS4ORTATION provides

3-7
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1

c

a much-naaded emphasis on certain aspects of transpor-

tation, coupled with selective high-lighting of rtlated

physical distribution and facilitation areas, not. readily

available elsewhere.

2. Coverage

.

Chapters II and III describe assistance available

from public and prJvate agencies, as well as regulatory

requirements for foreign traders. Also intluded is a

resume of the primary function$ and responsibilities of

those regulatory bodies which exporters or importeta

may encounter in their dealings.

V

4,

.04

Chapters IV, V, and VI incorporate essential

explanations and guidelines in regard to methods of

payment, risk coverage and documentatiod for inter-

national trade transactions.

EncoMpassed in Chapters VII, VIM and IX are pro- t"--

tective requitements, identification, and warehousing of)

commodities. Due to significant technologictil break-,ew,

through associated with the "cQntainer explosion,"

sptcial attention has been given to containerisation.and

its relationship to transportation.

Chapters X, XI, and XII discuss transportation

modes and ports and airpOrts in ygatd to services and

connected functions. Finally, the services of frelight

3- 3

7
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forwarders and customshousebrokera fIre described, in
t

0!1`' order to focus attention on the key,c,,ntributions cf

ctk
these specialists.

cb

The success of international trade transactions

hinges on communication that proyes mutually advantageous

to the trading parties. /Appendix "A".48 included, to help

bridge any comMunications gaps concerning the under-

standing of foreign trade to nology. As a corollary,

Appendix "B" is included to avoi ;misunderstandings

regarding international practices in establishing and

maintaining financial credit.

The literature dealing with the preceding subjects

is quite extensive; hence, it is impractical to include

all contributicins to the field in a concise biblingraphy.

Consequently, in Appendix "C" references have been

limited to those deemed most essential and meaningful

to users.

B. General Comments

1. The International Trade Concept

There are various political, social, and economic

reasons for countries tr, engage in international trade.

All of these are designed tc :urthcr the interests of

the trading countries. While political and social

reasons for trade are both important and interesting,

the economic or business r2asuns for international trade

3-4



are most pertinent to the present discussion in which

related economic factors are treated.

a. Uniqueness of product

Many commodities demanded in world markets

cannot be produced
)

in all areas of the world. By

virtue of climatic situation, mineral depositsl. or

4I other similar factors, some areas are favored with

quantities of certain goods which more than satisfy

internal demand. Surplus goods may be exported,

with payments received therefor being used to import

other commodities.

b. Absolute advantage

By application of less resources or factors of

production, or by possessing special skill levels or

other production advantages, some c areAble

to produce some kinds of goods cheaper than c other

countries. This condition is known as absolute

advantage. Under this situation, a country will be

in a position to export such goods in exchange for

Or products over which other countries have a similar

absolute advantage.

3-5



c. Comparative advantage

'Busipessmeu and economists have proven that

there are numerous cases where it pays a country to

import goods that may be less costly to produce by

that country, provided that the importing country

can produce other commodities that are to be exported

relatively cheaper. By following.a policy of pro-

ducing those goods in which the greatest relative

efficiency lies, all countries stand to benefit from

international trade. 'Therefore, copntries should

net limit their international trade to conditions

of unique product or absolute economic advantage,

A
but rather should evaluate their relative position

by examining potential international trade from a

comparative point of view as well.

Evaluation or costs in determining comparative

advantage must include all,inputs necessary to

ascertain total landed cost:. These encompass pro-

.
ductiop-related costs, as well as transportation,

insurance, and similar charges required to accomplish

the distribution of ..1-1mmodities.
. .

d. Llmitatione to :-.!err.g,.lnal I:rade

Since countries rarely have i4entipal cost

functions in the production 01. there

3-6
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almost always a potoptiil for trade.

Unfortunately, political, institutional, and

other factors too often interfere with the demon-

strated economic advantages that would derive from

"free world trade." These institutional - political

conditions include:
4/

kl) Embargo

Embargoes are prohibitions against exports

or imports to or from certain areas or countries.

(2) Quotas

the setting of quotas designates a delib-

erate limitation in the quantities of certain

g8ods that tray be imported.

(1) Protective tariffs

Tariffs are taxes or fees'levied by govern-

ments on imported goods: Tariffs generally con-

stitute the most important limitations on.the

otherwise free flow of international trade.

While protective tariffs do severely limit the

amount of trade that otherwise would normally be

generated between countries, it is; unrealistic-



1to condemn tariffs outright. Shelt ng an

infant industry, which a country may

attempting to protect until growth difficulties

are overcome, and similar factors, sometimes

may justify these tariffs.

Export subsidies, granted by exporting

countries as a means of promoting the export

of certain commodities, are the converse of

protective tariffs, and cause changes in the

normal workings of the international trade

system and resource allocation.

2, risticj...of122....___Lortinand Importing

Export and import involve sales and purchase trans!.

actions that cross international boundaries. These

transactions incur financial (foreign exchange) obliga-

tions, which pafallel, but flow in the opposite direction

of, the export and import movements.

Foreign trade is a two-way street. Without the.

opportunity of earning the required foreign exchange

(currencies) by goods or services, imports cannot

normally be financed by countries which do not balance

them with export revenues.

The actual or potential foreign trader must have

access knowladgs of the,mechinics of exporting and

importing.. These mechanics are described in the various

.3.
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sections of this handbook by identification of functions,

services, assistance available from various agencies

(e.g., carriers, banks, underwriters, governments) Mitc.

3. Role of Physical Distribution

The shift from a post World War II sellers' market

to the buyers' market of the 1950's brought increased

emphasis to the marketing concept as the focus of cor-

porate activity. In the buyers' market, firms could no

longer remain simply production-oriented and survive in

a.competitive environment where success depends upon

ascertaining customer needs.and.tailoriqg corporate

policy to meet these needs at a profit. .This.new cor-

-titivate posture has peci&oted the role of physical
t.

button management. Efficient integrated management of

the physical flow of goods has been recognized as a new

avenue to profit'through cost reductions and improved

customer ser

The physical distribution function is composed of

a number of interrelated subfunctions. Each of these

subfunctions is often managed, separately. Efficient

distribution depends upon coordinated planning and

control of the entire system, however. The major sub-

functions making up the physical distribution system

are



a. Transportation and traffic management

its

Transportation and traffic management includes

not only the selection of modes and carriers and

the routing of goods, but also participation in rate

negotiation, management of risk and claims, docu-

mentation, expediticig and tracing, and such miscel-

.-

laneous activities as diversion and reconsignment,

use. of transit privileges, and control of demurrage

and detention.

b. Inventory ma:agement

Inventory management has developed into a precise

science of balancing carrying and obsolescence costs

against high restocking and produCtion costs and the

loss of goodwill precipitated by stock-outs.

c. Warehousing

Warehousing concerns itself not only with

operations and selection between private and

public warehousing, but also with the process of

making location decisions regarding distribution

points.
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d. Packaaini

Packaging is an often neglected area whicb is

crucially related to many of a Um's logistical

decisions.

e. Communication

Communication and the management of information

flows are akthe root of proper coordination of the

various subfunctions within physical distribution,

and of the physical distribution function as a'

whole within the corporate structure.

f. Total cost concept

The total cost concept of physical distribution

has served to focus company efforts n reducing

overall systeAs costs rather than simply minimizing

the cost of any given subfunction. Suboptimization

has, in the past, led to gross inefficiencies in the

distribution system. However, there is now an

encouraging trend toward a real and effective impli-

mentation of the systems viewpoint in managing

phystcal distribution.
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II. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE PROVIDED BY PUBLIC AND PRIVATE AGENCIES

,S.

\.

Both experienced and beginning foreign traders can obtain a

,Z.)' wide variety of helpful services and assistance programs from

governmental and non-governmental agencies. Some of these agencies,

and a partial listing of the services provfded, are listed below.

More details on these services, as well as information on newly

initiated programs, can be obtained by contacting the various

agencies directly.

A. United States Go7ernment Agencies

1. Department of aviculture

The Department of Agri.wilture is concerned, both

directly and indirectly, with United States foreign trade.

a. The Agricultural Research Service

The Agricultural. Research Se:vice
seeks to improve

agricultural products going to foreign as veil as

domestic markets. It makes available to exporters and

others results of marketing research programs designed

Nimprove handling, storage, processing, transpor-

tation, and distribution of agricultUral products.

Included in its programs are dissemination of market

news; standardization, inspection, grading, and

classifying of agricultural products; and surplus

sales to domestic and foreign buyers.
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b. Forst's Aviculture). Service

rr-v

The Foreign Agricultural Service develops foreign

markets for producis of United States farmers. This

service in :ludes continual appraisal of marketing

opportunities ovirseas and of competition and barriers

to trade. Efforts aimed at improving international

trade conditions for agricultural products, such as

the export sale of farm surpluses for foreign currencies,-

are also'inciuded. This service is an excellent source

of up-to-date information on world agricultural cam-

modity and trade policy.

c. Commodity Credit Corporation

The Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) is

responsible for the program of price supports for farm

pioducts. The CCC may purchase commodities abroad to

meet foreign and domestic needs. It may procure farm

products for relief programs abroad, and it may export,

at competitive prices, any commodity that is not in

short supply. The CCC also administers United States

participation in the International Wheat Agreement

and similar agreements.

_2: Department of Commerce

Expanding of exports is the direct concern of the
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Domestic and International Business operating unit of the

45. Department of Commerce, whose mission is to stimulate,

foster, and encourage business both at home and abroad.

Cr The expansion cf exports is the specific responsibility

of the Assistant Secretary for Domestic and International

Business (DIB), who in turn supervises the following

agencies: Bureau of International Commerce (BIC); Busi-

ness and Defense Services Administration (BDSA); Office

of Foreign Commercial Services (OFCS); Office of Field

Services (OFS), with 42 Field Offices in major cities. The

BIC has the primary responsibility for assisting exporters

and promoting exports. A brief explanation of the responsi-

bilitiea of each of the DIB offices helps to show the range

of services available.

a. The Export Business Relatinne Division

This division is the initial contact point for

questions on how to get into the export field; export

trade problems; export financing; export markets;

investments, and related .ubjects. This division is

also the point of contact for firms wishing to use the

International Business Assistance Service (IBAS) for

help in solving government-related problems in con-

nection with specific transactions. Established in

1969, was created to help on a case-by-case basis

and, thereby, to speed solution of problems faced by
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Unititd States companies in international trade. Often

an international business transaction may require

dealings with several agencies of government. The role

of IBAS is to coordinate and expedite contacts between

businessmen and the agencies concerned.

One of the major programs carried on by IBAS is

the Project Facilitation Program, the aim of which is

to bring major foreign projects to the attention of

United States firms 1n the early planning stages and,

if necessary, to assist these firms in putting

together "package" deals which utilize the capabilities

and resources of several companies, one or more banks,

and government agencies- such as the Export-Import

Bank and the Agency for International Development.

b.' Bureau of International commerce

(1) Promotion

The Bureau of International Commerce (BIC)

promotes U.S. trade and investment overseas on

'a geographical basi,. Specifically, BIC con-

ducts promotional activities in overseas mar-

kets; provides business with inforiMetion and

Advisory services about foreign trade oppor-

tunities; helps formulate U.S. trade and coMMer-

cial policy; and administers the export control
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program. BIC can provide United States business-

.

men with information on marketing, investment,

and economic conditions in more ttian 100 countries

and regions, and can, aid in finding new business

abroad. 4

BIC presently operates eight trade centers

abroad (London, Bangkok, Frankfurt', Tokyo, Milan,

Stockholm, Paris, Sydney) where budinesses mil/

display goods. In 1971 a new trade center will

be opened in Mexico City. BIC also presents exhi-

bitions of United States goods atNinternational

trade fairs and conducta,rade mission programs

" to other countries. It has also organized mobile

trade fairs and sample product displays in United

Statei counercial offices throughout the world.

It operates permanent sample Display Centers in

'Beirut, Nairobi, and Bangkok, where products may

be displayed for 30 days.

(2) Other services

Other business services provided by BIC

include commercial intelligence to aid firms in

locating customers or representatives abroad;

help in obtaining foreign distributot4\or agents; ,

help in conjunctiun with U.S. Foreign Service 4n

settling trade disputes; and the rendering of
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assistance in stimulating exports via an auto-

mated American-International Traders Index.
&Af

-! C C.\
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(3) Joint 'Export Association Plan

The Joint Export Association Plan, initiated

in 1968, opens to U.S. firms the possibility of

up to 50 percent government financing of such

costs.as,marketing research, advertising, foreign

exhibitions, sales offices and warehousing. This

program is aimed primarily at aiding smaller firms.

It is limited to certain groups of companies

joined togetherto sell abroad.

The Global Marketing Program is a new BIC

Program initiated in late 1970. Its key features

are: comprehensive global market resoarch to pin-

point the best foreign markets for selected

industries by specifiC product; a nationwide

global marketing program; counseling services

on foreign markets; and the development of a

global *marketing program for each firm.

c. Business I. Defense Services A4dministration ODSAI

This agency, through its 26 commodity and industry

ivisions, advises Unitcd States business of inter-

L national sales potential of specific commodities.
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BDSA commodity specialists hold frequent discussions

c with trade association representatives, manufacturers,

and other businessmen, through which they build up a

Qy
4\s"

large pool of information on sublects ranging from

CbC' raw materials to finished products. Although con-

earned primarily with domestic business, BDSA helps to
.

open markets for United States products around the

world. The agency is continuovsly active in promOting

the adoption of commodity standards and specifications

that will permit American business to compete in world

markets. BDSA gathers information about commodities

in world trade, and collects, evaluates, and publicizes

information about overseas trading opportunities.

d. Office of Foreign ComT,relial Services

The Office of Foreign Commercial Services is the

agency of the Department of Commerce that obtains much

of the information about world trade from offices in

the United States Foreign Service. It, in turn, makes

such information available to businessmen. It also

engages in direct promotion of export sales and

negotiates and makes representations on behalf of

United States business interests.
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Each of the 42 Department of Commerce Field

Offices is a small Department of Commerce in its own

area. At each Field Office, specialists help to. solve

business problems, furnish information and publications

about the Department's program and services, and pro-

vide counsel on both foreign and domestic busing's

operations. For example, in-house export marketing

wr,rkshops are offered periodically. Some of the

specific kinds of information available from a Field

Office are: how to get started in a world trade;

marketing and economic reports; foreign business regu-

lations; international trade statistics; information

on foreign transportation, insurance, credit sources,

patents, trademarks, and copyrights; directories of

foreign advertising agencies, market research organi-

zations, and international trade development organi-

zations; publications on every phase of international

commerce; and trade and investment opportunities

abroad. Local Field Offices also work with Regional

Export Expansion Councils, trade associations,

chambers of commerce, local offices of the Small

Business Administration, and other groups interested

in doing business abroad.
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f. United States Maritime Administration

The Maritime Administration is also under the

Department of Commerce. Its general mandate is the

,,romotion of a United States merchant fleet sufficient

to carry our domestic water-borne commerce and a sub-

stantial portion of our water-borne export and import

trade. In carrying out this mandate it provides many

services and dZlops techniques useful to U:S.

traders.

3. Department of State

The Foreign Service of the United States has always

been an important source of information on foreign

countries. In addition, in carrying out the foreign

policy of the United States, the Foreign Service is

engaged in a number of economic activities which are

helpful to United States businessmen doing business

abroad. This help is mainly in two areas, trade pro-

motion and trade protection.

a. Trade promotion

(1) Trade opportunity surveillance

This includes7eepiagconstantly alert for

and reporting on concrete foreign trade oppor-

tunities for products, technology and services.
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Studying and reporting on foreign prOducts,

which may be competitive to United States

products both domestically and abroad,form part

of this activity.

BET tort AVAItMl_E

(2) Demand creation

This function seeks to generete demands

.for United States products in overseas markets.

(3) Overseas business analysis

This activity encompasses investigating

and reporting on conditions and factors

affecting United States business abroad, and

includes providing World Trade Directory Reports

concerning the general standing and distributing

capacities of foreign firms. Trade lists of

overseas firma are prepared and submitted upon

request.

(4) Business contact facilitation

. Proposed visits of foreign businessmen to

the United States are facilitated end reported

in advance so that interested United States

firms may arrange to meet them, if desired.

Assistance in arranging business contacts for



N'O
answered.

United States businessmen traveling abroad 01

also provided. Trade inquiries are also

(5) Arrangement of trade conferences

Trade conference work is prepared, and upon

instructions performed for, United States

agencies and for exporters, importers, bankers,

farmers, foreign trade organizations and others.

b. Trade protection

(1)4,Wormation bank

Information on national and local-laws and

regulations which affect foreign trade is

furnished.

(2) Opportunity equalization

By asce.ttaining that specifications for

work abroad are drawn to give United States

bidders equal opportunity to compete for busi-

ness, influence is exerted to prevent discrimi-

nation against United :statea businessmen.
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(3) Reaolution of trade problems

Adjustment and settlement of trade problems

are attempted.

BEST WY AMIATIT

(4) Elimination of trade barriers

Discriminatory barriers against United

States goods are observed, reported on and

removed when possible.

(5) Guarding'of trade and ownership rights

Infringements on rights of United States

businessmen in such areas as commerce and navi-

gation, patents and trademarks, copyrights, and

the like are guarded against.

4. United States Department of Transportation (DOT)

The Office of Facilitation of the Department of

Transportation is active in streamlining and simplifying

export documentation. In addition, this office endeavors

to assist business and transportation firms interested

in certain aspects of international and domestic trade

by dissemination of information through seminars, work-

shops, and conferences.
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5. Export-Import sank

The Export-Import Bank (Eximbank) is an independent,

-,,06tholly owned agency of the United States Government. Its

.4 purposa is to facilitate and finance foreign trade. In

Addition to providing export credit insurance and

guarantees to commercial banks, Eximbank also directly .
.

proinotes exports in a number of ways.. Among these are

long-term loans directly to public and private borrowers

abroad for the purchase of United States products and

services; repayment guarantees to American or foreign

lenders of funds for the same purposes; lending credits

to entities abroad which,through sub-loans to ultimate

borrowers, will assist smaller purchases of American

products; and repayment guarantees to exporters to assist

in the use or leasing abroad of United States services

or products.

Direct loans normally cover not more than 50 percent

of the financed portion of the United States procurement

costs. The borrower.may find the other portion of his

financing from private American pr foreign icurces with

the assistance, if needed, of repayment guarantee by

Eximbank. Repayment of the private portion of the

financing may be completed before repayment of the

Eximbank portion begins. Where necessary, to compete

with non-American sources of procurement that offer

financing for the local costs as well as the foreign
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exchange costs of the project, Intsbank may offerrepay-

sent guarantees to assist United States suppliers in

obtaining off-shore financing for at.least a portion of

the local costs.

6. Small Business Adminittraclon
0

BEST CON
F

The functions of the Small Business Administration

(SBA), an independent agency of the United States Govern-

ment, are to aid and assist small business firms in the

United States. As a source of funds, the SBA finances

small business only when financing cannot be secured

through regular financial channels. An riiiportant part
t

of SBA assistance is the counseling of th small business-

man by its staff experts. If a firm nee equirements,

the SBA will participate in loans or make direct loans

for business construction, conversion or expansion, for

purchase of machinery, equipment, facilities, supplies or

materials, or for working capital. SEA also provides

disaster loans and a broad range of management assistance.

The SBA seeks to make it easier for small businesses

to enter foreign trade. Prospective small exporters are

counseled on export opportunities and problems. SBA

keeps a list of small manufacturers who have expressed

interest.in developing export markets and refers trade

opportunities to them. Small businessmen are encouraged

to exhibit their products at trade fairs and to take



advantage of trade missions. The SBA also co-sponsors

foreign trade opportunity corferencis for mai business-

men to acquaint them with foreign trade opportunities,

and cooperates with colleges and universities in offering

short courses on exporting techniques.

In its foreign trade program, the SBA works closely

with the Department of Commerace, the Department of State,

the Export-Import Bank, and other Government agencies.

B. Supranational Agencies

National governments work in concert regionally or

internationally to promote international distribution through

membership in more or less permanent organizations which ha:!,

been created by the national governments thimselves, or by

becoming parties or signatoriesto agreements or conventions.

Such arrangements have helped to create an international

environment favorable to business transactions. For the most

part, relationships established-with individual business

firms have been indirect, since direct assistance is made

available generally only to national governments. Direct

aid, however, is provided individual business firms through

statistical reporting tnd publishing activities. In many

instances such data are not available from other sources.

1. United Ifat tone



a. Economic sad ociil Council (ECOSOC)
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Within this organization the Economic and Social

Council (ECOSOC) is the prime mover in the economic

and social areas which affect international trade.

Eight committees in ECOSOC perform functions and

provide services of special interest to the inter-

national businessman. These are: The Statistical

Commission; the Commission on Housing, Building,

and Planning; the Commission for Development and

Planning; the Advisory Committee on the Application

of Science and Technology in.Development; and four

regional economic commissions (for Africa, Asia and

the Far East, Europe, and Latin America).

b. United Nations Committee for Trade and Development

(UNCTAD)

d' The arm of the United Nations concerned parti-

dlltrly with exports of developing nations is the

United Nations ComMittee for Trade and Development

(UNCTAD), which held conferences in 1964 and 1968

to discuss this very sensitive area. The major

activities 'f UNCTAD include research and support in

connection with negatation of coulmodity agreements,

technical elaboration of new trade schemes, such as

a new import preference system, and various pro-

motional activities designed to assist developing



countries in the areas of trade and capital flows.

UNCTAD has no direct official relationships with

individual business firms.

c. United Nations Industrial Development Organization

(UNIDO)

The United Nations Industrial Development

Organization (UNIDO) is also concerned with devel-

opment. Its task is to promote the industrialization

of developing countries by encouraging the mobili-

zation of national and international resources.

Emphasis is placed on manufacturing. Unlike UNCTAD,

UNIDO works directly wit business firma, generally

on an industry basis. The major activities of UNIDO

fall into three categories: operational, research,

end coordination.

2. International Monetary Fund

Among supranational organizations, the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) is somewhat unique in that it combines

three major functions: regulatory, financial, and con-

sultative. In its regulatory aspect, the IMF administers

a codeof good behavior in the international payments

sphere. As a financial institution, it loans funds to

national monetary authorities to meet balance of payments

deficits. Finally, as consultant, it provides a cewter
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for international cooperation and a source of technical

assistance to its member governments.

The obiectives of the IMF are to promote international

monetary cooperation; facilitau the expansion and stable

growth of world trade; promote and maintain exchange

stability; assist in multilateral payments between mem-

ber countries to eliminate foreign exchange restrictions

or other practices eaat hinder international trade; pro-

vide an orderly means of adjusting or adapting to over-

or undervalued exchange rates; provide short-term loans

to member countries experiencing balance of payments

difficulties; and promote convertibility of national

currencies.

By carrying out policies to implement these objec-

tivea, the IMP assists the private sector of inter-

national business by improving conditions in which trade

will occur.

3. World Bank Group

The World Bank Group of financial assistance insti-

tutions consists of the World Bank, the International

Development Association, and the International Finance

Corporation. Of these, only the latter is designed to

provide direct.asoistance to private business. The

other two, however, aid private business in indirect

ways. In general, the Group is oriented toward devel-
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opment lending, with the major share of iti funds

CI-

.c:
directed to less ,developed countries.
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.
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a. World Bank

The general purpose of the World Bank is to

finance projects that help to build foundations of

economic growth in less-developed countries. This

is accomplished by granting loans to governments of

member nations, including territories and political

subdivisions, political or private entities, and

public international or regional organizations. More

specifically,Ithe objective i6 to provide long-term

financing far investments in and operations of

domestic developments such as highways, per plants,

hospitals, agriculttae, etc., which are usually beyond

the financing capability of the private sector in

developing nations. While the World Bank does tot

finance private business directly, through its

actions it helps provide conditions for domestic

ekpahsion, growth and stability which, in turn,

provide an atmosphere conducive to increased inter-

national trade.

b. International Development Association

This organization in the World Bank Croup is

similar in operation to the World Bank itself,

.



except that its loans are made at very low, or no,

interest rates, and for periods as long as 50 years.

c. International Finance Corporation (IFC)

The International Finance. Corporation (IFC)

attempts to further economic development of private

enterprise in member countries through financing

only private enterprise contributing to economic

development. Its purpose is accomplished by

assisting in financing, establishing, and improving

private business operations; seeking to obtain

domestic and foreign private capital and experienced

management; aeeking to stimulate conditions conducive

to private capital investment and more private

participation in the growth of less developed

countries; and undertaking financing in private

risk ventures where other private financing is not

available.

The IFC benefits private international business

by seeking to develop private capital wickets and

financial institutions, and otherwise aids by

offering risk capital, or underwriting security

issues. Since it is directly aimed at the further-

ance of private enterprise, it is of direct impor-

tance to private interactional businessmen.
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'z!-\C" 4. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)

This agreement is perhaps the most important of

the many agreements affecting international trade.

GATT is a multinational treaty among more than 70

countries which are concerned with reducing tariffs and

other barriers to trade, and with eliminating discrimi-

nation among goods. "Although technically a cotractual

agreement, GATT is unlike other agreements in that it

is administered by a permanent secretariat under a

Director-General. .Moreover, in 1964 there was estab-

lished within the secretariat the International Trade

Centre (ITC), whose purpose is to assist less-developed

countries in expanding exports.

In attempting to fulfill the basic principles of

the agreement, the GATT organization provides the legal

and institutional framewqrk for multilateral tariff

reduction negotiations; ensures implementation of

negotiated settlements and compliance with legal com-
.

mitments under GATT; pro.ides formal machinery for con-

sultation and, if needed, redress if damage to a country's

trade occurs because of another country's non-compliance

with GATT provisions; fosters commercial policies and

aids in developing mechanisms and techniques to increase

the export earnings of.developing countries; trains

developing country officials in commercial policy and

export promotion; and publishes world-wide trade

information.



C. Subnational Govern sent Agencies
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1. State Governments

While state governments desire to assist resident

businessmen in increasing their'international business,

most assistance programs are relatively new. Since these

programs vary among individual states and seemito be

'everchanging as state governments seek to define

precisely the role they should be playing, it is mean-

ingless to list the various services provided. There

is no uniformity among the various states". do all

states provide assistance. In the aggregate, the

assistance available from state governments is in many

respects similar to that provided by the.federal govern-

ment.
.1144111,,,

2. Local or Municipal Governments

The international business promotional activities of

city governments generally are minor. Direct foreign

investment by foreign companies has received some

attention at thelocal level. The objective here is

local economic development. For a United States firm

to establish a represealtative, an office, or a.plant in

a foreign country, loc# government officials can be of

considerable help in making decisions, working with the

national government in arranging details and concessions,
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<( and generally facilitating the operation. For example,

\ the city of Dusseldorf, Germany, has an office of

Economic Promotion, which has helped attract hundreds

of subsidiaries of non-German industrial and trading

companies bY providing assistance similar to that

mentioned above. Other services provided by city

governments are limited, although some cities, for

example, Berlin, Germany, have agencies that are very

active in such things as advertising, trade fairs,

establishing trade contracts, and providing inter-

,national marketing consulting and information services.

3. Port Authorities

For cities that are points of entry or exit, the

most active international business promotional activity

and assistance is usually carried out by port authorities.

Such authorities have been quite active in trying to

develop greater import and export traffic through their

ports. They are most helpful and encouraging to inter-

national businessmen wanting to use port facilities.

Some port authorities employ representatives who may

go abroad, or visit exporters and importers in the

United States, in order to develop business for the

port. These "trade developers" call on anyone who might

have something to do with routing of shipments, such as

manufacturers, merchants, export houses, and shipping
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lines. They set up studies for potential port customers

that provide useful information on marketing, handling,

packaging and routing. While this trade development

work is heavily oriented towards the distribution phase,

information on all aspects of international business is

often made available.

D. Nongovernmental Assistance

20)

Many types of private organizations promote favorable

ge ral circumstances and conditions under which inter-

national distribution may be effectively carried on. The

dissemination of information on government policies relating

to international marketing (e.g., information on tariffs

or trademark regulations) is of particular interest. Some

of these organizations perform personal services,for their

members or clients.

Finally, there is a group of organizations that give
,--

%direct service to individual companies who may or may not be

clients or customers. Included in this latter group are

business firms dealing in services (e.g., banks and carriers

Their major function is to facilitate international trans-

actions and to offer certain services without obligation.

1. Chambers of Commerce

Various chambers of commerce attempt to promote a

climate conducive to the effective conduct of inter-
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As national business activities. :here are basically'

%C.?'

three kinds of chambers of interest to international

traders: the International Chamber of Commerce, chambers

of commerce that ye strictly national or local in

character, and chambers made up of business firms of

two countries--the so called "joint venture" chambers

between firms doing businesi in both countries.

a. Intefnational Chamber of Commeme OM)

The International Chamber of Commerce is made

up of more than 40 National Committees. Members of

each National Committee are drawn from the business

communit1and the nation's trade associations.

These committees study matters related to inter-

national marketing, distribution and commercial

policy, and present their country's 'viewpoint at

meetings of the International Chamber: Policies

adopted by the ICC, then, represent itsiefforts to

influence national government policies, supranational

agencies such as the United Nations or the Inter-

national Monetary Fund, and world opinion on matters

important to the development of international trade.

The ICC is also interested.in encouraging

businessmen NO carry put, on a voluntary basis,

practices and standards developed by businessmen

themselves, which facilitate international business
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operations. For example, the ICC has developed a

code of trade terms (INCUTERMS) that define the

responsibilities of buyers and sellers in inter-

national transactions.

b. Local chambers of commerce

Tidroughout the world there are many local

chambers of commerce, many of which are quite

active in promoting and assisting in international

buiiness activities in their communities. They

provide various types of services and information

to members engaged in international trade. Some

have international business departments which are

well organized and staffedsto serve the community.

Soma are active in encouraging direct private

investment in the community by foreign companies.

The services typically available from local chambers

include providing bulletins or newsletters on inter-.

national trade subjects to lo5al businessmen;

sponsoring se oars and conferences on international

business subjects; maintaining files on trade leads;

circulating inquiries from abroad; and direct

assistance in technical problems.
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14. American Chambers of Commerce Abroad

t,

The American Chambers of Commerce Abroad are

voluntary associations of. business firms and

individuals from one country, doing busines6 in

another country, along with firms and individuals

from she other country. The(broad purposes of such

organizations are to develop trade, investment and

amicable relations lottween the two countries,- the

promotion and protection of each country's interests

in the other country, the collection and dissem-

_natfon of inrerriv:ional business-related information,

a.

and various other specific services.

.2. Trade Associations

Sor;e of the many trade or industry associations,

su :11 as the National Foreign Trade Council, Inc., the

American Importer. Association, Inc., The4ational

Asanciation of Manufacturers, and other regional and

;.Dcai international trade associations, are active in

promoting and providing services related to international

husfne3i. Trade associations usually are concerned with

such pvoblemia as foreign and domestic government regu-

latluns concerning international trade, credit informa-

tion and collections, terms of sale, and th,: handling of

trade disputes. They may Also publish helpful international
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trade statistics. Of particular help are the regular
.e

newsletter* of some of these trade associations, which

keep readers abreast of current developments in foreign

trade matters.

3. Private Business Firms.

There are many private, profit-oriented butiness

firms involved in providing assistance in, and facili-'

Wing, international trade. These may be transportation

carriers, advertising agencies, credit agencies, insur-

ance firms, freight forwarders, and vanking.institutions.

Some of the services are provided on a direct fee basis.

Others, because they tend to increase international

trade generally and thus indirectly help the firms -

providing the service, are available at no charge.

Among the services performed by some airline cos-

panics are organizing trade missions, providing foreign

market information, aiding in technical business matters,

publishing helpful material, and participating in

foreign trade seminars and conferences. Steamship lines

may offer similar assistance. banking firms not only

provide financial services in the area of international

trade, but often will also offer such assistance as

credit reports on foreign businesses and buyers, general

foreign market information, aid in locating foreign
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representatives, and specific advice regarding a

particular customer's own export or import business.

40.
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III. UNITED STATES REGULATORY BODIES AND REGULATIONS

4

A. Regulatory Bodies of the Federal Government

The regulitory bodies discussed here are in essence

independent agencies created by Acts of Congress and admini-

stered by civilian officials appointed for spedific periods

of time. Although these agencies are regulatory in nature,

their decisions are subject to various safeguards--e.g.,

requirements for public hearings on major decisions and

appeal of decisions to the Federal court system.

The scope of authority of these agencies is generally

interstate, but, may apply to intrastate commerce as well if

intrastate traffic, transportation, or trade ruir interfere

with interstate commerce or safety. United States regulatory

agencies have counterpart state regulatory bodies concerned

with intrastate application of transportation, trade, and

safety rules peculiar to their' particular states:14 In con-

flicts between federal and state agencies, federal regu-

lation will normally govern.

The federal agencies are charged with maintaining viable

competitive United States transportation and commerce systems.

This is done by promoting healthy price competition and by

preventing destructive competitive practices, monopolies,send

unjustifiable price and service discrimination. Regulatory

powers of these agencies are extensive, e.g., their creating

statutes override application of anti-trust acts when this is

found to be in the public interest.
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1. Interstate Commerce Commission ICC1

The ICC regulates surface transportation carriers,

kr:\
i.e., railroads, motor carriers, domestic waterway opera -

tors, freight forwarders and oil pipelines in interstate

aild foreign commerce, by determining eligibility for.

operating authority and enforcing rate and service regu-

lations appropriate to sound, competitive transportation

in interstate and foreign comnerce of the United States.

Examples of ways in which ICC jurisdiction affects

international trade are levels of tranartation rates

f.:11- export-import ,:ommodities (e.g., rail rates to and

iron porta are normally lower on export/import shipments,

0

as compared with domestic rates), differentials in sur-

:ace transportation rates based on variances in rates

applicable to thc different U.S. ports, and levels of

rates on domestic surface "link-up" and interchange

transportation (i.e., considering total donstic-export/

irtort shipping charges).

2. Civil Aeronautics Board _AB)

The CAB is patterned after the ICC, but possesses

fare.20npreheneive responsibilities.
CAB activities are

tc air rransportat ±on and include approval of

Qpersting authority, routes, rates, and services of

doelestic and international U.S. air carrier operations,

commrn carrier operations of foreign air
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?
. prevent unfair and discriminatory practices, include

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

carriers to and from the United States. The CAB is also

charged with the promotion and development of civil

aviation in the United States.

CAB's impact on international trade extends into

such areas as licensing of international air routes

operated by United estates and foreign air carriers (sub-

ject, however, to presidential approval), authorizing

operation of.foreign civil aircraft in the United States,

participating in negotiations of air transport agreements

with foreign governments, and overseeing domestic air

link -up and interchange with international air carriers.

3. Federal Maritime Commission (FMC)

The FMC is charged with regulating the 'irate* and

services of ocean carriers and monitoring commercial

maritime practices. The Commission's responsibilities

affecting international trade, which are designed to

review and approval of "conference agreements" among

shipping companies, approval of dual rates and other

contract rates, and regulation of shipping rates between

the continental United States and its territories and

possessions.

4. Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

The FTC was established in the early 1900's to control
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Oe growth of monopoly and preserve competition. FTC's

"duties generally encompass prevention of unfair methods
Nt-

Sr
of competition and vicious competitive practices, improper

'k>"'
marketing practices, and anti-trust violations.

The impact of the FTC on international trade extends

to'adm(yistration of the Webb-Pomerene Act, vhich permits

associations to engage in export trade without incurring

penalties of anti-trust laws; control of marketing prac-

tices 'of foreign firms in import operations; Cancellation

of faulty trade marks; and supervision of regis'ration and

operation of associations of American exporters engaged

in export 'rude.

S. irderal Aviation Administration (FAA)

The FAA 4.3 responsible for the regulation of air space

a:1,1 ,:te exercise of federal government control over the

Dhysical facilities cf civil aviation. FAA manages the

:Iasi n41 air space, prescribes and monitors safety rules

: a:; ,d operating personnel, and investigates air

ar.cidents. Although in essence operating al a quasi-

ndende.rit federal body, the FAA is an agency within the A

;r!p:It:ment ;f Transportation.

..'AA .3 :-;v,plved in international trade through pre-

aLriptto, of safety standards for international air car-

ift!'q 1, expnrt and ir.port.traffic; promulgation of other

twl'At4On with derivative economic impact on
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domestic and international freight rates; promotion of

civil aviation abroad by assignment of technical groups,

training of foreign nationals, and the exchange of

information with Weign governments; and promotion of a

national system of airports.

B. Transportation Regulation

Generally speaking, there are three distinct types of

regulation: economic regulation, regulation to protect public

property or investmert, and safety regulation. Most people,

when they speak of regulation, probably have some form of

government price setting in mind. Regulation, however, means

much more than that.

1. Economic Regulation

-

The most common forms of economic regulation are rate

regulation, regulation of entry and exit into or out of a

given industry, and regulation of service and business

practices.

a. Rate regulation

This type of regulation gives some government

body the right to fix maximum rates or minimum rates

or both, waning that such a body or agency has the

power to set the exit rate.
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As a general rule the regulaLion.of maximum rates

is imposed for the purpose of protecting the public

from exploitation by a business firm which is either

' operating as a monopoly or is operating in a situation
<6-

14rin which economic forces will not permit s "natural"

price ceiling to be established. It should be recog-

nized, however, that when. in the opinion of the firm

7aximum rates are set too low, economic incentive will

be stifled and can result in firms withdrawing from

the industry, new firms not entering the industry and

thereby limiting supply, or a deterioration in the

.e:c:d!-InA service.

rare regulation is usually used to pro-

::t trom price discrimination or to create

Itahtlity in an industry by preventing 0o-called

'111:V1:110n 0: to :1MIt the intensity of price

:411en minimum rates are velatively high,
ti

E5 are umbrella" yr inefficient or high

op,ratdr,70. In such cases, users or con-

0: 4 service sutler by having to pay prices

are higher than market forces would dictate.

t example,\prevent firms in one region

.nTrpe-iTtve wirn firms from another region

LeAUlatiOn

usually, if not always,



implemented by the use of ri=iffpublic
convenience ana necessity or a similat type of

enabling authority. Such authority is made a pre-

requisite to the operation, abandonment, or extension

of the service of a given operator. If entry require-

ments are relatively stringent this can lead to an

undersupply of service. On the other hand,'if entry

rules are lax is can lead to a high turnover of

firma with cone itant poor quality 0 service to

users.

When exit regulations a e imposed, operators must

have permission to quit portions or all of their busi-

ness. In some cases where o'ghtors are not allowed

to abandon an unprofitable Pbrtion of their operation,

users of the unprofitable portion are enjoying service

subsidized by users or profitable portions of the

system.

c. Re ulation of *Artf..lse and business practices

Service regulatfon involves those portiOns of laws

and their interpetations and enforcement which are

aimed at separating common, contract, and private

carrier operations. This is particularly true in the

motor carrier industry. In addition, service regu-

lation also involves rules and laws goverTang Toutes

over which carriers may operate, schedules which must
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be maintained, commodities which may be carried, and

similar matters. ,This type of regulation may to Some

$\'

P extent obligate carriers to operate over uneconomic
(

,c 'k routes or maintain schedules which they do not desire.

ts-
Limitations put on the number and types of commodities

which a carrtej is allowed to haul can result in some

duplication of operations by.carriers because a car-

rier is not allowed to haul a given commodity-even

though he has some unused capacity.

Regulation of business. practices means that a

regulatory agency is to some extent supervising such

matters as carrier ownership and changes therein,

aoc financial relationships between carriers

accounting practices, and record and report-keeping

activities of carriers. In this type of regulation

mAnagerial prerogative is circumscribed, and if the

rv,ca and regrlaticus are too stringent It may lead

c) a disinciinatif:a on the part of businessmen to .

into or- remain in an industry.

2 i;e.&1,:etion to Protect Public Property

Ibis type of regulation usually his its greatest

r.e motor carrier industry. Every state has

rego:at_t4:s which deal with limitations on size, weight,

speed '4 -,,,Itmitnt of motor vehicles. With a few
A

speci,i! vXemptifil, these regulations generally apply to
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both priVate and commercial vehicles whether operating in

intrastate or interstate commerce. 'These laws have been

created for the following purposes:1

"I. Protection of existing highways and
bridges from destructive loads or
loads considered to be destcmALive,
and also protection of bridges from
injury by vehicles of excessive
dimensions.

2. Conservation of the resources of a
state by enabling the provision of
roads and bridges of standards con-
sistent with the needs of the state
and with its economic ability to
bear attendant costs.

3. Promotion of safety and abatement
of nuisanrea in road use.

4. The advancement of a state's in-
terest in other ways, as through
the control of competition between
different forms of transportation."

Regulation of this type may hive an economic impact on

carriers. For example, approximately 50 percent of the

revenue dollar of motor carriers is accounted for by

wages and fuel, and since these two coot categories do

not increase appreciably with increases in the size of

vehicles, larger vehicles tend to be more efficient.

Consequently, size limitations tend to be detrimental to

the individual carrier.

1William J. Hudson and James A. Constantin, Motor Transportation, New
York: The Ronald Press Company, 1958, pp. 621-622.

/
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3. Safety Regulation

This regulation is carried out both at state and'

s;,, federal levels and pertains to such matters as speed limits,

qualifications of employees, inspection and maintenance

practices, and the handling of explosives and other danger-

ou materials. Such regulations rxist fox all modes of

transportation, and do have an economic impact on carriers.

For example, in the dispute betwee,-. railroad management

and labor concerning the elimination of fireman on diesel
, .

locomotives and so-called "full crews;'' much of the labor

argumetlt infarct sudh elimination has been based on safety

requirements. Management, on 'the other hand, has argued 4

that safety is no longer an issue because of the high

standards of modern equipment, and has.pointed out that

rather substantial savings could be effected through the

4

elimination of the fireman and "full crews."

C. Fedt:ral 1w:emotional Trace Regulation

1. Regulations and Control 1

Ine following discussion covers the important features

U.s ..e.dokl. control regulations, particularly as they

apply to carriers and traders. It is intended to provide

eseent!st background information leading to a better under-

standirg the responsibilities of those involved in' export

grade. the information provided is, however, only an out-

line of a very detailed and complicated set of regulations.
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Also these regulations are subject to continual change,

modification, and revision. With thisin mind, any foreign
AD

trader or Larristr should either filly iniorm himself with

rerfaLd to a particular transaction, or rely on the services

of an c!;:perietwed specialist. The full teh of current

export. regulations can be obtained by writing to the Bureau

of International Commerce, U.S. Department of Commerce,

Washingtra, D.C., 20230.

a. .122K22208 SLIEE2E1S9atEd.

The primary purpoirss of export controls in peace-

time are to make certain that the export of domestic

goods does not adversely affect the country's national

security and welfare nor aid countries determined to

be unfriendly to the United States; to insure the use

of these controli as, an instrument of United States

foreign policy; to protect our domestic economy from

excessive drain of scarce materials; and to reduce the

inflationary impact of abnormal foreign demand. To

further these ends, the federal goveraMent has adopted

regulations designed to prevent the exphrt of certain

goods, and to control the movement of other goods of

U.S. origin after they have been exported from this

country. The object of the latter is to prevent

unauthorized re-exports, Cversions, or trans-shipments

to countries to which our government would not authorize

shipments directly.
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b. Export Control Act of 1949

0

The primary legislative foundation for U.S. export .

regulations is the Export Control Act of 1949, which

Qa authorizes the President to control exports of both

'U.S. commodities and technical data to all foreign

destipations. Export control authority has been

delegated by the President to the Secretary of Commerce,

and is administered by the Office of Export Control of

the Bureau of International Commerce.

0 c. Export Administration Act of 1969

More recent export legislation is the E4Rort

Administration Act of 1969. It took effect on January

1. 1970, upon expiration of the Export Control Act of

1949, and will remain in effect until June 30, 1971.

The important point to note with regard to this new

export legislation is that all outstanding delegations,

rules, regulations, orders, licenses or other form of

administrative action under the Export Control Act of

1949 remain in full force and effect until amended or

revoked, i.e., the same as if promulgated under the

new Act. Thus, most of the basic provisions of the

Export Control Act of 1949 are continued under the

1969 Act.

The Exporc Administration Act of 1969 does make

a few changes, however. First, it is more liberal with
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regard 'to export of goods or technology which in the

pi:at c L td ;Jut shipped co couatrius where they might

ront.,:,uLL -0 '.,zilitary rwc economic" potential to the

dttr,mert ot ;.he natt:oa; slecuril. 0: the United States.

The 1969 Act deletes "tconomie from this ck.iteria.

The Ac.t also Allows exports which may contribute to

militery potential tt these goods can be obtained

ftlaewhere, unleso national aecurltyinterests clearly

dictate otherwise.

Another provision ot the Act direct+, the Secretary

of Commerce to review restricted lists more regularly,

with the object of making prompt:y any relaxatina

necessary or desirable in promoting trade.

the Act of 1969 makes new provisions for administration

of export control regulations. Traders are to be kept

fully and promptly informed of all changes in regu--

lations and commodity restrictions In addition, 6

record keeping and export documentation has been

reduced for the trader.

d. licattaa

Export.licensina controls apply to exports of

commodities and tauhnicsi data from the United States;

le-exports at commodities of U.S, origin from a foreign

destination to auother foreien_destination; parts and

components of U.S. origin used in a foreign country



to manufacture a foreign end-product for re-export; and

*:A
in some instances the foreign-produced, direct product:-

of technical data of U.S. origin. While no special

t

authorization is required by the Department of Commerce

to engage in export-import trade, exports may got PA,

made unless authorized by either a general or a

validated license.

A general liceOse is an authorization permitting

export of certain commodities and technical data with-

out the necessity of applying for license document.

A validated license is a document authorizing the

export of commodities within the special limitations

set forth in that document. It is issued on the basis

of a formal airlication made to the Departs. t of CoM-

merce. No fee is charged to apply for or receive a

validated export license.

(1) Country groups

F.-3r export. control purposes all destinations,

except Canada, are divided into the following

country grops:

Group S: Southern Rhodesia

Group T: All Western Hemisphere countries except

Cuba

Group W: Poland, including Danzig and Romania

Group X: Hong Kong and Macao
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GroupY: Albania, tulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East
Germany (Soviet zone of Germany and

. East terlin), Estonia, Svngeryi Latvia,
Lithuania, Outer Mongolia, and the USSR.

Group Z: Clwmunist China, Worth Korea, Communist-
controlled size of Viet Nam and Cuba

Group V: All other countries, except Canada

Canada is not included in any country group mine,

exports to that country are normally iot controlled.

(2) Licensing policies for selsImultal

Most coamod1ties can move to dest:nations in

the free world under general license types designed

G-DEST orGLV. The general license type G-DEBT may

also be used formost non-critical goods destined

to Eastern European countries. The policies re-

Latins to the licensing of exports differ from one'

country group to the next, and, therefore, the

exporter should ascertain the exact policy before

attempting to export.

(3) Soosodity controls,

The Commodity Control List (CCL) in Part

A 399.1 of the U.S. Department of Commerce Export

Control Regulations is the key to determining

whether a specific shipment may be exported under

a general licensi is needed. The CCL lists all

of the commodities licensed by the Department of
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Commerce and shows the destinations for which each

101 commodity requires any special document. Also

.4kt

dk" shown is whether any special requirement must be

.
met in connection with the submission of the

license application.

Once it has been determined that a validated

license is required for a specific export, an

application for a license should be submitted to

the Offico.df Export Control of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce. An application consists of a

completed Application for Export License (Form

FC-419) and an Application Processing Card (Form

FC-420). These forms are available free of charge

from either the Department of Commerce in Wash-

ington or any of its field offices.

There are certain commodities and destinations

which require test supporting documentation he

submitted wish the application, i.e., the i.aport

certificate or the consignee/purchaser transaction

statement.

(4) Special license procedures

G. In addition to handling individual export

licenses, the Office of.Export.Control has devel-

oped simplified procedures under which one appli-

cation can cover a numbe: of transactions.



(5) Other simplified procedures

5E61 (vsil RIAILIBLE

A number of other procedures have bee! devel-

oped to facilitate exports without detriment to

objectives of the Export Control PrograA.. The

Foreign-Based Warehouse procedure is typical of

such procedures. It permits a qualified exporter

in the United Stites to obtain licenses to export

commodities to be stocked abroad for sale in the

country where the stock is to be located or in

other approved countries. Such stock must be

loc*ted abroad and its distribution must be under

the full cad active control of a distributor who

has been approved by the Office of Export Control.

(b) Destine.. n control

To help insure that United States exports will

go only to authOrized destinations and will not be

shipped illegally to other destinations, a "desti-

nation control statement" is required on shipping

documents. Under this requirement most commercial

shipments leaving thl, United States must show one

of three staaMenta, as appropriate, on the export

declaration, bill 'f lading or air-way bill, and

commercial invoice. This statement notifies the

carrier and foreign parties (ultimate and inter-

mediate consignees and purchaser) that the material



has been licensed for export only to certain

destinations and may not be diverted contrary to

United States law. The exceptions to the use of

this statement are shipments intended for con-

y
sumption in Canada and shipments being made under

certain general licenses.

(7) Parts and components

The use of U.S. origin parts, components,

and materials in the manufacture abroad of com-

modities that will be exported from the country

of manufacture to any other;country is governed

by Export Control Regulations. Such use requires

prior authorization of the Office of Export Con-

trol.

2. Import Regulations and Control

All goods entering the United States from abroad are

subject to the customs laws of the United States. After

goods have passed thrOugh proper customs procedure, they

ere released for further use or distribution. Customs

clearance is a complex procedure. It requires correctness

of all documents and compliance with all detailed instruc-

tions. In the following discussion some important aspects

of the customs procedure are highlighted. More detailed

information concerning the exact procedure may be obtained

from the U.S. Customs Bureau.
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a. Special customs invoice BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Every commercial shipment of goods with a value

greater than $500, unless exempted under provisions of

section 8.15 of the Customs Regulations, must be accom-

panted or covered by a special customs invoice. This

form (Customs Form 5515) must be obtained by the foreign

seller from the nearest United States consulate in his

country. The completed form is forwarded to the

importer in the United States, who must file it with

the customs collector at the port ok entry, with other

entry documents, before the merchandise can be cl..tared

for entry into the United States. 'Depending on the
.

type of transactions, special customs invoices are

clasftified according to whether the commodities are

"purchased goods" (i.e., those acquired by purchase or

agreement to purchase) or "not purchased goods" (i.e.,

those acquired by some means, other than purchase).
Y 4

For purposes of tariff ass ssment, goods are considered

to have been pure ased if t ey were shipped as a result

of 4 definite sae or agreement to sell, if the sale or

agreement to sell was concluded at or before the time

the goods were exported from the foreign country, and

if the price paid by the purchaser was fixed. Goods

acquired otherwise'should be invoiced as not purchased"

goods and may not be included on the invoice with

purchased goods.



b. General order

General order time is definild as the time allowed

the importer to file an entry with the U.S. Customs.

This is five days after the arrival ofa vessel in port

or of the goods at a border point. Technically,. a

vessel does not enter port until its master files his

papers at the customhouse. General order time is

calculated as five businiss days, starting with the

day after the vessel has arrived at the port, Satur-

days, Sundays, and holidays excluded. A formal exten-

sion may be granted by the collector at the port if

necessary. If the entry is not made within the allotted

time, the import goods are taken by the Collector of

Customs and stored in a warehouse normally called a

"general order bonded warehouse." Entry may then be

made by the importer at any time within one year. The

expense of warehousing is chargeable to the importer.

If the goods are unclaimed at the end of a year, they

are considered abandoned and are made available for

sale at a public auction.

c. Documents required for entry

Documents required for proper entry of imparted

goods are a bill of lading, a special customs invoice

(with certain exceptIons), an entry form, and an.

appropriate bond.
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(I) Bill of
B SS CON AVAtipBtE

The term -good' bill of lading usually is

used to signify that the bill of lading has been t

properly endorsed. If the bill of lading is not

available, the importer may secure a carrier's

certificate rrom the steamship company by giving
A

a letter of guarantee. The guarantee is usually

signed by the consignee and by an interested bank

that is obllgated, along with the importer, to

deliver to the carrier a good bill of7lading as

soon as .t t available. The carrier's certi-

fi..atc and release form (Customs Form 7529) is

nothiNA :ore than a form signed by a steamship

combaav and addressed to the Collector of Customs,

certitying tlt the importet is the owner or con-

("1 th)! deacribed therein.

(1 ) rlt1 e

Thv co v !he invoice must be sub-

mitted at 'he !Imp of T.Ortig formal entry. This
4

locurent crt:f1.1!..s ,,ii 11 'he PYnorter who forwards(

.t to ; t --port pr ,w,..th the other

documentsco-...ering the transaction.

There are several types of entry forms to be
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filed with the Collector of Customs, depending

upon thes-ci-pcCMstances of the particular trans-

aglton and shipment. The most common type of

Al entry is the so-called "consumption entry"

(Customs Form 7501).

(4) Bond

.3

An appropriate bond, usually a consumption .

entry bond, must be filed with each consumption

entry. These may be purchased by importers and

7Av :Plic; for terms vp to one 'Pear. This pro-

eIlminatcs the necessity of filing a

N..nd to cover ed:1- indiwidual entry.

a single entry bond is used, it must be for

A ' tt, tilt weilk.e f the goods covered

duty.

cl.- qromnoaP

n,.cessary'documents for entry have been

importer or his agent. presents thew at

wh.re the declared duty is verified.

11 paid and a ref-eipt Is issued by

collector's a permit (Gua-

r. 118 issued by the. cr)iler.tor, which is

0! tht i av, e and scary sheet

the avtaiset ti4e collector
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requesting appraisement of certain goods.

When issued, the permit is delivered to the .

importer or his agent and dispatched to the customs

inspector in charge of the point where the imported

goods are located. The collector, at the time of issuing

the permit, gives instructions to the inspector con-

cerning disposition of the goods. These instr.ctIons

indicate what portion of the shipment is to be sent to

an appraiser for examination, or what may be examined

at the pier or the importer's place of business, or

any other designated place. Whether the goods are to

be.weighed, sampled, or held for examination by govern-

ment agencies, is also indicated. Usually ten percent

of the goods, but not less than one package or,case, is

examined by the appraiser. The balance of the shipment

may be taken immediately by the importer, but the

appraiser may, at any time before appraisal is com-

pleted, demand redelivery of all or part of the ship-

ment within twenty days from the date,of his report.

Goods which have been conditionally released

should be held.by the importer until he is -ertain

that all the goods have been examined and appraised,

and that jle collector is satisfied with the estimated

duties. The duty paid atthe time of filing the doc,u-

mentS ispnly a deposit,.at which time the customs

officer gives the importer the delivery permit.
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e. Determining dutiable value and final ad ust ent of

duties

t Valuation is perhaps the most important element in

4

the customs procedure, and appears to be responsible

for most °fit-he controversies and misunderstandings

that arise.

The assessed 'value of goods dutiable at ad molorem

rates determines the amount of duty to be .paid. The

value is determined by appraisers who inspect shipments

and confirm the accuracy of invoices, or who make

necessary corrections. The importer and the appraiser

3.2th gcveraea b), the provisions of the tariff law.

A4 `oasis f.t- the assessment of duties on imported

goods, Section 503 of the Tariff Act defines dutiable

value as the final appraised value. It is clear that

the importer, who declares the entered value, and the

i:raiser, who determines the appraisal value, must

-.----!p-rFite and be in agreement. 'Otherwise delay, expense.

a,! ;Issibie litigation may result.

To remain competitive, an importer must reduce

to an absolute! minimum all penalties, increased costs,

or eielays. An importer's self-interest dictates

f',e, th invnie, t,,KulAwr with ...:dttional papers,

correspondence, order,s, Brice lists, quota-

an.! ether information necessary to substantiate

the value declareu, including required declaration of

A I r)P submittnd to the appraiser in a..vance of
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entry. If the appraiser has information based on pre-
.

vi3Ous importations of similar merchandise, it may aid

the importer to enter the value accordingly, unless a

diffe-ence of opinion exists. The importer may then

want to declare a different value as the basis for a

test case requiring ludicial determination. This is

called an "appeal ntry.". Prior to final appraisal,:

if the .porter receives information indicating.that

a va ue should be used, he will usually be allowed to

amend the enteredivalue so that it will agree with the

appraised value.

f. Basis of value

I

The Customs Simplific,tion Ac: of 1956 made

importait changes in the 'bases of assessment of value

of imported mercnandis,-. The bases of value are the

extort_ value: or it the export value cannot be deter-

:.ned satisfs3cto-zi/, then the United States value; or

if neither the ixport value nor the United States value

can be determined satisfactorily, then the constructed

value f "r an imported article sublect to a rate of duty

based'on the Am;.rican gal's price of a domestic article;

or the outright Amer:can syllinA_Lrice of such a

domestic article.

g. Ip ^rt quoras

An import quota is a quantity control on Imported
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merchandise for a certain period of time. Import quotas

may bt divided into two types, absolute and tariff rate.

"."?
Ab6olute quotas limit the quantity of goods thin

0
may enter the commerce of the United States in a speCific

time period. When the quota. is reached, further entries

are prohibited for the remainder of the period.

In contrast, tariff rate quotas permit a specific

time period. When the quota is reached, further entries

are prohibited for the *remainder of the period.

In contrast, tariff rate Quotas permit a specific

quantity of art imported product to be entered at a

reduced rate of duty during the quota period. There

is nn limitation on the amount of the quota product

that may be imported at any time., but quantities

entered during the quota period in excess of the quota

for that period are subTect to higher duty rates.

D. Foreign Cow,rnment Regulations

Most ',.Ountries use controls similar to those of the United

States tr selected imports. These control devices take such

fora as quotas; import licenses; foreign exchange restrictions;

quarantine and other regulations; and restrictions applied to

cettal,1 such as food products, drugs and phar-

maceuticals, and explosives and inflammables. Import duti\e

may oe le.;i:d for revenue purposes or to protect local industry.

In les, government manufacturing monopolies for
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certain products (such as .),acco Li- matches) may virtually
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bar products from the Un!yo_i s. .

Specific regulations also govern the marking and labeling

on packages and containers in mast countries. The United

States exporter may have Co ehange labels in deference to

local customs, while a translated version of the English text

may suffice in some countries. In other countries, the label

may not have to be t ranslated from English at all.

Certain countries have requirements concerning containers.

For exarie, tn -3ii-es exporter may be required to

certa;.n 't.,n14% .n tubes rather than in cans, or by the

anif Kingral! inteed of by the gallon or pound.

V. cxpn..tec nee:is information

regardlne4 ..: :ensing and exchange controls of foreign countries,

7 ! and t-a:lemark requirements .

it :s f itar, expurtingzt.) any foreign

.-ry a ;nit Scat-s ::,!-.orter must seek specific information

wirllts reu: tfitl! Will affect the trans-

?. ::1!-rma'. re,Ja ding import duties,

1.,!ernal taxes, ald import restrictions applicable to

arr, i,:cotic product gcirq4 :r.to a rip.,cific foreign country,

r7i; --tained :ror7 !.!1, ".:-.:)artr-.-n of C,-mmerce or one of its

5 (-1 hr.. a! are (h:erseas

_
, The 1.,x.,i.fter's rncyLL,pec , Commerce Today,

".R.1 ; I:11A govi-rnment embassies,

0!i-ia:n rate maymay also make

avai,a-le.

a. .



IV. FINANCING

eN,

04 Financing pYoblems unique to international trade are often

,e4\ due to differing business environments. Differences in financial

institutions, govei:tment regulations, and currencies and their

exchange values, give rise to these problems. Moreover, currency

values and exchange rates often flucturate unpredictably. lack

oeiunderscant!ing of :he institutions and instruments used in the

financillv of exports and impOrts can he a serious barrier to

profitable operaiions. The following discussion, therefore, is

focused on some financial aspects of international trade.

A. Pria':e FinarrLallistitutions

Commercial banks and private finance and credit companies

are two major groups prc iding firnncial services in inter-

\
nat...)nal trade.

imT=Prcial Banks

Do.iestic znd foreign commercial banks are of major

importa'Ace in fiaancing export and import transactions.

many United States commercial banks do business with the

principal commercial banks abroad. E acting as their

f.-Iresondent in the United States, by extending credit

alJ ::ther accommodations, and by personal contacts, United

;rates baoks h.ve established international relationships

nnd Yncryiedge relating to financial matters connected with
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foreign trade which are extremely helpful to businessmen.

Whether exporters and importers seek outside funds or rely

on their own resources to finance transactions across

national boundries, the mmercial banking system can

supply services that make such financing possible through

a system comprised of branches and subsidiaries.

For the exporter who wishes to extend his own credit

to.buyers abroad, commercial banksare able to provide

credit information so the seller can choose terms suit-

able to the risk in dealing with each customer. For

regular customers, most large banks also provide at cost

or free of charge foreign market research .aid information

on exchange rates and tariffs, import and export regula-

tions, licensing procedures, and political and economic

c^nditions. Banks Liao put the international businessman

in contact with foreign lawyers, distributors, agents,

and brokers who can provide key se ces. Upon a cus-

tomer's re^uest, a bank will often tain names of

dependable suppliers of raw materials.. i.e advisors and

financiers in international commerce, commercial banks

perform several routine operations essential to their ;:e"------------

role, such as foreign exchange trading, c011ecting foreign

discounting and loaning against bills payable abroad.

and opening letters of credit. These services entail

explicit charges.

commercial banks are a major source of short-term

financi=ng of international trade. Bymaking 10.416 and
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cdiscounting bills' of exchange and time drafts, banks

Jp- provide funds to exporters and importers. Funds may also
-----:- .

be provided through acceptance fimanskaa, which is a time

draft or bill of exchange drawn on s bank (Usually by a

trader),;calling for payment at a specified future time

and bearing a tertifitatioh of "acceptance" by a bank.

Acceptances may readily be sold in the money market,

although the acceptance market itself is somewhat narrow.

2. ARLIkARhinagaTanies

a. Factors

private finance and credit companies, such as

factors; will often undertake risks eyond those
.

usually covered by commercial banks and beyond the

sco'e of the line of credit the exporter Y..Lay have at

)
' is bank. If factors are satisfied as to the responsi-

lity of the foreign buyers (unlike commercial banks

which are primarily interested in the seller's respon-

sibility), they will purchase without recourse the

receivables covering goods shipped, and in this manner

provide funds needed by the exporter. The factor then
4

collects from the buyer directly. Factoring allows an

exporter to sell on oven account, and enables him to

extend extremely competitive-financial terms to cus-

tomers; however, the cost to the exporter ii greater

than usual types of bank.finaacing.
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b. Export merchants
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Andther means of financing" exports IA to work

-through export merchants or confirming houses. V.aen-

ever credit information on foreign buyers is inadequate

or banks are unable to ,provide credit facilitieA. menu-

facturers may resort to these institutions. Trans-

actions between domestic manufacturers and export
. .

merchants, however, have only a remote connection

with export financing. These transactions may be more

prop'erly classified as domestic sates, since the domestic!

manu4c:urer !_he explIt IrE-r.-7hgnt ho, fn

leits the goods' abroad. Only a small price

adjustmi.:nz and packtn6 nay distinguish the

export merchant's order. Tha main advantage of.An

exvort -,erchant is 1.1. he has experience selling abroad

ano can, in ecfect, ",.xport.cepartment" of a

domesti:: manufacturer.

M4:1-.0i!,:= yaytlent

rti

The particular method of payment usedby an exporter

voven,s the nature and extent to which he extends credit to a

Payme,t Intil.::nte !no termS of sale,

:uf:uned to a Art.at dugree of con-

ttC.: io::pr
%

the rn..tchandise and the

iir;it hp .:,lace Aron the Px!:nnirn n:

e,verai other fa:.tors influence the terms.of sale. These

1- 7!



include the type of merchandise, amount of money involved,

market customs, country of destination, exchange restrictions,
...,

zc* buyer's credit standing, setter's financial condition, and

terms granted by foreign and domestic competition.
41" .

i....
Export, sales are usually paid for by documentary draft.

L' 4 (bill of exchange), letter of credx-, open account, or eon-
.

lir !.

signment. Crhet less used methods are also available. .

(% 1. Documentary Drafts

..

:=7

/L.

?:.cording to the Negotiable Instruments Act a draft,

k!lown as a bill of exchange is an

...unconditional order in writing addresied
y ors person to anothef, signed by the person

giving it, requiring the person to whom it is
addressed to pay on demand or at .a.fixed or deter=
mined future time a certain sum in money to order
::r to :,carer."

be negotiable a *Ill must conform to these

Thigh the use of drafts, an exporter may

emolc, 4ani. as the collection agent on accounts the

e:f.-rrer himself finances. The bank forwards the exporter's

foie;ign buyer directly or through a branch or

c,-;rispondent bank and then converts or remits the 'proceeds

.)r (-Illection to the exporter.

a. La,s of drafts

In the case of the sight draft, which is



Oft

p

.1

gs1 WORE
payable uperi presen.;,tic,' the buyer, remission

or the .Lace vs:tie .ithin one or two weeks.

The sight draft is characterized bi4D/Pv or docu-,

meLts against payment, since the shipping documents

and title to the merchandise are not released to '
4

the buyer until payMent is made to the.collection

agent . The cozit of finin....ing in this case is

equal to the total of bank fees and cable and

t

postal charges LrTose by the governments of the

importing And :xn,rti-ng nations.

I

! 1 Jz1::-(4E:ed t,:hei the :

r!xD.:-rtcr is id;:.,,ns, t c!elivtr the shlpp:ag docu-

III it %I g

rlz, .s tne D/A, or

t'lly buyer is

upo3 signing
4

th-rehy

- ! -ayment.. T,-e'documenisc

0.:pr ent are

normally entrusted to the eln:!.?;t1..g bahk t ogether

a. lox pr:r t is r P

; -Jtatts untioovr:Anied by

.:1(.4 and the

O

a

vl
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remaining, forma are bent directly to the buyer.

In most cases, however, the exporter'will prefer

toship all forms at once and keep title within

exclusive control of his agent bank until payment.

is received or the draft .is "accepted."'

(4) Time:

. . .

Another type is the time draft which stipu-

lates payment,-to be made within a certain number

of dais after the date of acceptance by the buyer,

30 co 180 days, or which specifies a due

2ttto 'f,_7:r.pment based on the date of issuance.

The'latter is known as a date draft.

When the exporter draws his draft on the

huyec, he will complete a lengthy set of

r.:;tructions to the bank ccwering the tenor of a

ti4e draft, and specifying the time or.date when

parJent must be made. The currency for payment

K'ilac) prescribed, which determines who" will

- have' tie burden of insuring against risk of

xchange rate'fluc*tuationp.

h. AdvaintaAeu

C

The ic!...,antages of the draft, or bill of exchange,

!neth;:d r)t ftr-.Ancing to both buyer and seller are

,-e seller is protected hecause title to,
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"F.
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and therefore ownership of goods, is not transferred

A

unless payment, or arrangement for it, has been made.

Drafts, once accepted, are subject to international

law, and the seller hai the right to protest in ditu-

'ations of,non-payment. The seller may obtain financing

and _immediate payment by discounting the draft to off-
.

set hiso financial outlays. The buyer is benefited by

having to make no cash outlays in advance, and may,

as in trust receipt financing, secure funds to make

immediate payment evier or more feasible. In, the

case of time drafts., the buyer may not need large cash

sources if he is ab le to talcum a subsequent buyer

befdre he has to make payment. Transactions are

hand led through banks, which benefit, both seller and

buyer in that the transaction will be handled in an

orderly manner and transfer of ownership will pe made

in accordante with predetermined means and insure con-

cf*the goods, safeguarding both parties.

c_ Disadvantaus

There are two main disadvantages to the draft

mf.t-,hod of financing. First, it does not protect the

seller against political or economic risks or the

inability of the buyjyr to pay, or against disputes on

terms of sale and transfer of ownership, which can be

time.annsuming and costly.
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'Second, transactions may be complex and time con-
.

. 0110\0.
.suming, and errors in shipments are zto easily
rectified.

2." Letter of,Credit

t

A letter- of credit provides & simple arrangementi7

8 0
` between seller and buyer which dispenses with any possible

.conflict over sight draft teriN, extended credit terms,

-etc. It is a.written statement issued by a bank, addressed

to an identifiable party or parties, whereby the bank agrees

to honor all drafts drawn on it within a stated period of

time, provided that certain conditions with regari to the

goods are met by the party or parties to whom it'is addressed.

The amount of-letter of credit is agreed upon by the buyer

and th* seller, and the transaction is handled through their
01.

baniws.

_ l en Account

Financingan open account in international trade is

handled in the same'way as in domestic trade. The buyer

simply chargfs his purchases, and his account is treated

by the exporter as any other receivable. Thus, sales are

made withoutwiny safeguards, with the expectation that the

buyer will make payment at a previously agreed-upon time.

Payment is made by the buyer either by direct remittance

or by honoring s draft drawn on him by the seller. The
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major weaknesses of open 4:oula f:naTing, at least in

the terms of the.riski4 that. or the
2

-

are that no tangible payment obligar4on exists, there is-
.

no definite date, except as agreed upon by the buyei and

seller, arid there is'a tendency'on the part of some buyers

to (Wlay payments.

a. Advantages

111

:kmong the advarnages.to thelai177.:re ease. of

ne-.;otiati.17-. and eacecution of sale, lack of complicated

documen-ary,,::eq-JirelvcnA, inteHediary charges or

zend f:r=c1P relations; and in some cases where

credit balances are t>stablished in favor of the seller,

risk :he advantagoo of this method to the buyei

No pr),i- c-:--t7.LEmnt is required of hiM.

SCte ,.,utside resources or

f a...:.!!).49mt?nts prior t' the arrival

an;! in T.an., (,ises wi:1 have sold the
.11

-;,avmept Is dt.;-:.hcn%0 f-1, has rilceived short-

rjr. trade credit of u to 180 days at little or

;.-36;. t

f ; . ; .

fol ",urden'of rIslks of

Y '414141.4 1 -I and inso.1-

hen the 17.;, rtes a:lowoo-topayt, in his own

0
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i currency and payment schedules areerratic, the exporter

may not be able to c ver adequately the risk of exchange

. 'rate deterioration. Collections from !foreign customers

.=

are sometimes difficult and costly. n view of the

risks, .the seller probably should only sell on open

ccoune'when utmost confidence in the buyeriis accom-

,panied by sableseconomic and political conditions.

The exporter can eliminate the risk to himself by

factoring those accounts that a factor wilAccept.

4. Comignment

Under the consignment method the exporter ships his

goods to a foreign buyer and payment is deferred until the

goods are sold. In ether words, the goods are placed in

the hands of, or consigned to, the exporter's own agent

or subsidiary, or an independent agent, broker,. or import

house. Title to the goods dOes not pass until the goods

are sold to users and payment is made to the exporter for

them. It

Under this arrangement there is no guaranteb that

the goods. will be sold and no financial commitment is
a

made by the buyer to the seller. -Consignment to any

indepe ent agent, brokef or importer raises most of the

same pro, lens encountered in open account transactions,

. i.e., i ability and risk of the seller are considerable,

with. no financial commitment or guarantee from the buyer.

3-78
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a. Advantages

a
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In some cases th'e method of consignment may have

.advantages for the seller, for example, in situations

where sales would not ordinarily be made, or where the

seller wishes to create new markets for his product.

.

Also, in some cases, government regulations are,such

that consignment selling may be mandatory.

b. Disadvantages

The disadvantages of thii method to the selLer

arr. errnerou$ . First, payment for the goods is not

Ilade until the goods sre sold, which may be over long.

peri,nds of time. Seccnd, there is no guarantee that

the L;: -cads will be sold and, hence, no financial burden

on. the buyer, bu: -11. to the' seller requiring

grest,financia. outlays with no guaraneee of saLes.

This does protect the geIlt.r against any

hr econmAc risks which also lead to

non-payment.

Me' n5 o( Payment

E

Another method ( 17.1:ing g. ohs abcohd is on the basis _

.
.

.

0 s.-,ct terrls c.: -e. 'In certain cases, and quite oppo-

th- extension

it.. "1 r. to

-



on credit and try(to secure the agreement of the buyer to

4.1
very strict terms of sale. Cash-in-advance, or CIA, is

the most stringent of ese. Payment under these terms is

made in advance to the seller before he contracts.for.the,

sale. This ts common in some types of products,. such as
1

1,

machiderywhere a partial op' full payment is made to
A

.

secure the transaction untr completionand shipment. Thq

cash-with-order, or CWO, is another form t varies

slightly from the CIA in that acceptance of the contract

by a buyer takes plfce alqng with the payrhent in advance

of the shipment.. The cash-on-delivery, or COD, is similar

to the sight draft, DIP, in*ehat the buyer must pay on

fielivery before he can obtain title to or possession of

the goods.

In the case of CIA and CWO finan ing, payment is

,guaranteed in advance, with no risk to the seller. The

buyer, .on the other hand, is forced to pay in advance, and

to make, financial outlays before the goods are bl.;:n con-

tracted or shipped. In COD financing there.are certain

disadvantages which make the draft financing more equitable

to the seller. Principally, the advantages and di.sadvaner

4

ages are the same as in the case of the sight draft, with

the exception thai no recourse exists for non7payment.

There are'also additional prOhlems above those with'the

draft, such as no means of protest in non-payment, no.d out-

side direct. means of financing for either party, no clearly

.

nrganizi2d consummation of sales and teansfer of ownership,

3 -80
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no predetermined means of establishing settlement, and no

means of efficiently settling disputes over goods. or tIrms.

,In certain areas of the world there are other methods

of payment, such as..kthe au4ity.tb pi( and authority to

purchase, both of which are somewhat similar to the letter

of credit. Information on how and where these should be

used is available from the international.department of

commercial banks and from US. Department of Commerce,Field

Offices.

Export CrediS_Insurance and Guarantees

F\pericnce.has shown that the risks associated with export

sals'are not necessarily greater than those,encouveied in

d,-,mestic sales. However, some risks.not evident in domestic

saie:i G41.- vise which are be..'ond the control of the exporter..

Fey thi fuason, prOtectl9n against many pf these risks. is

.Avallable througil insurance and guaranteeemprograma'established

Expor.-1. :lank) and adminiked in con-

r' _t;,) 1 With the U.S. commercial banking and insurance com-
.

mn:tv. xporters should be aware, however, that tnis pro-
.

ic!ction s available on:y for creditextended on terms.which

nor 1: f,)1.- the sprcif -e-,)(y.is in which They are dealing.

Eximbank and FCIA (Foreign Credit Insurance Associati9n)

4

r'trrt'the exporter again.;t losses due to commercial risks

huver, prot.-act,Id default, etr. and political

r:sks (wAr, revolution, expropriation, currency inconvertibility,



cancellatior nr restriction of export and import licenses,

etc.) an bot".1 short-term and medium-term credit. Exiipbank

And FCIA offer comparable medium-term.credit protection. The

:-.7----

Eximbink guarantee is extended to the exporter's bank, which

in turn carries a portion,of the export paper for its own

acdount..

FCIA issues two basic policies: short-term, covering

sales of any product sold on payment terms up to 180 days

(rarely for longer pentode); and medium-term, covering sales t

of machinery, plant equipment, and other icapital-type products,

. sold on terms of l8/ days to 5'ydars.

Each of these is divided into two categories.:. Cbmpre-

1:-.:1,.;!vo,.cfntlring bothfommer?.4a/ and political risks; and

P/Ititical Risks Only, under which the exporter self-insures

Ma rormal commercial risks such as the insolvency of, or the

prctrac:ed payment default by, the buyer.

Short-term policies generally require the exporter to

tnquze all his credit-term sales to all markets, though cer-

taln exclusiOns to this "whole-turnover" principle may be

)

.legotiarAd.' medium-term policies are issued on a case-by-
. e -

A
.

case basis to cover a single sale or a
.

series of ogles to the

same buyer.

More recently, FnA has introduced a new combined

Short-term/Medium-leet policy designed primarily for exporters

selling equipment and 40.rts to distributors and dealers.

!qhort-tei-m coverage is provided for sales of parts or.foT

t

sales of equipment during a "floor-plan" ore.similar arrangement;

.
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n addition _to credit risk, which is common to both

i. doriestic and,f7leign trade. .those dealing in inttrnatinnal

c-mmerce grP faked with rtinns rclutive tL rare.

.

An 'exchange rate is the pt ice of one national currency in
0

7 : -

BEST, cony MAW
medium -term coverage _would thca apply following .resale of the

t'

equipmeht on extended terms. to an end-user.

4
The proceeds of FCIA policies Islay be assigned to a bank..

Many exporters use this arrangement to expand their lines of

credit, or to secure ad4itionV ban:.financing. Alternatively,

any of'the amprehensive.policies may be 'issued to a financing
o

institution, which itself assUmeq the insured risks from the

exporter.

ciBoth FCIA insurance polies and Eximbank guarantees to

commercial banks may be for sales for'which orders haVe been

obtained 9r arre being negotiated,. or they may be provided as

advance commitments to meet bid invitations or to permit

.

negottions. Additional special coverage is also available

by endorsement of the policy, including pres.hipment protection
. /

during period of manufacture, or protection for merchandise on
.

consignment, or sales from warehoused stock abroad.

':3tS, other informati,ln, and application forms are

.

avatIcble from insurance agents and brokers: or from the

voreign Credit Insurance Ase,,ciation, 250 Broadway, New York,

N.Y. 1047.

F7,rei,gn Fx0law Practices



terms of another. Exchange rates fluctuate for a variety, of
441e

%Treasons. Structural changes in national incomes,and movements

z. in the,level of prices are examples of the many forces influ4

encing ihe supply of, and demand for, foreign exchange. 'These,.

in turn, determine the rate of exchange.

There. area number -of problems for traders which are

related to the effects of exchange rate'movements rather than -.

to the cAses (4 such movements. Pot example, the4sale of a

commodity at present prices for future delivery wry result in

gains or loaaes depending on movemen idthe exchange rate.

Asian aseumtng that $11 is equal to DM3.75

(Deut,iche Mack --th German monetary unit), and that a contract

1 is madeby an Ame'rican manufacturer to deliver a certain piece

ti v.

of machinery at some future date for DM 1000. If the exchange

rsr.r. e is unchanged. at the time of dejivery, the American will
Into

..-PcIve DM 1000, which is equal to $266.67. On the other hand,'

if. the exchange rate at. the time of delivety has changed so _

t;s11 5/1 equal's DM 3.80, the manufacturer will sabl receive

rc

.
.

DM 100u but wail' realize only $263.15 (or a "los s" of $2.51).1

A gain of $3.60 would have accrued if the $/1 were equal to

V

0

at the time'of delivery.' 4

10

Or snizaticExchan e Market
. .4;

r
.

N.

. Because of these special problems related to the fact
P

. . ,4 i

that several national currencies, accomOsnied by fluctuating

exchange rues, may be involved in international trade, spit
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also because' it is elctremely f':4r etv..h importer

in need of foreign exchange to seek out an individual'

exporter with the proper amount of foreign exchange for

-sale, forei0 exchange market& and their specialized

intermediariA have developed in Mh]or financial centers

to deal with these problems and needs.

a TypAr of markets and transscutons

ThP f- -reign exchange market is divided into.the

A221 and forward markets, the latter being also known

=.'s the -ruzurPsi- an:LIngous to the futu'res

market in commoditilni. r,-Insartions .n foreign

exchange are !hose where immediate sale of or delivery

of :he forc'gn . T' ward, or

,
50:i

a,:.soNt.!

-7.-.....,-

.4

an 1!.!::: i)riyr.%ent

4.

oe.-:,,vcted in 'he ltur?, the risks itherent in

'fluctuations of the at of exchange. 'These risks can

4 .
4.

.-. 0)1:..11191.1"

r- ; .

forcin currency -- t!-p- rHP f,Iture rPntracts

R DenP dr 'it:;!: .,11:-:..haerthi;'curren,:v

or for the ot a:

tree time he i;rtpr.--t to digned. ehQh is

3-85
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o longer concerned with fluctuations in the rate of

exahaage, because he has contracted for the required

Currency at a determined price and date.

An mortar selling his goods in foreign cur-

rencies°may similarly.sell his inticipated,foreigh .

.40

exchange receip'is forward and be relieved of worry

about possible shift in the rate of exchange. The

forward markets thus provide a cover or hedge against

fluctuations in exchange rates, and.make it unnecessary

for, Ihe exporter or importer to take a "position"
'

himself in the foreign exchange market.

The transaction, that takei place in the foreign

e hange market, then, can be thought of as the con-

-.

ersion If freely useable funds' of one country; into

freely useable funds of another country. The rate at

which such conversion is `made is known as the-oreign

exchange quotatibn. This-may be given in dollars and
1

cents per foreign unit, sut.h

$2.4075, one Canadian Dollar

as one English l'ound at

at $:9758, one French

Franc at $.2041, etc; or the quotation may be given in

terms of foreign currency units to the dollar, for

example, 4.80 French Francs to the Dollar, 635 Italian

,Lfre to the-Dollar, etc. It is important to note that

, 4

+ .

the exchange rate quoted applies only at that pirti-

cular moment. A quotation given at a certain time by.

wire or telephone is good only it that time, or, upon

request, for a specified time limit agreed upon,

3-86
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! usually until the customer is able to itil.;00 accep-

tance or non-acceptance of 'the rate.

b. Market structure

4C

Converting foreign exchange into dollars,-Or....'

dollars into foreign exchange, is 4 service usually

provided by banks. :In the United-' States _most.cOmmerCial

. banks are' equipped to handle the foreigh exchange re-

quirements of-their.customers,:either directly or

through their. large correspondents. Anylaajor bank

can usually provide the foreign trader with .up-t9-

the-minute information on buying and selling rates

. for any currently traded foreign currency. Thro40

its knowledge of international trends, impending

political shifts, or large sc4le capital investments,'

the bank is also in a'position to anticipate significant -.44

fluctuations in foreign exchange markets.

Like most nationwide financial markets,.the

market in foreign exchange needs one center, where the

net balance of supply and demand can ultimately be

reflected and where the bulk of the large, trensactions

% will actually occur. For the United States that center

is New York City. The Foreign exchange market, unlike

the stock exchange or dommodity exchange, has no cen-

tralized meeting place and no fixed opening or closing

time. The market has no requirements for partiipation
.

3-87,
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- except the informsl acceptance of financial and moral

'con4uct that have evolved over time. This market is

a

a

the mechanism, then, whereby buyers and sellers of

. foreign exchange are brought together: There is

little face to fqce contact between, buyer and seller;

rather, trading takes place predominant* over tele-

. phone, teletype, or cable.

There 116 approximately twenty-five U.S. banks,

mostly in(New Yor, which maintain deposits in commercial

banks abroad to facilitate their dealings in foreign

e,,hal-IRe In addition, about forty branches and

agenc4eT of foreign banks -maintain representatives

In t4ew All these branches and agencies handle

dollar ccounts of foreigners, some carry dollar

accounts of United SLattes residents, and moat trade

activ(Ily in feteign exchange-. There see also a num-

'nor o specialized foreign exchange dealers who trade

iy in foreign bank notes.

The .Neu York foreign exchange market may be4

brLal.y described as a three-tiered market. First,

the-e re transactions between banks and their cus-

tamers, exporters and importers, who are the ultimate

sels of the foreign exchange. 3econd, there are

tranaactlona between the banks that make up the mar-
.

Third, there are transactions between the New

'17.11 banks And banks abroad.



2. Mechanics Forward Exchanu

A forward exchange contract between a bank and a

v

BF.S7 COPY AVAllABLE

customer calls' for delivery at a future date of ir specified

amount of foreign currency against dollar payment, with

the exchange rate fixed at the time the contract is made..

At the time the contract falls due, the spot rate for the

currency may be abovelOr below the rate specified for or

maturing forwar d transaction, but this has no effect on

the contrac,:ed rate. 10 in most foreign exchange trans-

actions, contracts are ordinarily made by telephone and=

'later confirmed In writing. Forward exchaqge contracts

are common in major national currencies such as the Pound

-sterling, Canadian dollars, and certain Continental

European currencies, particularly Getman marks, Swiss.

francs, and the Dutch guilders. A certain "thinness"

persists in the market for other European and most non,

Eurppean currencies; nevertl-telcss, it is often possible to

arrlange for transactions in these currencies.

While rates quoted in the foreign exchange market are

usually for one, three, or six months delivery, each con.

tract between a bank and a rrack.r (except for "option"

contracts discussed beim) cslia for delivery on a sp4cified

date. As a result, while the market rates form the bails

for forward rate quotations to a customer, there is

kicta:ly a separate rate ne.g.:-r:iat.±d for each for;eard

contract, depending on its maturity.
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Forward exchange rates are often quoted as a discount

1
,

from, or 'a premium on, the spot rate, For example, if
r .

.. i

.
i

_spot sterling is quoted at $2.44 and the one month for-

ward retest $2.3950, the one month forward rate may be '

quoted as i 50 -point ( cent) discount. Similarly, if the

Canadian dollar is quoted at U.S.,.$ and the six month

forward rate :.at U.S. $0.98 314,.the s ixlmonth forward rate

.

mAy be expressed as a k cent premium.' Forward rates are
.

sometimes expressed also as a percentage deviatiop from

. the spot rate on a per Annum basic
.

For currencis-such as the pound-and the Canadian

d<-;:1ar, fL.rward exchange contripts of up .to a year's-

,

mAtuiity c-an arrir,00. Contracts beyond this

Maturity are unusual, but -do occur from Time- to time. The

Arohm hde is that ist isdiffi:lolt for a bank to find an

offzAtting contract of comp$rable maturity to protect it-

Belt against.exchonge risks. 11%
vor

Since many focward exchangetransactions are based

,

4.-,:petations of payments or receipts involved in future

trade a financial operations, it is sometimes difficult

fdr callers or buyers to know exactly when they will need,

or be in a position to deliver, the foreign qur;ency. If

DA :s certain, he can make a forward putchase or sale of

the foreign currency that matures on a particular date.

lf, on the 3ther hand, the buyer or seller knows ,only

approximately when a currency will be needed or received,

4
.he can make a forward option contract. Ordinarily, these .

.3-90
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contr cts call for delivery at the laginning'of the month

(the first io the tenth), the Midd.le'of the month (the
* 141

.eleventhapo the twentte*ETNor at the end of the month'

('

(the twentieth to the thirty-first), but cdnsiderably

more refined contracts can be. arranged by banks at the'

request of the customer. Under such contracts',...the bank

agrees to make payment or'receive delivery of the forigign

ilk exchange at any time within the option period. Option

Contracts are usually somewhat. more expensive than an

ordinary forward contract, since the bank must protect

itself by basing its rate on either the earliest or

latest date. on whi.Ch delivery can.be made. If the rate

*diifers between these two dates, the bank will charge the

customer the bighest of the two. The customer, of course, .

obtalos the compensatory advantage ofd ng considerable

leeway in timing the execution of the forward exchange
S

:contractthr6tigh which he covers the exchange risk

inv61..ed i'.risthe particular foreign business transaction.

It is cbvioul that there Ls more risk involved for

a banK in forward exchange transactions thin there is in

spot transactions, because of the mere remote 'date of

I

. . ,
,

'payment in either dollars or iorPii;c1 eXchange. As a ..

40
result, t)ile credit rating of an exporter or Importer , an

t
.....

.

important element_in forwatd exchange transactions. Often

. 4 a firm engaging in forward exchange. transact inns will have

Apecial line of credit f;;;;.. aoch p-orposes approve4d by the

credit department of a bank, or perhaps the forward exchange

I
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P . Operativnemill be included in.sthe firm's general line

_

7

. .

t

of credit.

It is clear,` then,, that the forward exchange market
s

is very useful to both exporters and importers. Since;

Unitid States exporters and importers uqually'deal in

e

A

terms of dollars, it i essential for thee:to know Wheel'

7,4

the dollar value of their foreign exchange receipts and
z

Payments will be.
. .

Many'firma leeVe their exchange risks uncovered

except in times.of uncertainty aer the future of the

excilange rate. Some exporters, for example, do not

cover their exchange risks in normal times, but rush to

do so if they tear a depreciation of the foreign cur-
.

rency involved, Some importers mild to leave their

:ueure elipange needs uncovered it they anticipate a

fall in the exchange rate.t..Similarly, if an apprecia-

tion of the exchange rate is anticipated, importers. rush_

to cover fut4re needs, whirl exporters tend to leave fu-

ture needs uncovered $n the forward market. Nonprofes-

sionals, and for that matter professionals, who refrain

-.-

from covering lilt forward market may incur substan-

tial risks. There have been several'periods in postwar

years when failure to cover has resulted in consider-

Ale loss. Most banks advise customers to cover ex-

change risks so that they can concentrate on the normal

. pr-obLenii of their business or trading activity without

addtrg *he problem of fluctuations in exchange rates.
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Several factors, then, enrer iot,!, each business firles

decision regarding the choice of the various forms of bank
. .

and non-bank financing of impOtts and exports and the

decision whether or not to provide forward cover for a

. parkicular foreign transaction.' Some of these factors

. are: anticipated treads in exchange rates, interest rate .

differentials between countries and between instruments

,

offehng the sameprotection,%and the burden of managerial

Crime involved tn of. call 4ethdd.

3, nlExchae Practice
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e

Foreign tr-aders should be aware. of the existenCe of sb

called "mulZiple exchange mates." This simply means that
111,

cY t uiiir [ha,- exchange rati.e for

kinds or LransactIons. For exaMple, in the

riliiipi;ines until! recently therevaa,one exchange rate

t.

or exports 16:! fi single; free market rate for

Lrau:$a,t16os. xchange

J;:y comp'ves as in f'olompia, Wier,. the exchange rates for

di:ferent types of transactions at the same point in time

ha.-e ranwoil6frow about 9 pesos to. U.S. S1.00 to abcott l8

sr ,...ltnplex, cuuncy

.practAres.are fairly winesnread. Their primary locus is

'Ami-rica, but t.hey frequently occur in Asia, the

Fine eisewre.
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. TRANSPORTATION INSURANCE

Transportation insurance is a vjtal part of export andiMPort

trade. Ln its must basic form, it provides a means to reimburse

4
owners or others with a bone fide interest in the goods carried

. for any loss-or damige for which the carrier is not liable.
- I

Protection can be provided.by insurance to cover ail transport

risks from the time goods leay.e the seller's warehouse or factory,

wherever located, until they, reach the final destination stipu- '

._lated'by the buybr.

° The need for transportation insurance is directly related to,

the extent of liability fo r boss or damage assumed by Carriers.

.. ..Gene: ally speaking, .carriers ip international transportation

r ^

hrmally are exempt by law and custom from liability for damage

or loss unless negligent.. Ocean carriers assume a lesser. liability

than do land carriers. Certain hazards faced by ocean carriers

are not encii9ntered by inland carriers, and are beyond the control

of :he ocean carrier. Lossds due to perils of the .sea (e.g.,

wavy eathe'r, sea water, stranding, fire, and sinking) are not

the fault of the carrier unless negligent. Also, there are times

when a carrier will intentionally sacrifice pert of the vessel or

cargo to protect the rest of the property from a common danger.

(Known.as E.5.2±111 average, such an intentional sacrifice is made

for the common good. Whatever losses are incurred are shavd by

carrier and.cargo owners.)

3-,91&
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A. When to Insure

Insurable interest js a deciding f4ctor in the question

of who needs tiansportation insurance and when.to'insure. In

general, one has an interest in a shipment if he will benefit

from the safe arrival of the shipment at the final destination,

or if he will, be hurt by its loss, damaie or detention. This

covers a broad range of situations whiEh include "carriers,

cargo owners, and nonowners.

The risks of both seller ancLbeyer are determined by the

terms of sale and how the money covering the sale is-to be

collected. hesetwo fac!_ors when and by whom

insurance should be placed.

1. Ter: of Sale

Terms of sale (also Knowa as "trade terms') govern the

,..-cla!-i7,flchip of property.td owner and specify"the"point at

--raosfer-of title takes place., ThiAlmay be at any.

d--nateel nlace Nutually agreed upon in the sales con-

tord.:'Cs the point of shipu,nt, sere place between seller

,and buyer, or the point of delivery. An underseanding.of
. .

the different terms of sale is essential to knowing when

co olace insurance. Undvr most terms of sale, responsi-

bility for obtaining transportation insurance lies, from

a legal point of view, with the buyer. In many industries

or trades, however, it is (-,ntorary for the seller, by

LI )

I

t
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prior' arrangement, yo obain the necessary insurance

for the account off the buyer.

Acdbrding to the "Revised American Foreign.Trade

Definitions, r941" (see Appendix A) there are six s'ts

of terms' of siles.

4.

a. Ar22111111tagia

Included herein are such terms as."ex factory,"

"ex Warehouse," "ex mill," etc.. `Under these terms'the

seller is required to place the goods at the disposal
*4

of.the buyer at the speCified point of origin on-the

date, or within the period, stipulated. The seller's

;responsibility and costs eiid at this point, while the 4

Ayer acquires an insurable interest at that time:

F.O.B..b. . (free on board)

Under these terms the seller is required to bear

costs and charges and to assume risks until the.ship-

cent is loaded on board a named.carrier at a named'

pointt-There is a wide range of F.O.B. terms'i these

terms normally specify named points in the expqrting

country.

the goods

clean bill of lading is issued.

The seller's responsibility and cost end when
.

are loaded on the appropriate carrier and a

:.46

.

7
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Under ,Ws term, the siller. is required to place

pods along!ye.the carrier at the port of shipment.

Up to this point the seller assumes the risk of loss

or damage. Providing transportation insurance is the

reap nsibility of.thebuyer, but the seller should-

proiect himself with an F.O.B. Sales Endorsement.

This coverage protects the seller from transit_ risks

* e from the point of origin to the point at which owner,

ship is assumed by the buyer, i.e., alongside the

ship.

d.

This term means that: the seller's price includes

EP
the coat of transportation to a named destination

pcint, but does not include Insurance coverage.' The

seller's legal liability ends mhen the shipment is .

.
placed in custody of the carrier at the poit of

exportation. Insurance is the responsibility of the

buyer.

0 . Alt

e. ire i

Imo

a

Th16 term is the same.ad C. & F., except that

the seller is responsible for providing the necessary

insurance. - He is obligated ta providt and pay for

3-97
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-40L transportation insurance, and4to,provide war risk -

insurance .'as obtainable in hislprket at the time of

shipment. War'risk insure& is at the buyer's

.

expense. The seller' and buyer should be inipiear

. agreement on this point,iPince in tiTe of war or'crisis

S

the cost of war risk insurance may change rapidly,

Insurance coverage should be agreed upon with
.

. respect to inclusion of teams such as W.A. (With

Averase) or F.P.A. Oree ok Particular Average4.as

well as aLfother special risks that are covered in

specific trAdes,.or against which the tuyer may wish

individual protection. Among the special risks that

should be considered areatheft, pilfeyage, leakage,

brealvge, sweat, contactgaith otlies7cargoes, and others

peculiar to a given trade.

In.all cases, there should be a clear tinder-

dtanding,a; to the velure for which the girds are to

be insured.

EX dock (

4

4

e

This term is more common ,to United States imports

than to exports. In addition to the C.I.F. terms (tee,

above), the s4ler's priceIdcludes the cost of the

goods and all additional charges necessary to put them

on the dock at the algid port of importation, with

import duty paid: The sellir ip then obligated to .
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provide and pay' for marine insurance, and, in the absence

of specific agreement to the conrary, war risk

-

dance. The seller is responsible for any loss or 'damage

until the expiration of the free time allowed'on the

dock at the named port'of importation.

2. Method'of Payment

5*

'In certain situations the seller has an insurable

V
interest, even though title has passed to the buyer. That

is, the seller has a financial interest in 'the goods being

shj.pped until he actually receives payment fremthe buyer.

"'In these situations the seller should, see that his interest

1.

is protected. Whether or not to insure the goods depends

on the method by which the seller collects'his money frim

the overseas buyer. If the seller collectsby draft, he
.

carries the financial risk until the buyer pays the draft.
.

. ,, ,..0-N
.

.

If. the buyer does not pay for the delivered goods, then the

problems of diaposing.of the goods.and the risk of loss

fall on the seller. A similar Tinancial.risk exists whew"

sales are made on open account.
4

In order to minimize his risks, a seller should,

arrange for insurance to pretect himself against impairment

of the buyer's desire to pay as agreed due to loss of, or

.damap,e t;-1, a shipment. :Aer' pr,tection is a good hedge

against inadequate coverage .obtained by the buyer! what

may be complete insurance coverage for the buyer may be .

mr-

1-99
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coverage from the point of view of the seller.

Another consideration is that insurance obtained by the

buyer may be in a foreign currency that is subject to

substantial changes in market value or even divaluation,

causing a loss in exchange if payment of a claim is

necessary. Currency restrictions or regulations may be

such as to complicate- the transfer of funds, and possibly

even limit the availability of funds. For example, in

some countries, exchangezontrols do not provide for the

allocation of foreign exchange for payment until the goodsoods

have arrived. Under this condition, where goods are lost

prior to arrival, the buyer would be unable to secure

currency with which to meet his obligations to the seller.

While some of these risks may seem remote, others are

not so remote. Consequently,. a seller should attempt to

control the insurance as much as possibre so as to be

certain his equity is fully protected. There are, haw-

. ever, some national laws which require that insurance on

shipmentseto those countries be placed with local iniur-

ance companies. The effect of this is to require the

'buyer to furnise\insurance. An exporter In the United

States can still protect himself by acquiring "contingency" °

or "Difference in Conditions" insurance. This supplementary

insurance protects the exporter's interests in the event

thelpyer's insurance fails or falls short. The cost of

such insurance is absorbed by the exporter.

3-100
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Export shippers can obtain cargo insurance on one of two

bases: either under 'malt/ policy contract or by acquiring

a special or specific insurance policy for é particular ship-

ment.

1. Open Policy

The open policy system is the most widely used. It

ik absolutely essential for firms regAlarly engaged in

exporting and importing. When a relatively high frequencY

of shipments occur, it may be impracticable.for the seller

or buyer to secure special marine policy prot_ecEicn on

each shipment and be certain there is coverage at-all

times. ,Moreover, it may be very costly to do so.._

Under the open policy arrangement, a contract is

signed betweeh the assured and the insurance underwriter

which provides coverage for all overseas .shipments. The

open policy remains in force until cancelled, and. -it 2

not negotiable. The particulars of each shipment.Aovered

by the open policy must,be reported *71,r,peclarfd to the

.underwriter prior to or simultaneous with shipment or as

3-7n rhr.'reafter as is practtcable.

2. .;Decial policy

r:ccatlio gipee:Ite Are made, nr When.

evidence of insurance must be furnished others, (e.g., to
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banks, -14wyers, or third parties, in order to facilitate

collection of claims in another country) a special policy,
. .

often_. referred to as a certificate may be fitiliaed. The

special policy covers only one shipment, and is a negoti-

able instrument. A claim is payable to bearer when the

'policy -or certificate is properly endorsed.

*hen a Ogular shipper carrying an open policy is

required to furnish evidence of insurance, an insurance

certificate is used to show that insurance is in effedt

under an open policy. Thus the special policy covers a

single shipment or certifies the existence of insurance

under as open policy. In either case the certificate is

a cotr.plotely independent document.

A Racial marine policy may be prepared by the, assured,

by a freight forwarder, by an insurance agent or broker, or

by the underwriting company. ,Because of its negotiable

)

cbaracteristica, it is important that it be made out care-

, ?Ali. shipment should be described in such a way that

1.;.Ati:icazion clear, particularly if more than one

.1!!

is being sent on the same vessel.

Amount of InSurance.

-
The mariae firmlirance policy is a so-called "valued"

means that when the ins-. - is taken out, a

speciitc valw: is agreed upon. In the event of a total -loss,

401is amoun; paid. For a partial loss a percentage of the

'total insured value is recoverable.
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Many specific cost items are tz:k=.:,n into account in

arriving at thejnsured valUe: basic invoice cost, other

charges on the invoice for packing, inland freight, consular

and other fees, oce n freight, insurance premiums, and expected

profit. Profit is dekived by applying a percentage increase

to the C.I.F. value (i.e., a "mark-up"). The usual practice
40.4

in export trade is to insure goods for C.I.F. value plus ten

_ percent. This percentage is viewed as an average, margin to

compensate the foreign buyer, in the event of a loss, for the

profit expected on a resale of the goods, or if no resale is

involved, to compensate him for losses incurred due to the

riPcessity for replaceeJtnt,

When a shipment involw!s sood*iwith fluctuating values,

(e.g., suchNasi:: commodities as coffee, sugar, and cotton)

the buyer tnay want :protection for an increase in market value

gc,,,,!3 ere ft' anwit.' Protection of this .

:lar:;7e :74in be obtained throui;Vthe use..p ,an "irnereased value"
-

!:rider which the pre:wiur is did and losse ad rusted on

ttle ct the highest value reached during rrarisit.

G. lhe Insured Perils

The risks or perils agoinst whi..7.11 marine insurance pro-

r.ec!lorl :3 afforded are le:ined In t'le policy.

Basic Perils

a. Peel is of the sea

These .are foCtultous events and casualties.
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Included are storms (i.e., unusual wind and wave action.

or so-called "heavy weather"),collision, stranding;

lightning, damage by seawater when caused by insured.

perils, and other perils peculiar. to 'sea or to

ship at sea which could not be foreseen and guarded

against by the carrier as necessary or probable inci-

dents to the voyage.

b. Fire

Included herein are direct fire damage and indirect*

damage caused by smoke, or due to attempts to extinguish

a fire, such as water damage. Strictly speaking, fire

damage to cargo caused by its own spontaneous combustion

is not covered,for such fire is due to the inherent

vice or natural properties of the cargo, and is con-
,

sIdered in thecategory.of inevitable` losses.. The

uh0i:2r4d.riLer doses, however, cover loss br damage by

fire arising from the spontaneous combustion of other

cargo in the vessel.

c. 'Thieves

This peril covers only loss or damage by .assailing

thieves, which refers to's forcible taking rather than,

clandestine theft or pilferage. If coverage for theft

pil:erage is desired it must be specifically in-

Ll...1th.!d in policy.

3-104.
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d. Jettison

4.
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Jettiiion.is the throwing of articles (e.g., cargo)

overboard, and usually occurs as a measure to protect

r ,the ship and cargo Irom loss when a common danger

arises.

e. Barratry .

Barratry'refers to the purposeful-tAiconduct of

the master-or crew of the vessel and includes theft,.

wrongful conversion, intentional casting away of the

or any breach of trust with dishonest intent.

f. 'Ail other perils'

k
f in additiu Rnnte named perils, the nasic

T,erl Is. clause al::n c.overs;'ill.other perils." These

r ter rn per41s sim2.-Ar to those already mentioned,

< pE,711s of the sea; and do not mean -all addl-.
: . " 1 i iS sometlmes usod. Where

4r;itional risks or :,erils are needed in the policy

...hey must be siPecifically agreed to with the under-

twr:cr when the irsurance if; effected.

2. Other Pe;iis
.

orrot. 7(.fts pre :nclude'

reOresmnt extensions of coverage added to the basic perils

ciause.
3- 1 r5
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a. inchmarie clause

O

This extends coverage to include loss resulting

from latent defect of the carrying vessel's hull or

machinery. This clause renders underwriters liable

for loss or damage directly caused by :

(ir Negligence of master, officers, crew, or

-pilbts (including errors of.navigation and

management of the vessel).

. (2) Accidents in loading, discharging, or,

shifting cargo or fuel..

(3) Explosions on shipboard or elsewhere (except

those caused by war perils).

(4) Bursting of boilers, breakage of shafts, or

any latent defect in the hull or machinery.

(5) _ Breakdown of or accident to nuclear instal
.

lations or reactors on shipboard or elsewhere.

(b) Contact with aircraft.

b. Other hazards

'Finally, the coverage may be extended to take

3-1n6.
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account of hazards faced by goods while bn land. The

so-called "shore clause" incAudes risks of collision,

derailment, overturn, windstorm, earthquake, sprinkler

leakage, flood, aod collapse of docks or wharves.

3. Additional Perils

4-

e.

The additional perils which may be covered by trans-

portation insurance are varied. These must be specifically

provided for In the policy and require that additional

premiums be-paid. The need for such coverage, will depend

upoh the type of product being shipped and its suscepti-

bility to various itinds"of damage, the desire of the

assured to be covered2.and his willingness to pay the .'

added premium. Included in this group of perils are such

extraneous risks as theft; pilferage, non livery, fresh

water damage, sweatedamage, contact with other cargo,

breakage, and leakage.

a. aLl E1EiELE211111T.

very often, coverage is provided under an "all-

risk" set of conditions. Such coverage is not quite

ills all-inclusive as might be inferred, since'it

includes only physital damage or lots from external

causes and specifically excludes war risks and strikes

and riots unless covered by special endorsement or

separate policy. Moreover, an all-risk policy may



1

tcA
0'8.11

expressly exclude certain t pes4
-

cover losses untess-therimount

centage of the agreed value.

of damagear not

to a certain per-

.

* b. Losses from strikes, riots and civil commotion

An essential part of theiShipper's insurance

needs is coverage for losses arising from strikes,

riots, and er.06. commotion. ,Usually handled as an

endorsement to the policy, coverage is extended to

give protection for damage, theft, pilferage; breakage,

or.deftruction directly caused by strikers, locked-out

workmen or persons involved in labor disturbances,
AM.

riots, or civil commotion:. Destruction or damage

to the insured property directly caused by persons

acting maliciously is also included. Not covered,

however, are delay, deterioration or loss of market,

or loss arising from warlike conditions.

c. War risks

War risk coverage usually is handled as a separate

policy in the United States. In general, it covers

risks of capture and seizure., destructioh or damage by

warlike operations, civil wars and.insurrectione, or

in the application of sanctions under international

agreements. Excluded from this coverage are delay or

+oils of market-and-loss or expense due to detainmentii,
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nationalization by government, or seizure under

quarantine or customs regulations.,

d. Risks excluded

1 Since insurance protection is intended to cover

physical loss or damage arising from external causes,

certain risks also are excluded, even 'under an all-

risks policy. Generally speaking, the following

losses are exclude', although some exclusions can be

modified by agrgement between the assured and

writer and with payment of additional premiums.

(1) Loss of market and loss, damage, or deteri-

oration. which is due to delay.

(2) Ordinary and unavoidable loss of weight

caused by evaporation.

(5) Ordinary and unavoidable wear and tear

(4 )

caused by normal usage.

Loss arising from inherent vice, which is

an internal, rather than external, cause of damage.

Such loss is due' to the nature or condition of the

goods shipped.

0
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E. Extent of Covers e
.
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fo%01
.

Or' . 4
The loss caused by perils which are coveted by the policy

. .

may be divided into total losses and partial losses.

1. Total Loss

A total loss may be an. actual total loss or a can-
.

structive total loss.

a. Actual total loss

An actual total loss, which is a material and

physical loss of the goods insured, usually involves

little difficulty in making a claim. Since the insur-

ance policy is based on agreed value, payment for total

loss is for the full amount stated in the policy.

Examples of actual total loss are:

(I) Where the goods are destroyed..

(2) Where '.hey lose their species--i.e., when

goods arrive so damaged so as to cease being the

object insured.

. (I) Where the assured is irretrievably deprived

of possession, as when a vessel is captured in

time of war.
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b. Constructive total loss
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A constructive total loss, which may be considered

to be a Commercial or economic,loss rather than a ,

physical loss, occurs when the expense of recovering-

or repairing the goods would be greater than their,

valise after such expenditures.- Under certain con-

ditions, if there is a salvage 4alue of the goods

subject to a constructive total loss, the underwriters

may, by agreement, take such'value into account, and

make payment to the assured upon a net basis. Other-

wise, full insured value is paid and the underwriters

.
dis Pose of any salvage for their own account.

2. Partial Loss

The extent of coverage for partial loss is determined

by the "average" terms. There are two broad types of0

average losses particular and general: A particular

average is a fortuitous loss which affects specific

interest only. It is any form of partial loss or damage

to the ship, freight, cargo, or other interest, caused

by any of the insured perils. In contrast, a general
a,

average loss affects all cargo interests on board the

vessel as well as the ship itself.

a. Particular average

Particular average lossei inay take the form

O



of total loss of a part of the goods, or arrival of

10- the goods in a damaged conditiqn, or both LOSSOS

=177
must be fortuitous or,accidental.

1

0,

(1) "Free of particular average"

The most restrictive form of co4prage in'

gammon use is "Free of Particular Average" (FPA).

Under FPA coverage, in addition to total-losses,

losses resulting from perils of the lea

are recoverable provided that the carrying

veesel has stranded, sunk, burnt, been on fire,

or been in collision. (This is "Free of Parti-
,

cniar Average, English Conditions," or FPAEC.

"Free of Particular Average, American Conditions,"

or /MAC is more restrictive, allowing recovery

only if the loss is actually caused. LI one or
.

more of the above -named perils.) Partial LAses

caused by other perils are not recoverable.

. (2) "With average"

o

A more inclusive form of protection is "With

Average" (4A) coverage.. Such coverage protects

against partial. damage by sea perils, if the

damage exceeds a specified minimum percentage

(typically three per cent) or more of the value

3-112
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of the entire shipment. if the vessel has stranded,

sunk, been on fire, or in colltsion, the minimud.

percentage rViuirement does not apply and loaves from

see perils are recoverable in full., Other named

perils may be added to the WA claube, e.g., theft

OM

pilferage, and nondelivery.

b. Geneva alierige

a

A general average loss is one that is deliberate

and voiuntaxy and results from an intentional-sacrifice

or extraordinary expenditure engaged in or incurred by

the master of a-vessel in time of general peril for the

benefit of both ship and cargo Interests. The object

\ of the general average loss must be the preservation

of a part of the venture. SacHfices or expenses made

oL incurred for the bentitt of individual interests

axe not general average losses1 A classic example of

a general average loss is jettisoning of cargo to

lighten a strandel vessel.

Where there tis been a general average act on

the voyage, all interests at risk which have been

saved from loss by the Teasures taken are obligated

.to contribute to make good the sacrifices or expenses.

1

These interests; which include ship, freight; and

carp:, contribute in proportion to their net values

rib
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at the destination ponint or at the point where the

voyage is abaki2p4d. It important to note that

those whose cargo was sacrificed also contribute to

the loss. Thus, the principles underlying adjustment

of general average, are equitable to all parties

involved. The risk of sustaining losses as a result

of participation in a general average loss adjustment

is nearly always present in ocean carriage. It is

important that this risk be covered by insurance.

P. Air Cargo Insurance

regard to questions of tnsurance, air transportation
if

differs considerOly from other forms of carriage, particularly

with respect to freight.

Air _argo, in addition to the air movenent, is usually

handled by at least one other mode of transportation. This

r'.arg..(1 has also- some of the characteiistiCs of express, e.g.,

crriamodities which must be expedited to their

destinations. Furthermore, liability conditions surrounding

air carriage are not the same as for other modes of transpor-

iaLion. Pertinent statutes 4o not specify air carrier liability

'NY csa ttiev place any restriction on the extent to which they

may contractually limit their liability via the air

waybill or bill of lading). Common carriers by air are

therefore governed by common law liability and by general

statutes which apply to all,carriers.
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The general categories of hazards to which airTcargo-may

be exposed are damages resuliirig from turbulent flights (cf.

heavy weather in marine insurance policiei); lost and

due to.crashes.(cf. stranding and sinking); damige-from cold

and low air pressures at high altitudes; and loss and damage

during surface transportation and temporary storage.

Air cargo insurance is often written on an-all-risk-

basis in contrast to insurance for other modes which covers

specified perils (cf. marine insurance policies).. -' -Similar toe4

coverage included in marine insurance, air cargo policies may

contain clauses to cover general average losses and to-exclude

war .iska. Unlike ocean carriers, however, airlines Often

have arrangements whereby they obtain insurance for their _

shippers.

11,
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VI. DOCUMENTATION000.

ls' A. Introduction

0

, The importance of complete and correct documentation

cannot be over-emphasized. Just as the lack of passports,

visas, and other .travel documents catifimpede the free transit

oc:/isitors between countries, sn'will improper and-inauf-
,...

ficient documents interfere with the ready movement and free

flow of international ehipments. Overseas traders tare,

'f_autioned not to take lightly the importance of

._menLation, as excessive, incomplete and incorrect docu-

me:its may cause grief, expense, delays, and loss of time to

thcte,(nvoived in domestic trade and transportation.

Following extensive efforts by the Department of Trans-

1. ;!a%1:):1 zo.simplify intrnatinai shipping documents,

trnbE:r :lotions and cooperating agencies of the Economic

omrt,isti.i.; for Europe (the United Nations agency responsible

'InLel-niitional documentation simplification) recently

:stifled the Standard Master for International Trade."

This is_the format fnr a standard international shipping

document, which has the capability of significantly reducing

;:aperWI:x in moving single-shipments of cargo from inland

points to foreign destinations.

U.S.Tie Standard Master for International Trade is

nEir!ered capable of acting as the Iramework for all ape-

d&uments that are now required by any nation and
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for any mode or combination of me,dvs of transportation. The

document format is the result of close cooperation between

the Department'of-Transportation and a number of other

government and industry interests, including the National

Committee of. International Trade Documentation and the San

Francisco Marine Exchange. A number of associated export

forms, have been redesigned to align with the.new standard

format; among them are bills of lading, delivery instrucLions,

arrival notices, dock receipts, insurance polices, certi-

ticates of origin, shippers' export declarations, drawback

applications, government bills of lading, shippers' letters
el

at instruction (for air), and commercial invoices.- Use of

the U.S. Standard Master is not limited to the forms named.

It may be used as the format for any other forms related to

any shirr.entexport or import, domestic or international,

.:-cakbulk or container, intertnodal or single mode.

The following discussion presents an overview of

documentary requirements for exports 'and impOrts.
rr

v .

t4- national traders are urged to seek assistance strum

6.....critnental and non-governmental agencies siLch as Depart-

ront of Commerce field offices, foreign freglit forWardexs,

,Istrsho,Ise brokers,.ban;,s, etc. for detailed knowledge;of

U1;.'11i J,,cipoentary requ!rt-ments cat arioLks countries. ...

8. -t

A st.. of appropriate commercjal documents represents
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ownership or similar valuable rights to goods moving in

-foreign trade. They entitle the exporter or legal holder.

in due course to goods at destination. In the event of

loss or damage, compensation. by insutance is received

instead. Siace documents may represent substantial values,

it is important that proper documents be obtained and

correctly.prepared to insure that full and unrestricted

title to the goods is conveyed..

1, Basic Documents

a. Seller's commercial invoice

The invoice is a record of transactions between,

sellers and buyers. This document is of importance

to any third party who may have an interest in or a

need to detirmine the value of a shipment. In cer-

tain countries the commercial invoice is sufficient

for customs purposes, but in others a consular

invoice or a certificate of origin muse be produced

for appraisal and entry of goods. Countries accepting

the commercial invoice as a basis appraisal may insist

that the descriptiOn of the goods. on the commercial

invoice coincides with the corresponding category or

description of their Active.CustOms tariff.

Basically, the commercial invoice must provide.

all details necessary for the proper description of
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the merchandise, p eked and. unpacked, as well as the

terms of sale. The invoice thus incorporates all

the essential facts about the shipment and serves

managerial rather than legal or formal purposes.

b. Bills of lading

(1) Functions

Three basic functions are performed by. the

:bill of lading. First, it serves as a receipt

for shipments delivered to a carrier for sub-

sequent transportation. Second, the bill of

lading is a contract of carriage between the

carrier and the shipper, and as such sets forth

the conditions under which the goods will be

carried. 'These conditions include statements

of the liabilities and duties of the parties

to the contract (i.e., of the carriers and the

shippers), the person to whom the goods are to

be delivpred, and the amount of.the freight

charges. to be paid as well as when and by whom.

Third, the hill ( lading is evidence of title

to the ZDods described therein.
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_ 7
.

Bills of ,lading may be negotiable or non-

negotiable. The order bill is a negotiable

instrument and tle to the goods may be trans-

. ferredby'proper endorsement.. leis frequently'

0

used to secure payment for the goods at desti-

. a

nation. A straight bill, on the other hand, is

non-negotiable and only the consignee named in

the document has the right of ownership to the.

goods specified in the bill of lading.

(3)' Issuance

It is the duty of the carrier to issue

bills of lading; however, the actual prepara-

tion of this document is often carried out by

a freight forwarder or shipper on forms pro-

vided by the carrier.

(4) Usage

Although uniform conditions for bills of

lading are constantly being strived for, such

uniformity has not yet,been achieved. There-

fore, it is important-that the overseas trader

reviews the particular bill, used by the carrier

in order to have complete knowledge of the

3-120
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conditions attached to the transportation of

his goods.

Generally, carriers or their agents only

deliver goods covered.by a duly signed or

endorsed order bt4l. Similarly, Customs con-

siders holders of a properly endorsed bill of.

lading to be the owner of the imported goods

and such common carrier bill of lading the best

evidence of the right to make entry. Some

..countries require validation of the.bill of

lading by their'consul at the .place or.port of

shipment to give official proof as to the accu-

racy of the specified merchandise.

c. Consular invoice

Invoices are.,not required by all countries and

are not uniform for countries which require them.

Ccnsular invoices must be prepared in the currency

of the country from which the goods are shipped and

must contain full details and description of the
f

goods exported. They serve as evidence of the

skipper's or'bwner's declaration of value of the

shipment. Consular invoices are certified by the

consul of the country to which shipment is destined.

They must show, in addition to detaiN of the' goods

themselves, all discounts and rebates. The consular



invoice facilitates customs work at destination,

. .expedites collection of tikxes, and Se W1& statistical.

purposes. The shipper forwards copies of the consular

invoice to the importer, who presents them to Customs

hen he declares his goods. It. is important that

arrival of the importees copies coincides with

arrival of the goods; delay in receipt of documents

may be penalized by Custois of th4 importing country.

In some cases the, consular invoice may be simply

a copy of the commercial invoice but written in the

language of the recipient country. More often, how-

. ever, consular invoices. are complex documents with

very stringent requirements for accuracy in prepare-
.

tion and subject to excessive changes by the consul.

Marine insurance certificate

An insurance certificate confirms that the

shipment described on the certificate is insured

subject to the insuring clause or terms of a given

Open Cargo Policy (or Floating Policy). The certi-

ficate does not contain all of the clauses appearing

in the Open Policy, but does contain the important

clauses'. In cases where' the bur desires a complete

insurance contract. from ti)e seller, he usually stipu-

lates for a'policy of insurance, other than a certi-

ficate." In -such cases, special trip risk policies
.
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are issued, which are compfi.te contracts by them-

selves. Certificates or special trip, risk policies

may be negotiable instruments and acceptable by

banks when properly endorsed.

Marine insurance is required to protect the

cargo against perils of the sea and other risks for

which the ocean carrier is not liable. Similar

insurance is available for air carriage.'

2. Addi!ional 71:ments

!lependln4 on zi,c rec4::erlt ,:ountry's articular

rt.quir,.rnonts and othvr c,nclt: ns governing the export

--7rdities, the tvidt.:, and numbers of additional

nxydc.:. in .,..ctsoat: will vary.' Hope-

:1: simplification

at .'...:4S supra-natioual

. . w..vrnw....n:.al anti !msini.!is agencies, the'

** t!. tir:Ont as We'll as

njj (!ncw-eqts, will diminish in the not-too-
.

:t future.

rho ic,ih.wins! documpn's rPprPsPnt the common addi-

hit . the successful

trnnsfer of goods in international trnde. This list of

docunts is y means exhausive.



a. SItapese122...._......cexport Octet Erjlisp

r
This document, which may be obtained from the

U.S. Department of Commerce, is required by the

government of the United States for export shipments

valued at more than $250. It is used'. for the compi...

lation of statistics on trade both with foreign

countries and wfth U.S. territories and possessions,

and it provides a practical means of implementing

export control regulations..

Merchandise ;s described on the export declare-
.

tion.in accordance with the various Schedules on

'Statistical Classification of Domestic and Foreign

Commodities Exported from the United States," issued

by thi Department of Commerce. The shipper or his

agent files the export declaration with the carrier

(or its agent), except in case of mail shipments,

when the export declaration is filed with the Post

office.

b. Validated export license or permit

This document permits the export of a product

r:-itrial. It is normally demanded when a govern-

ment exercises control over its exports for any

reason. Thew licenses may be of a general nature

cn:r exportation of certain commoditit: to
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gtv.en countries of destination, or individual licenses

for specifically named articles to specific destina-

tionb. Reasonsfor the use of export licenses are:

protection of the health or welfare-of a nation, an

.industry, or agriculture, or other national produc-

tion.

c. bill of

A bill of exchange or draft is a written order

for a certain sum of money, to be transferred on a

certain date from the person who owes the rooney or

agrees to make the payment (drawee), to the creditor

to whom the money is awed (the drawer of the bill).

Bills of exchange or drafts are the most common

rnothods of i.-vrent in international trade. These

f)Its prIvPe drcumentary evidence "of obligation

wt!hout requiring either exporters or importers to

sustain the entire financial burden of the inter-

national shipment.

Acceptance of the draft represents an acknowledge-

ment of the 'obligation. Use of .this instrument faci-

inteznationai marketing' by providing: (1).

documentary evidence of an 'obligation that is readily

transferable and (2) deilnite or determinate maturity

of C. ebligation.
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A draft with only a letter of instruction and

no shipping documents such as. ocean 'bills of lading,

insurance certificates, etc.,_ is known as docu-

mentary draft. In international trade, the'documen-

taiy type of draft is employed almost exclusively.

(I) Sight draft

The drawee is required to accept and pay

the draft upon sight or presentation. This may

mean that the, draft will become payable prior

to arrival of goods abroad. In some countries,

it is
1
customary for banks not to present the

drafts until the goods for which the draft has

been drawn have arrived.

-(2) Arrival draft

.

Use of thit document calls for payment on

arrival of merchandise. ft should be noted,

though, that the absence of a definite or
a

ascertainable maturity date renders arrival

drafts non-negotiable in many foreign Countries.

Hence, it is better to use sight drafts together

with instructions`tn banks to defer presentation

of draft until arrival of goods.

41,
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(3) Date draft .

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

This document calls for payment on a speci-

fied date, or a specified number of days after,

a given date. This type of draft is in no way

tied to the actual movement of goods, and is

considered rather rigid and inflexible.

d. Foreign exclianim certificates

ct

In certain countries special permission 'must be

obtained in order to engage in transactions involving

foreign exchange% Certificates or permits of tliis

nature enable the holder to buy or sell goods abroad

and to make or. receive payments in foreign_currency

or in the currency of the country, granting the

certificate:

-3

e. Miscellaneous documents

(1) Delivers permit

t
This permit is issued by a carrier, its,'

agent, ore port authority for the'purpose of

authorizing export-destined cargo to loading

piers.
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(2) Dock receipt

. a _

O

;

N.N

This document may be issued At, a port sas

an interim bill of Iv.Ifng, as documentary

evidence of the physical transfer acizoods from

the shipper to the carrier. Observdble damage

to containers or contents, inaccuracies it

quantities and numbers, and other irregularities,

are noted on dock receipts following examination

of cargo.
r *

Tentative dock receipts are issued when

shipments are delivered ro'the pier in incre-

ments. The tempoary document is then exchanged

for a standard dock receipt upon completion of
t

"port-delivery" of the entire shipment. When
)

goods are subsequently loaded on board ship,

.
the dock receipt,i.s replaced- by a bill of

lading.

(2) Certificate of c,riz,Ln

This certificate is demanded by a number

of countries. The certiticate,of origin is

required as a separate document, when inclusion

of information as to'the originiof goods on the

consular invoice does not satisfy documentary

renuirements of the recipient country.



C. Imports
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The certificate of 'origin seeks to-deter-

nine the actual origin of the articles bOng

exporttU in order to evaluate the propriety

of their import by the receiving country (e.g.,

applicable tariff laws and other permisaive_or

restrictive provisioni).

Many local Chambers of Commerce perform

services for their members in certifying as to

the origin of the export shipments.

(4) Warehouse recei

This receipt confirms storage of goods':

It guarantees delivery of the goods on demand,

(subject to Customs peimits for releaseL_in

.

case of dutiable merchandise) from bonded war,-

houses. Hence, the receipt is evidence of

ownership of the goods which may be transferred

by endorsement to a third party. Therefore,
, -

warehouse receipts can be used both as collet

eral for loans and for the control and direction

of deliveries.

Knowledge and appreciation of documentary requirements

for imports are no less essential than for exports. The-
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present discussion will be limited generally to documentary

information for U.S. importers.

1. Definition of Terms

Before describing documentary.requirements for

importers, it may be helpful to review certain termin-

ology related to imports.

.

a. Ad valorem

This term is used in connection with the

assessment. of duties on imported goods or commodities,

- -based on their value, as opposed to "specific duties."

Ad Valorem assessments are usually expressed in per-

centages,of the goods' value, e.g., 5% ad valorem.

b. Anti.-dumping duties

These duties May be levied in addition to regu-

larduties on dutiable articles. Such additional

countervailing duties are designed to offset dif-

fyrences in merchandise prices between foreign mar-

kPt values and the prices charged for the same goods'

when sold for exportation t.o the United States.
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An evaluation of i rted merchandise is made

to determine dutiable or free status. Dutiable ad

valorem determination Tequires appraisal of such

merchandise in the manner designated by customs

officials (e.g., asgertaining quantities of. merchan-

dise, accuracy of invoice, and description of mer-o
chandise forduty-levying purposes).

d. Bonded warehouses

chandise.

Importers are permitted to delay payment of

duty by de erring taking possession of imported mer-

chandise. Hence, dutiable imports may be stored in

bonded warehouses, which provide certain advaqtages

. corresponding to foreign trade zones (see-below).

Depending On the nature of the bonded warehouse,

importers may be authorizedlto clean,,sort, repack

Or otherwise change the condition of their mer-

chandise while the tatter is being held in bond.

Bonded warehouses are required to be under

bond satisfactory to the Secretary of the Treasury.

These warehouses are supervised by a Customs Officer

who shares custody of all stored merchandise with

the proprietor subject to detailed customs

lations.
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Withdrawdrof imported merchandise from bonded

warehouses is normally authorized for consumption

(upon payment of import.duties and accrued charges'),

for transportation and exportation, otiplor,transpor-

.
taLion andwarehousing at another port.

e. Customs values

For imported goods (subject to.dutyon an ad

valorem basis) the following definitions of values

apply.

ExpfIrc. value

This is the value or price of the goods

(at the tire of,exportation) packed ready for.

shipment to the United States, "at Which such

or similar merchandise is freely sold or offered

ffor sale in the principal markets of the cou try

of exportation, in.the usual. wholesale quant

ties and in the. ordinary course of trade for

.e.:portation to the Unit.ed_States," Use of

:oreign value (also referred to'as alternative

duty determinaiieln is now limited to

special exceptions asjspecified by the Secretary

of Treasury:-
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.

(2) United States value
.-
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This value ia equal to the price (at the,

time of exportation to the United State's) of

merchandise at which such or similar merchandise

is freely sold or offer:1r forsale in the princi

pal markets of the Unit4 States for domestic

consumption, packed ready for deliVeKy,.in the

usual.wholesale quantities and in the ordinary

course of trade, with all allowances made for

various expenSes such as commissions,.transpor-

tation.' insurance, custom duties, and taxes,

(3) Constructed value
.

.

e .

This is the sumof cost of material's and

fabrication at tine preceding date of exportation,.

which would normally allow the production cif that

merchandise in the ordinary. course of busineis

plus general expenses and profits usually

charged, plus colt of containers-nd all other

expenses incidental to 'preparing merchandise.,

for shipment to the United States. .

(4) American selling price

This price may be applied in-certain cases

to equalize costs of production when the rates
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of duty do not afford such equalization. The

0

American selling price is generally the whole-

sale price that normally applies% if such

imported goods were sold for domestic consump-

V tion in the ordinary cpurse of trade at the

time of exportation to the United States.

f. DrawbackDrawback

This term iswplied to total or near-total

reimbursement of.customs duties paid on imported

merchandise which i 're-exported or which ill incdri

porated in a finished article destined for export.

Hence, drawback is the refund or restitution of any

duty paid or any tax levied. The general purpose

of the drawback is to equalize the competitive

position of the domestic producer in .export markets

with that of his foreign rival. The time limit for

JbtainIng drawback is three years. from date of

Certain imported articles when not imported for

sale or for sale on approval may be admitted into the

Uflited States with-lt Payment of import duties; ftr

example, samples of mcrchandise for taking orders.

Drawback provisions do not apply on such exempt

articles.
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These vire taxes-or fees assessed on goods passing

into a country. Duties are usually assessed on either

an ad. valorem or a specific basis.

h.. Import license

1114

This document permits the import of merchandise

into a country where such licenses are required..

Import licenses vary for different products and

diffe'rent countries. Their issue deperds on the

needs or requirements of a government that may wish

to restrict or control importaliotf)of any given

article.

i. Import quota

For cer;ain goods the volume of imports may be

.restricted. Import quotas affect fhe amount of duty

* Sayable on such imported products. After the pre-

determined volume of imports is reached, additional

1

imports during a'designated period of time are sub-

feat to hlippr rates of duty.

There are other quota provisions that restrict'

the absolute quantity of certain products to .be.

imported during a given annual period of time.



NO-S\ j. Pro forma invoice

4,1

This is applied to a skeleton invoice, which is

usually sent in advauceof the regular invoice for

the Customs:clearince of goods. .The purpose of the

pro forma invoice is to acquaint the importer and

government authorities of impending imports with

approximate weights, quantities, and values of the

merchandise tleidg imported. Pro forma invoices

assist.foreign buyers in obtaining an import license.

k. Szecifikuties

.

'Taxes or fees levied, cr calculated, on the

basis of weight, measurement, gauge, or other measure

cf quantity (e.g., so much per unit of weight) are

known as specific duties. Such duties are in con-

- ti"ast to ad valorem duties, which are levied according

. to value.

2. Entry.

All arrivals of ships at An American port (froM a

foreign country) must be .reported by the master of the

nearest customshouse within 24 hours. Formal entry of

. the ship must occur within 48 hours. "Simi.lar customs

arrangements, but with accelerated. time schedules, are

made ioF international aircraft.
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a. Entry of merchandise

Entry of merchandise involves,procedures nec-.

essary for clearing imported items thrciugh U.S.

Customs and certain documents necessary to obtain

possession of such goods. It should be borne in

mind that, although customs officersvill assist

importers, actual entries of the goods must be made

by the importer or his agent. Generally; ,such

entries are handled by customshouse brokers working

on behalf of the importer. These brokers are
OF

knowledgeable in their field to the extent that they

can handle the entire customs transaction and secure

release of the merchandise by customs officials.

b. Obligations of the consiynee.

Entry requires the consignee to declare the .0

7alue of the imported" goods, to ndicate the rate

of duty (if anyl and tc.riff classification of the

merchandise, and to designate the manner of disposal

of the goods. In the event an imported shipment

:ids been sold or .quoted in foreign curre,ncy,.the

ontry trust report thf: vat ,!0 in dollars accordinp. to

the daily conversion values of foreign currencies
a

published by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York

as of the date of exportati,-.n.
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c. Types of entry

(I) .....BC0E2Mati2812511

This entry designates the consignee's

intent to dispose of imported merchandise

domestically. Under this type of entry, a

deposit is made at the.customshouse equal to

the amount of estimated duty'. Adjustment in.

duty payment, so as to correspond to the exact

amount required, is subsequently made.

'(2) Imrportation entry .

a

I

This permits merchandise arriving at a

particular U.S. port to be transported (in bond)

to other points of entry. This 'hype of entiy.is

also known as an I.T. entry (immediate transpor-

tation in bond).

%3) Exportation entry

Merchandise which is re-exported from the

port of arrival in gle United States is entered

under this method.

(4) Drawback entry

This is used in connectionylth claims for
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drawback of duties paid on merchandise originally

imported into the United States and then re-

exported( perhaps as an integral part of another

product produced in the United States.

*CO Warehouse entry

This permits goods to be placed in a bonded

warehouse, with payment of duty deferred until

such time as merchandise is permanemly removed

from warehouse.

3. Documents Required for Entry And Release

The importer enters the merchandise and obtains

release of goods by filing the following documents.

In the event any of these documents are missing, the

posting of bonds is required.

la

-4. Special customs invice

If the value of the goods for which entry
I

is sought exceeds S500.00, and provided duty is

assessed on ad valorem basis, filing of a special

customs invoice is normally required. This type

of invoice is not required when shipments arc

free of duty or when sub iect to a specific

(not ad valorem) duty. The commercial invoice



*
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I

*

or pro forma invoice may be.acceptable as a

substitute.
.

b. Bill of lading (or air way bill)

See discussion under Export Documentation

(above).

c. -Consignee's declaration

Lvery`Consignee of imported merchandise must

. file a decliiration specifying whether the goods are

imported in pursuance of a purchase man agreement

to purchase, or whether otherwise imported. The

declaration must further certify that prices and

all other;data contained. in the invoice are correct.

Additional Documents for Entry and Release

Certain additi6nal documents are frequently used in

connection with seeking entry and re:ease of imported.

merchandise.

a. Analysis of inspection certificate .

p

This document may be required in connection with

certain kinder of goods. It testifies eb prior

40°
analysis or inspection of goods. This document may
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be requested by an importer for his protection. The

U.S. Government demands such certificates on .certain

imports related to health and public welfare

cosmetics, drugs, and food products).

b. 'Carrier's certificate and release order

-In instances when the imported merchandise

arrives in the United States ahead-of the necessary

import documents, release may be obtained for the

goods through the use of Carrier Certificate and

Releaie Order forms. These are issued by Carritrs

on bank guarantees given on behalf of the importer

or on the basis of bonds arranged by the importer.



VII.. EXPORT PACKING, PACKAGING SAND MARKING

UnderStandAng of adequate packing and packaging methods is

necessary in maintaining foreign markets. Goods prepared for

shipment abroaimust be adequately packed in order to give reason-

able assurance of their safe.arrival at the ultimati destination.

A. Basic Considerations

nA

Generally, packing :considered to be sufficiint for dom-

qsric shipping is not strong enough to withstand the rigcrs

of export shipping.

\ 1. Factors

4

.6

There are more handlings in export shipping than in

90TPstic shipping, and these handlings often occur under

less favorable conditions. Some of the factors relevant

to the many handlings of export shipments are listed

a. Assemblin& and packing

.

. The 'quality of assembling and packingacking merchandise

at the producer's plant itself must be considered.

b. Loading

Loading, stacking, hauling, etc. involved with
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7

rail or truck traamtetion to the port arATiriiportant

factors in determining propriety of preparing-109de-

for shipment.

c. Handling

. .

Preparation of.goods for shipment also-- depends On

the type of handling goods are subje ted to while they

are in warehouses, at ports, and un er the control of

loading and discharging carriers.

d. Movement

The rigors involved in the on-movement of goods in

the foreign country of destination, e.g., ra.4.1, truck,

or barge, must also be evaluated.

e. cuslorn2.21:2cet2Lgtini

The nature of,,customs processing to whictr -goods

are exposed by the country of import affect preparation.

te7

f. Climatic effecti

The effects of different climatic conditions,

including changes in temperature and humidliit-;'must

likewise be considered in assessing appxopriateness Of

preparation:



2.. -Special Problems

Some of the special problems associated with export

packing are water damage, breakage, theft and pilferage.

Recent insurance statistics indicate that, as a percentage

of total claims for losses by foreign traders, these causes

. represent approximately 13%, 197., and 20% respectively.

Therefore, adequate packing techniques are important.

3. Legal Considerations

Legal aspects must also be considered when packing

for international shipment. The packing of many commodities

(e.g.,'coffee bags, tea cases, and cotton bales) exported

from developing countries is subject to specifications in

detailed international agreements, and many shipping lines

will refuse these goods if packed otherwise. Packing of

dangerous goods is also subject to complex rules which must

be. followed. V

4. Two Basic Rules

Two basic rules apply to export packing. First, the

exporter should solicit from his customer complete specifi-
c

cations for packing his order, what climatic conditions it

4 must withstand, and the manner in which duties will be

levied on the shipment. These instructions should be,

supplemented with advice from steamship Companies,Ansur-

snfe-underwriters, export freight forwarders, official
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reports anC;if necessary, special exporting. consultants.

Second, exporters should test the strength of various

styles of packing before shipping. Customers should be

asked to furnish information regarding the condition in

which past shipments have been received, and tests made

O

Accordingly.

5.. Packiig Renuirementi

The question of the "how" of packing needs to be

thoroughly examined. Export packing requires casings

strong enough to Thstand shipping hazards such as pil-

ferage, rough hanilling,.clampness, corrosion, and crushing

weight, while being small or light enough to obtain lowest

shipping rates.. In addition, packing to insure th lowest

possible customs dutis at the receiving end is a c mplex

task.

B. Packing for Export

1. Unit Loads

A very important concept in planning export shipments

is "uaitizat on." Large loads are less/ likely to be

damaged than 4maller ones, and may aliq) result in lower

freight charg s per unit of shipment shipping

exmlses tein4l to be less when the me chandise ic pecked so

that it can /be handled mechanically. The unit load may .

. p
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take several forms, and it may be prepared. either by the

producer. or the exporter, or byan export packer or freight

forwarder at the port. In the latter case, goods are taken

off the domestic packing line ind sent to the port as a

routine domestic shipment with some savings in shipping

and packaging costs on the initial inland journey being

realized. The shipment is then consolidated into a_ unit

load for shipment by the export packer.

A. unit load may consist of individual domestic con-

tainers placed inside a cleated plywood, nailed wood, or

other suitable export case. Or it.may be made up of a

number of domestic containers which have been palletized

and which, therefore, require mechanical handling. Another

approach which is increasing in popularity is so- called

(.
"containerization," winch involves eke use of large,

uniform, metal containers for which special mechanical

handling facilities have been designed.

a. Pallets 41'

The pallet load is one of the most important and

simpliat lorMs of the unit load. By'packing goods on

pallets so that they'ean be handled mechanically at

every stage in the transport and distribution chain,

costs can be substantially reduced, and the risk of

damage and pilferage is less. ,Most shipping conferences

give a freight reduction for palletized traffic,
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amounting to between 5 and 12 percent according to the

trade. Not only.do palletsslend themselves to door-
.

.to-dooi, through transport, bue their'sige facilitates

,in-plant movement. The pallet may start its Journey

at ,ihe\end ofthe assembly line, travel intact, and

cAme to rest in a final buyer's warehouse.

Pallets.may be of standard size, or designed

accordini to specifications of the exporter or the

buyer. Compared to containers, pallet loads are much

.smaller.. .Thus, the equipment needed to handle them

is much less sophisticated and less expensive. The
a

most economical pallet load is four to six feet tall,

weighing .between 1 and 2 tons, and can be lifted by

fork - lift, pallet- truck, or jack7truck. -

Wood is themost common material used for the con-

struction of pallets. "Thexe are a number of steel

pallets as well, 4nd there is growing interest in

pallets manufactured from'plastic and cardboard.

Pallets may be through- pallets (re-usable) or one-way

(throw-away) pallets.

The so- called. through- pallet is one that completely

fulfills. its intended function, that is, it follois the

merchandise from the production line through all stor-

age and transportation operations to final delivery.
:

This pallet must do service: in a number tf external

_ and internal ope'rations and must, therefore, be durable.
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C°1 i°411*Eo obtain full utilization of a through pallet, it is

important that a shipper attempts to make sales on the

basis of complete pallet loads. A pallet load, of

course, need not be composed of only one itemCit may

be a mixture of different products as long as they can

be placed together on a pallet.

The one-way pallet, on the other hand, Is made of

rather scanty wood or cardboard, and is designed to

last for only lane trip. It is often designed as an

integral part of tle package and is disposed of wheit it

has served. its purpose.

40,

b. Containerization

. Containerization is the most important development

in unit loads in recent years. Containers manufactured

from heavy steel, aluminum, or plywood, are now available

for shipments to many parts of the world. They are

large enough to receive shipping units of considerable

size, but constructed so that they can'be safely stowed

either on deck or between decks of the average ocean

vessel. Some are designed"for attachment to chassis

for movement as semi-trailers on land; others move as

complete semi-trailer4 in roll-on, roll-off operations.

Steamship lines now provide containers to shippers,

and pick-up and delivery within reasonable distance

of steamship terminals. *There are, in addition, inter7
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modal agreements which provide through - container service

from inland point'to inland point.

C. Packagthg for Export

Sri

Many factors enter into the pLckaging decision of

particular product for export. A number of questions are

alated to the nature of the product. Is it breakable (e.g.,

bottled goods, glassware, machinery)? Is the product subject .

to humidity (e.g., hygroscopic goods, such as arrowroot, paper,

or potatoes)? Is the product subject to taint (e.g., certain

foodstuffs, paper, cork, cigarettes. and cigars, .which are _

susceptible to being. tainted by contact with other.cargO)? _Is

the product subject to vermin (e.g., flour, grain, skins, or

nuts)? Is the product subject to pilferage? Questions such
1

as these provide a starting point in selecting package in

which Lo ex rt a particular product.

.

1. Types of_Packages

qr. Corrugated boxes

These OCkages have improved greatly in recent

years and cap now be used to ship many products over-

seas.

It should be emphasized with regard to the use of

corrugated cartons for export shipping that only those

especially designed for export purposes with high
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bursting and wet strength should be used. Of all

7;.-r-

containers which fail in foreign commerce, the normal

domestic type of corrugated container is probably the

worst offender. With its lack of stacking strength,

ease of puncture, susceptibility to moisture, and the

fact that the load must support the box, it is generally

unsuited for export use. Corrugated boxes with a

bursting strength of less than 275 pounds per. square

inch should never be used for overseas shipment.

Triple-wall corrugated boxes are strongest and

even have one advantage over wooden boxes: they and

more resilient and cushion the contents against shock.

Under certain weight conditions, corrugation is equal to

one-half Lnch of plywood. Corrugated boxes can be

strengthened by wood framing. Reinforced tape or a

full glue flap at top and bottom should also be used.

Whenever possible, an expovershould insure a tight

pack in the corrugated container in order to prevent

"cannon balling" of one item against another.

There is, however, a relatively.high potential

for pilferage prom corrugated boxes, Some guidelines

to prevent this are;

(1) Load and interior .acking

Make certain that the load and interior

pecking support the container walls to prevent

celapse and subRequent invitation to pilferage.
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Employ strapping around the girth and over

the ends, so that if the container fails the con-

tents may remain intact.

Da

(3) Sealing of flaps

_Make certain all flaps are fully glued so

that pilferage can be accomplished only by

destruction of the case.-

(4) 8urla2 overwraps

Avoid burlap overwraps which can easily be

pilfered and then sewn,leaving little sign of.

having been disturbed:

b. Plywood boxes

Plywood boxes are gaining in popularity as export

packages. They give excellent protection against

punctures, are able to suppbrt heavy stacked loads on

top without collapsing, and are virtually pilfer-proof.

"t The increased use of plywood began when shippers

realized that package strength was properly placed in
4

the framing, not the.skin. By using plywood instead of

slotted wooden boxes, Loth weight and cube are saved.
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Another. advantage box is that it can be

taterproofed at the joints and easily lined with#

moisture barriers.

c. Wooden crates

Wooden crates may be'open or fully sheathed, and

are best for heavy and bulky objects. Framing must be

heavy enough to withstand the pinching effect of slings,

Some exporters' have found it profitable to ship large

objects, such as refrigerators, in open crates sheathed

only in a transparent polyester shroud. The handler

can then see what is being moved and can give it the

required care.

In regard to wooden boxes in general, and where

the product permits, pack individual items in such

combinations as create a container large eqough to

preClude casual manhandling. This is a uljrc step

toward eliminatin4 container lailure through mishandling,

and subsequent pilferage.

d. Wirebound'boxes and crates,

q

The wirebound container, a very old freight-

packaging technique, is amerillag today as an important

means of containing aid protecting cargoes for export.

Its primary advantages age durability, low cost when

mass produced, and light-weight. "Wirebounds, however,
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should not be used for vods that will be daasg4d if

the.box is slightly twiwted out of shape, Wirebounid.

containers lend themselves easily to mass proddction.

Once --t container has been designed for a particular

item, it can then be manufactured in largequantities

for delivery in knocked-down form and readily assembled..

Mechanics) wirebodnd assembly can also be built into

the regular assembly line process. However, they are

seldom the low cost choice-far exporters who require,.

*ad hive, storage space for quantities of less than

50 knocked-down crates of the same design.

Regarding theft and pilferage, interior packing

which conceals the nature of contents ehouici be used.

Twisted wire closures which must be cut or broken in

order tc opened should also be employed.

e. Multiwallamit

While these begs have proved themselves useful in

domestic shipping, they face additional problems 'when

used for export. Foreign stevedores, accustomed to
.e*

burlap-bags, tend to Seize muItiwall bags by their

"ears," with subsequent tearing and spilling. When

goods are such that they must be shipped abroad in

.puttiwall bags, the, remedy for this problem is

palletisation,

ti
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Bales
000E.

eE53

Bales transport well, but are easy to pilfer and

are apt to be damaged. by hooks and water. Thpy should

be wrapped in waterproof covering, and.eark should be

provided on the corners of small bales so that,they can

be handled without hookk. Bales weighing over 300

pounds are likely to be hooked. At least four tension

bands should be used around each bale to give it

strength.

With respect to pilferage, it is sometimes-

recommended that a maximum numtlelig straps be used to

make extraction of an item difficult because of the

pressure. Colored twine closures can also be used,

which makes re-sewing difficult and increases the chance

of detecting pilferage. On routes where pilferage is

known to be high, wire mesh can be employed between

the burlap outer wrap .and the steel strapping.

2. Theft and Pilferage

There are some genoral guidelines applicabke to all

types of con miners which help minimise -theft and pilferage.

Fitt, the lime of second hand materials should be avoided.'

Initial container strength has often been lost. Old marks,

signs of nail pulling, and Other handling ita eso make

concealed pilferage hard to detect.C, Second, load limits

not exceeding those recommended for export should be used.

3154
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This tends to minimize shipments which have been weaKened

by over- .loading' and are, thus, ripe for pilferage and other

'damage. Third, study the possibility of pelletizing and

using cargo shipping .containers., When ,either system can

be used continuously, and preferably door-to-door, theft

and pilferage are greatly reduced. Fourth, when steel

strapping is used, consider employing embossed strap seals

carrying some identifying code, so that if straps are opined

and then resealed it can be detected.

3. Water Damage

There ale also some helpful guidelines to reduce this
ti

problem. Special chemical rust inhibitors which may be

applied to metal surfaces are available. Some dry to a

hard protective coating that can be easily stripped off,

while others must be cleaned off with solvent. Some type
4

of barrier material, resistant to water and which can be

sealed with water-proof tape can also be useA. One caution

with regard to water-pripf-barrier material is that it

'should not be used with products that .themselvei give off

moisture. There are also desiccants which absorb water.
p

If put inside a container,. which' also has a_barrier. material

protecting it, they absorb any water that might be inside

already. Desiccants are especially useful with non-tretalic

goods that cannot be coated directly with_inhibitors.

corrosion inhibitors are also available. They do

the same job as inhibitors, by giving off .a vapor that

3-15
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protects surfaces from water damage.

4. Fackaging_for Air Shipment

The rapid growth of air transport has raised many

special questions with respect to packaging air freight.

The main-packaging factors to be considered are weight,

strength, dimension limits, and weather resistance.

Because of the high coaar.of air freight, the weight factor

is probably the most important.

One point to note is that air shipments often have to

withstand wide variations in climatic conditions which must

be guarded against.

Generally, less robust materials and methods for

packaging of air freight may be

are fragile -and require special

used. Some goods which

handling may be carried on

flat pallet or in a skeleton crate with only a plastic

covering for yrotection. Lightweight packing materials

are usually less costly, and less material is generally

used. Thus, considerable cost savings can result. In

some ceses, savings on the packing vi sophisticated pro-

ducts more than pay the difference between the costs of

surface and air freight.

However, more consideration must be given to the

posaivi.lity of crushing very lightly packed merchandise.

3-156.
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Care and attention to maintaining cleat and durable marking

and labeling, together with proper packing, helps to eliminate

damage and loss of goods during lOading and unLading, insures

that goods get speedier clearance through customs..and enhances

y
the reputation of the exporter with foreign buyers, -

Steamship and railroad companies may not accept - freight

unless it is legibly marked with the cit.. of destination along

4(7-with the country of destination. It.i important, also, that

each_ package be identified with the marks and numbers appeaiing

on the commercial invoices and other export ddcumente. A .

record should be kept of the numbers used and'adiff-erent.--

number should be given to each order.

1. Labeling of Individual Packages

Customs regulations pertaining to the labeling of

various kinds of imported goods are detailed, definite, and

strictly enforced. Most countries, following the lead of

the United States, require goods to be marked with the

name of the country of origin. Frequently, customs regu-

lations of foreign countries require that the quantity and

measurements of goods be irks d on the outside of packages.

Fines and-penalties are mssessed for violation' of.theile

regulations. These areespecially heavy if customs

officials feel that violations are deliberate. These
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Ara costs are imposed on importers, but most importers

insist that exporters make restitution, resulting in delay,

ill -will and additional coats.

Customs regulations of most countries. also are strict

with regard tothe labeling ofindividualpackages.

,Exporters can protect themselves by carefully examining

_ the regulations of the country of destination... Again,

heavy fines may be incurred by mislabeling. It way be

useful to solicit labeling instructions from consignees,

and to follow these carefully.

The consignee may also have particular requirements

-for labeling.. Re may, for example, require additional

marks -on his shipments to enable the particular cargo to

be recognized by authorized personnel only and selected

from others arriving at a busy port. Marketay also be

required to allow.* particular package to b! simgled out

for purposes of sampling, repacking, expediting by express,

or warehousing.. Quite commonly, marking is used to aid in

forwarding and distributing when an importer is supplying

identical containers of merchandise to different buyers.

2. Marking of Outside Containers

A

Marks and labels put on the outside of containers

should be large enough and legible enough to ensure that

shipments reach their destination. More specifically, it

is recommended that each package be boldly marked in water-
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proof and salt-proof ink oil at least vwp sides. These

markings should be in the languages of the exporter's,

country, the. transit cou ries, and the country of final

destination. Again, speiCifiZ requfrements for specific

countries can be,,found n various exporter's handbooks:, or

by requesting marking Ostructions from consignees.. Some

countries may have de5ailed requirements concernfig the

size of lettering, its poSition on the container, the

method of applying marks (bruit: or stencil), the system in

which weights and nOitures must be given and the like.

3, 0_her Markv

Other Marks ,Which exporters may want to use include

hallmarks for precious metals, marks relating to quality

k

sae standard, date marks on perishAble products, and special

far e;1111 ive and other dangerous materials (normally

rev,ired b7 4). In shiping goods that may .attract pil-

terrTA, PoKT,Ior eol may want:to use -blind" marks Which will

not sivt! 'away/ what is inside a package. Exporters should

be careful ip uOng.trade.descripLions with regional .

,onotationI en labeling' (e.A.,'English walnuts,'Spanish.

ocC:-ns, RoclUefort cheese). str1;:ii.. if the goods.db not come

froth the pAace dPsignatO, :heir enc'.-y may either be pro-
,

n# require a c,lunter-i;.dication of origin.

Rper.,kosibAlLty for narking goods with the name-of the

co.intry
i
origin does alway* lie with the exporter.

.



MUM NAME
Sometimes the requirement is that the mark be placed On

the goods before their sale in the country-of import. Then
1-

it is the importer who is responsible for marking goods.

The serial member j$ often the moat valuable identt

fication mark on a peckage. A new set of serial numbers

should be established every six or twelve siOnths. If a

shipment container a large number of containers, a separ!ite

of numbers should be used. If two commodities are

tipped, odd numbers can be used to represent one commodity

/and even numbers the other. Shortages can be quickly

detected, contents identified, assembly and distribution
r .

facilitated, and difficulties with customs and carriers

avoided by placing serial numbers on all packages and

identifying the packages with the same numbers included on

invoices and shipping documetts.
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VIII. WAREHOUSING AND STORAGE

A. Introduction

1347 COPY AVAILABLE

The present discussion has two .objectives, The first is

to point out the functions'of warehousing, especially distri-
%

button warehousing, including some of its .Physical service end

operational, aspects.. Thejlei:ond Objettive is to suggest how a

firm may devise and implement a distribution warehousing policy

to best serve its needs.

B. Definition

1. Traditional

According co Webster "Warehouse" (n.) is "a stove-

house for wares"; to "warehouse" (v.) is "to deposit or

4

secure in t warehouse". Basically, "pure" warehousing is

a storage: function.
l

An expanded definition of wars-

housing includes receiving, storing, and shipping of

materials in any form, and at any point in'the process of

manufacture and distribution.

2.. Evolution Towafd Distrib tion Warehousing Concept

As has been the Case with the other actiu.ties
1.

included under the heading of physical distribution.

1James M. .Dixon, "The New Image of Warehousing," Distribution Manua,'
-Januory,,1968, p. 46.
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qiegement, a different view of the warehousing function

hac; emerged in recent years. Formerly the warehouse was

looPed upon ea.& storage unit designed to help Satisfy

the basic marketing process with ware ins as an

ancillary function necessary to match supply with erratic

demand. Now the concept of distribution warehousing as,'

an integral and more dynamic part Of the firm's physical

distribution program has developed, and with it the

following deiinition of the distribution warehouse:

"A distribution warehouse is a specialized

fixed facility included, in the design of a

physical distribution system to accomplish

a specific objective. That objective is to

provide the desired level`of.zustomtr_order
deliiiery-at-the-iowest total cost.".

C. The Role of Warehousing in Physical Distribution

Market' g competition between firms has intensified in

recent'years, and inventory carrying costs have spiraled.

The physical distribution process, whichfis intimately

associated with both the marketing process -sad the disposal
, /

of product inventories, consumes a large proportion of the

sales dollar for the average manufacturing firm.

Physical distribution adds time and place utility to

product inventories as it guides them through the channel of

exchange from factory to consumer.' The fiim's gOill in distri-

`button is to maximize its profits by providing a competitive

-2Dona'd J. Bowersox, et. al., Phvsical.Distribution Manalement, (New York:

the Macmillan Company, 1968),. p. 246.
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,level of customer service, while at the same time keeping costs

at a minimum. A numker of functionsare performed Ch the pro-..

pees of.moving products through the channel. The Orincipal

ti

functions are: 3

1. Adustmestl.

Adjustment is the creation of An assortment of goods.

At some point goods must be concentrated, sorted, and

then dispersed.

2. Transfer

This function involves movement between material

sources,. production sites,, and markets.

J.. Storage

Storage often occurs in the exchange' channel in

anticipation of future transaction*.

. handlio

Each handling has a separate and unique cost. The

object is, therefore, to reduc, handl to a miniMum,

. Communications

.

This is a two-way function in the exchange channel.

3Ibid., pp 47-51.

. t
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One directionvelays the need for exchange action, the

__other monitors the progress toward desired end results.

Warehousing i,'closely associated with three of the basic

channel functions: adjustment, storage and handling.

D. Classification of Warehouse Facilities

Warehouie facilities may be classified by function, by

ownership, and by type of structure. This classification is

not restricted to distribution warehousing, but covers all

principal types of warehousing.

1. Functional Classification

a. Storage

The use of storage warehouses are all closely

related to problems of demand and supply coordination.

The basic-functions performed by a storage warehouse

are:

(1) Leveling out

Allows the leveling out of production

Activities for producte with seasonal supply and

demand patterns.



(2) Conditioning BEST COPY AVAILABLE

This-fuL.atian involves-maturing, ripening,-

aging, or other natural processing.

(3) Stockpiling

Stockpiling of strategic materials, e.g.,

building up of inventories in anticipation of a

strike.

b. 1211WW4IMILL111

The primary function of a =mails-handling

warehouse is to "assemble, mix, and segment goods 4.n

transit."4 A strict materials-handling warehouse con-

centrates almost entirelN on the movement of goods in

and out and involves only a minimum of storage.

Materials-handling facilities can be sub-categorized

as assembly warehouses and distribution warehouses.

(1) Assembly warehouse

An assembly warehouse is involved in the

supply prncess. such as the gathering of large

quantities of agricultural goods from a wide

region en route to a processing plant.

4

J.L.4.L. Heskett, et. al., BuSinessaniteafent of Physics] Sup-
ply and pistribution, (Nv' York.: Ronald Press, 1964), p..376.
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(2) pistribution warehouse

L

.

A-distribution warehouse is market oriented. .

Its basic function is to mix and transship

carload and truckload shipments moving fromla
, .

large number.of producing-

.

larger number of customer

c. Field warehouse

points to an even

locations.
5

1

Field warehousing is used as a means of financing

product inventories. This is accomplished through the

issuance of warehouse receipts which are.uied as col-
,

lateral for loans. When field warehousing is used,

the owner of.the goods stores materials or finished

goods in his own plant or warehouse. Control of the

storage space is transferred'.to a.field warehousing

firm whichtakee legal possession of the goods and

issues warehouse receipts for them. The field ware-

house need not be located onlihe manufacturer's

premises. It is often located on the prPerty of a

customer of tilt' manufacturer. An example is a supply

of cans located at a cannery in anticipation of the

canning season: This practice allows the manufacturer

to finance the production of more cans, while the

cannery has a ready supply.
6

'laid. q4

6R.S. Alexander, et. al., Industrial Marketing (Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1961), p. 546.
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While separate facilities exist to perfors.each

Of the three functions listed above, most %mahouts*

are designed :p accomplish a combination of these

functions. Most public warehouses proVide all three;

while the typical private distribution warehouse com-
.

bines materialehandlipg with storage.

2. Ownership Classification

a. .Public warehouses.

In a-sense,the public warehouse is the "common

carrier" of the warehouse industry. Public ware-

houses offer space and a wide range of.distributilen

and storage services. Charges at public warehousei

are bas_d on apace .uped and services provided.

. *b. Leased warehouses

A firm which desires control over ita warehouse

facilities, but which

necessary capital for

does not wish to commit the

purchase or building, may lease

4

warehouse facilities. In racent years real estate'

developeis have built distribution warehouses for

firms to lease far veriods a short as 'five years.

I
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OC. Private warehousesAAA

Tht firm owns its ovn warehouse facilities.

3. Pi) Classification

a. Enclosed build tat

Most. materialsrhandling warehousing is conducted 1

( in enclosed buildings, as is some storage warehousing.

"Materials- handling warehousing is characterized by

lateral movement, .using a one-story structure and

high -speed materials-handling techniques. Storage

warehouses may be multi-story facilities, requiring

less flexible and less rapid methods of handling

materials."7

b. Covered sheds

Partial enclosuresire used primarily for storage

warehousing, although their use is not restricted to

this function.

c. Or_m_LLtorAge piles

,This method of warehousing is used for storage

of high bulk, low value commodities, such as ores and

coal.

Heskett,. 2.24, Cit., pp. 380481.
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The distribution warebous4 serves. as vital link in, the

total dist7ibution.4vstem. The goal is to provide a cam-

-petitiv-0,e level of customer services, thereby reaping may emum

=

revenue at the lowest total cost (i.e., profit maximiiation).

In their efforts to reduce overall costs of production, inven-
.

tory carrying, and distribution, many firma have developed

greatly improved sales forecasting techniques and production-

planning

neectlbr
$. ,

methods. These advances have. eliminated much of the

storage-oriented warehousing of product inventories.

the T4ed for, warehouse facilitiei, primarily to serveHowever,.

the,4ilitribution process, has continued.. Although some storage

ik still performed 4. most distribution warehouses, the pri-

mary emphasis is on the flOw process.

e$.

F. Functions of DiAttibution Warehousin6

A

II

Within thcgeneral-framework of the entire physical

distribution system, t1.-e basic function of distribution

. 44%4
warehousing is to assist in maximizing the firm's sales

'penetration over a geographical market area by giving the

firm an economical method of prtividingsits cuitomers wihh a

rapid and consistent system ci inventory replenishment. This

overall ,funcrit:t can be broken down into several-sub-;:unctiona.

I. To Complete Product Line_ailitcntrit

d

"The distributforrNiFinguse exists to complete the ,

3-169
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ti

props.. of proth:cc Lima 42d1u5tlocat in the exchange channel. "8

-
- It is.. the physical plc ir the apharige process where

' A

products are concentrated, aortcd, and dispersed to the
o

next level.

2, 1.211Fi Total ortation Coats

An important motive for the establishment of invon

tory in a given location is to take advantage of. volume

_transportation rates from the point(s) of production to

that locattz,n. "The lotatgon.of the warehouse relative to
4 4

o

oroductiGa points and 7..nr1;et. areas ts important in deter-
.

ti,e nature of the transportation economies realized

(and also the specific types of product line adjustment

sevioes offered). When a warehouse is located in a

rkt'azea, goods are shIpped to it from production

rots or ether distribution points) in carload or

:::.,L.A10ALI lots 1.4111:;:h ate then broken down into customer

crJ,711- quantities-for local delivery. The transportation

t14. 07r4CA thisrc.ase result fromuthe application of

hA41.

(carload} rates for the longest portion of the

A warehouse located between producing points is

a

ili7ed as an 1.71-ta8it mixing point. Carloads

of Jrtc fruodc.t. arrIve frog producing points

are ifegroured into different assortments and forwarded

c--:$..7.mudra. Volume raea apply on both inbound and

nuoyer5c,y. 74.t, 7. 246.



outbound shipments, with the lower rates applying on a

major portion of the hadl,

3. To Provide Improved Customer Service

The customer service advantages_of warehousing are

BEST OUR AVAILABLE

Noy

usually more important than any-savingsrealized in

transportazion costs.. Transportation economies seldom

are able to balance out the additional costsiof adding

a given warehouse.
9

The use of distribution warehousing

to place product Inventor' -g in the market area assures

customers of reasonably fast and reliable delivery ser-

vice, I-6 service il -.aluable to castomers insofar as

it relieves Lnem from burden of carrying larger

.inventories as a cushion against delays in order deliveries.

its 4_41440 ' s service reputation and pro-

sects it against' vogIsible lest. sales due to uncertain

dolzvery

Ioc,Ated

combine

scr.tddies, In E similar manner, strategically

Intermeiate dii;ti!hw.ion wa,..4houaesi which

?rouuct,lentt., loLs of custom assortments

rivatt;e:i tO LtAtICrii dL V olume rates,. provide a

,aluable and economical customer service.

rs

;'vii.l.e cieLesuary Pxodttct. Storage
. -

wt: 1,. the prtm47, empilatis in a'distribution ware-

9Roy J. Sampson' r!n:.; Farf;a, Ti.ansportation, (Boston:
Houghton X:ffl:i% .2frtpa7:, tri71 ,.
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house is on product flay rather than on storage, *any.

distribution warehouses provide all of the functions of a

".
tradltional.storage warehouse. The storage function per-4

formed by distribution warehouses may be temporary stor-

age or permanent storage. Temporary storage is that

provided for basic short-term inventory replenishment.

Permanent storage refers tt, all-storage lremand above

temporary storage. Very little storage of a permanent

nature is performad.in a distribution warehoule.

G. Services of Distriblition Warehousina
.

The major 'co.:rating 'ervices supplied by a typical

distribution warehouse are described below.

1. Specific-

This

of goods

neu.essary

performed

and those

a.

Product 46,1114tment Services

is the general process of providing an assortment

for the benefit of 'a firm's cusiomers. It is

.

to distinguian between the adjustment setvices

by a privare (or leased) distribution warehouse

offered by a public warehouse.

Private warehouse

(1) Concentration

This refers to the accumulation4oflarge

lots of one or more goods. These large lots

3-112



are stored as they arrive, pending receipt of

customer orders.

(2) Sorting BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Sorting is the process of preparing a cue-

tom assortment of goods to fill customer orders.

(3) Uispersedent

This is a directive. process which consists

of plating the cadm assortments in the right

place a trte proper time. Included are such

tutransit mixing and dtspersement

for local dt1;..Ictry discussed above. 10

b., Public 4,trehouse

The public warehouse is capable of offering all

t the services listed above. liowever, for most'

Dublic facilities, emphasis is placed on their ability

to assist (do only certain parts of) in the develop-

merit of product assortments. Accordingly, distribution

pliblic warehouses perform four srecislized services

-onnected with the product adjustment function:.

(1) Stock-spottihA

Manufacturers often use

service of public warehouses

"D.J. Bowersox, 3D, :Lt., p. 48

3-173
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quantity. (such of a carlaed) of one product or

of products to the Warehouse to havea mixt

stock available iri anticipation of customer
2

orders in that area.

(2) Complete line assortment

Here the public warehouse performs the full .

above-listed range of services for private ware-
4

houses. Products are stored in anticipation of

demand and grouped into customized assortments.11

(3) 'Break-hulk

This service by a public warehouse involves

the manufacturer sending relatively large quanti-
J

ties to the warehouse with accompanying instruc-

tions as to its disposition among various customers

iWthe area, with the warehouse making deliveries.

accordingly..

n transit mixing

This service is similar to that described in

. , G.la (2) and (3) and G. lb (2) above, except that

no storage need be involved.

(5) Pool car service.

.1
Ibid p. 266.

Here the public warehouse offers a function

3-17A
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4.similar.to that of the freight forwarder, Ship-
.

nlents from different manufacturers. are 'consoli-
,

dated, loaded into "pool cars," and forwarded

to customers at volume transportation rates.

%

Z. Storage-Services

oo

oo

oo.

Eft COPY AVAILABLE

The essence of storage service is providing space.

However, provision in the warehouse of the proper physical

.environment recialred tm retain (or increase) the value of

the product during the period it is kept in storage is

-17;r ,21v DeDending on the. product, 'it may

Jwan keeping the surrounding air within a certain temp-
t-

erature range, keeping the relative humidity of the

it,:rrosmding 9.r ;,sphere within a certain range, perhaps

providisng an elpecialiy.secure place for high value

p.rod=.:s,. or a separate, cecuted area for storage of

czngerolAtc.yalmoditie:4 such as explosives, chemicals, .

3. Financial Services

Ir Ic'dition to the issuance of warehouse receipts,

,..9r,thouse.tient, being experts in their field'

and aware of local market conditions may provide*a firm

vitt' a(NfCe relative to suurces and other aspects

11,



. 4 Miscellaneous Services

In addition to the basic warehouse services discussed
N..

,,,,
,,,

above, public warehouses offer a wide variety of miicol*
N*4

,W4C

',.=.'

laneous, but useful services. Examples are automatic
.'z'

:.:.3. . reordering systeis and expert advice on local market

conditions.

a

H. !Distribution Warehouse Operations

Operations in diitribution warehouses are mainly break-

bulk Ond regrouping procedures. While there Is often some

intermediate storage involved,."a common and desirable prmic-

tics is_ to have products arrive and depart from the warehouse

during the same working dayV12 This prectice-ii consistent

with the overall physical distribption objmtive of profit:

maximization by providing good customer service-at the lowist

ost. This requires efficient materials handling procedures.

- -

1. Materials HindlingNEquipment

Efficiency in distribution warehouse operations depends *

on machines and equipment which expedite-movement.

a. Individual powered vehicles

Included in this category are fork =lift trucks

which can lift loads 70 feet and higher, -and which are

12Ibid., p. 255.
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available in many designs Aw4 ApAt7iR1 situations;
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

'towing traCtors, which cat) pull a number. of trailers

0 and which are/suited for moving large volumes of: 04

_ =

IN

.goods... Fixed path cranes for very heavy loads and

p ortable cranes for. items not suitable for fork-

lifting are also included. Various pieces of hand-

.powered equipment (hand cranks, hill pushed vehicles

4,
and conveyors), useful in light-weigh; moving situ-

ations where space is restricted are also found in

this category.

Conv,,.vi17-s

,.avity And 'hand-powered conveyors utilize

rollera- or wheels. ,They are 1.nexpensive and highly

installation3. The use of gravity conveyors '

is limxted by the .required end -height difference,

usual!-; 1;4, to 3/4 inches per foot of running length..

rowered conveyora include tielts,.live-

floor mourueJ drag-lines, and ceiling mounted

trolley conveyors. Drag lines and 'trolley conveyors

have yittachments wille.h allow individual carts to be

and moved,

A

C. Fre'li.it ulattzind_eluipmelat

Thfs z number ot_4fterent containers

r 472Lt&:! am!. ftmld1;.ng is well as platforms

3-177
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and enclosures used for the. accumulation of commodities

into units for easy, storage,' -order selection, and

movement. Besides containers, this group includes

pallets) bins, drawers; and tying'devices or nets.

1 4

0.. Storage aids

Pallet racks are metal or wooden frameworks which

facilitate the stacking of palletized materials.

Removal of palletized load's frozithi lower portions

of stacks is possible iiithout disturbing the whole 4

stack. Dunnage consists of objects.used to brace,

steady, or otherwise protect freight being stored or

moved,

2. The Warehouse Layout

The layoutlayout of a given distribution warehouse depends

on, various factors-;among
.

---system the

these are the materials handling

and *inbound transportation modes,

Characteristics of the products handled, the volvise of

products'handled, and many more.

3. Operating Activities.

Thd main operatponel activities carried on in the

typical distribution warehouse are:13

I3Ibid., pp. 255-256..
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. ,

.

e

. Merchandise usually arivespin carload and truck

load quantities, and is often uploaded manually.

Where possible, pallets are used to Unitize loads..

Generally, one or two men are involved in the .

unloading process.

b. Transfer

Two and splretimes three product transfer movements

are rewired for a given load bf. merchandise received

et a warehouse. First, the merchandise is moved via

or other device from the transportation

.%

cs

yelp-die into the warehoise. If this first move is

made to a stora:;.;e lootion or holding areas, a second

,move then a transfer to the selection area.

The final internal transfer movement is that from

selection &rest() the loading-dock.' The intermediate

transfer.
.

ia atten made ph tow trucks apd trailers

or fork-lift trucks.,''The final transfer'to the

.loading dock isy usually made via selection care, -

although a number of other materials handling methods
44.10

'have been devised .:(1 aac-_,olisfi this.'

c, Ordoit selection

is tne.key operating activity in a distri-
0

1==.tion warehousf. Abproximately.tvo-thiidaioi ware-
.
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house floor personnel' are involved, on the average,

i%some phase of order selection. The object is to

eegroup.merchandise into customized assortments for

ordir quantities of one product) according to sales

'orders received.' The selection activity ie coordinated

with the billing prdcesp, and automatic data processing

systems are usually used to facilitate billing.

d. Shipping
Oli

This gtiviticonsists of loading the' car or

truck for outbound movement. A thorough checking

operation is also involved when ownership of the,

mercipandiae is'ehangtng hands.

4. Operating 'Procedures

4

Each distribution watehouse usually has its own set

of stpdard operating procedures which cover each phase

G4i

of materials handling operations, and such other activities

as billing, reordiring,. inventory verification, etc. In

regard to storage,. however, it fsanecesaary that adequate
. -

. .
3,

effort bee expended iri*divfsing an efficient Ostem of.
... .

....

it'' ,space identification, assignment, and utilisation -, and

movement patterns and .routines.

5. WarehOusing Costs

. "A*

Warehousing costs are generally quite high, consisting
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of a large proportion of ',:oPts such as amortization
.

of buildings and sites, il.-,:c:zLmfa;:q.J in materials handling

and office equipment, and admireistrative, maintenance and

insurance expenses. A substant:tol amount or variable

costs-petmarily labor expenses andstumilies.are also

present. When a firm operates its own warehouse., most of

its costs are fixed in.nature. When it uses public ware-

house facilities, its warehousing casts are almost entirely

.

variable, depelding upon the amount of. space used and the ,

serv- ices

Virg the aub;ect wtrehousing .costs from the

of eatlie physical distribution A

progiam, the baportant consideration is not the amount

ar7 nature ^f the expliLit costs, per se. Rather, it is

:_u:Uty costs." How much doss

warehousing iy:1LeL. L.)ntr,i:ute to the gpal of profit

m.IYZAZIOn:' Would an alternative system do a better

:!t?trilwCiOn are usuhlly established

SecVict! uppermost in mina, any proposal to

a warehouse 8houlJ include an .alternative method

I
urnishing the services required, Otherwise, the firm

3

.nis.r F.:trier tue c:uisequnes of providipg a reduced lei.v1
. ..

. .

:.7-aer servi::e. 317.ernatIve Eo branch warehousing

is riie substitution of protintum trananortation abrvice--

er and c!4;.ensve servile.

C

o

<
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1. Role.of Warehoddin in Total Myst:lel Distribution.Effort

I. Cost Versud Customer.Service
e

V

c. %......

t. The first step in planning a physical distribution
..,\

eA strategy is to decide what le'vel- of customer service the ..(4'
.

ft

firm wants to provide. The basic dilemma is that a high /

" level cf customer service is usually expensive, whil
f.

t

lower levels may result In reduced,sales.. .Somewhere

between the cost-based and service-based approaches is

a po t where, when rye proper balance is struck, profits

are magirnized.

a

Finding this. point'io the objective of a

.t co;lt and profit anaiysis.

2, The Channcl of Distribution

:,::Cain an answer to the questions of how much
.

wurt!ho.2sirtiva firm should perform, and Chow much can be
64b.

Lvsits i...1"itomers,-it is useful to consider

ch\-mill.; of distribution. Generally, each individual

r,as A more ,)z less traditional pattern of pro-

duct :i.atributi.on. Although many variations often exist4

11-?;;ve4=n flrma in the same or similar industries, two

ist the industrial

:)7,.;..,.Indui.try direct distriwati.on Erma manufacturer to

1!( not u.n:Asutti, Second, in the mass-produced

corsJmer goods indnst:ies the moat typical distribution

chanovl sc:ncture marlulactureeto.41olesaler to

-
. ...1

ft

tirtr

rtLdliet LLI

ri

ithumpet.
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The bast channel structure for a firm to use in

distribution is based on several considerations, among

which are the characteristics of the product,'-buying

Ar
habits of consumers, and the firm's overall. marketing

.strategy. Certain channel structures may-'give the mnnu-

fecturet opportunity to shift more of du tourdenof

if
.

, .

the warehousing function to channel intermediaries.
;

Tradition may also be important. For instance, if a manu-

facturer in a given industry where the whoLeine distri
butors do not, customarily carry large product inventories

attempts A6-..shift trre burden of warehousing to wholesale

customers, stiff resistance is likely .tu be encountered.

The trend in warehousing has been tor the manufacturer

to assume more and more of the burde

c

. There-are few

instances. where the manufacturer doe no watehousin .

Firms at the wholef:r!lf, and retail level have .een caught

in anespecially painful cost and profit_ squeeze, and

hive become acutely invento...y.cenRitive. More and more, .

at the intermediate and final distribution levels

ae re:sisting presth;,re. Lu cdaIry what manufactUrers.con-

sider adequate'prOduct inventories..

3, '4,:rer;-,..)wie invfsLmeilt AiLernatives

Once n firm h.16 determined that it will
-__

or all of the warehousin7, function, it must consider what

ty of investment to make in warehouse facilities, i.e.,

rew_, lease, or buy.
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a. Rent apace .in Lublic facilities

Public facilitied are widely available and offer

a full range of distribution and storage services.

'The foremost single advantage ot using public facili-

,

-.ties for warehousing ii their flexibility. No invest-

ment in facilities is required, and adjustments can

be made to changes in distribution patterns (which

might render an investment in private facilities

obsolete) quickly and inexpensively.14 Public'ware-

housefacilities are available when needed, and there.

is no contract requiring use of a minimum amount of

space over a given period of time. Thus, there is

no wasted overhead during.slack seasons, and there is

room for expansion during peak periods. Other

advantages are that no additional management is

needed; the cost per unit of merchandise handled is

lower when the volume of operationt is low or widcly

fluctuating; and warehouse coats are known factors,

which. facilitate cost planning.

The main disadvantage of using public warehouse

_facilities is that the cost is likely to be higher.in

situations where sales volume is sufficient to support

a full-scale private warehouse. This is partially

because a public warehouseman cannot count on maximum,

.

14uThe Place ofthe Public Warehouse in the Physical Distribution Picture;"

Distribution Age, Aprk1; 1966, p. 40.
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space utilieation,and partially because a private

warehour is designed specificatly for one firm and

its particular product and distribution requirements.

b. Lease or buy private facilities

Since private warehouse facflities may be either

owned r leased, the decision which flts.best is

essentially one of financial planning, assuming
.

suAable facilities for lease are available. The

advantages and diliadvaGtages of this option are

approximately the converse of those associated with

the renting of;space in a public warehouse:

s. Use a combination.o.public and private facilities

Many firms use a combination p. public and pri-

vate facilities in their distribution warehousing

ei
programs. A private tacility is used to cover the

firm's basic requirements (when volume warrants) that

are more or less constant during the-year, and public

warehouses are used to handle plivik requirements when

and/ofiere,volume is insufficient to support a private

operatiOn.

4. Warehouse Location Alternatives

The question of whether the firm Would operate one

or more than one distribution warehouse in its physical

3-185



, distribution program hing6s od the relationship between

7-4

cost and service. Generally the'larger the number of

locations the larger the product inventory required and

the higher the-coots of distribution. Within the general

framework of cost versus service considerations, certain

other factors may help' the firm to. deter which

tica strategy is most'ap ropriate.

a; 'Non - differentiated pr ucts case

r

T

When this condition\pxists, there is little cue.-

tomer loyalty to indiVidual producing firms. Costs of

production and distribution determine which firms can.

sell in a given market area. Often, largpr and more

efficient firms are able, through the economies of

distribution warehousing, to compete in relatively
*

distant markets_in whiCh smaller and less efficient'

firms are locates.

b. Differentiated products case

In the course of-expanding a firm' marketing area,.

a policy of opening-distribution warehouse facilities

can be very advantakeous. The use of such i strategy

may give the firm the benefits.oftransport economies,

in addition to'serviceeconomies such as faster inven-

tory replenishment and lower customer inventories.

This cln be an important competitive advantage.
.
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A Etna 4hich makes products toppecifications

c'
often has little 'need for stock-carryingbranch

distribution warehouses. Similarly, a firm which

exercises a degree of monopoly control within its .

industry may be better able to bhift,the burdbn of

proViding warehousing and other expensive distribution

functions, and thus avoid the necessity of opening

branch warehouse facilities.

d. Other product considerations

There are other, more specific, product,character-
k.

isticswhich.play an important .part in determining ;

whether or notl, manufactuvr will find it desirable

to establi0 its own local. warehouse facilities.to
4

improve his competitive situation in distant marketing

4 areas. For example, products which deteriorate over

time, which. become obsolete rather rapidly, or which

hay" a highly unstable demand often are considered

"high risk" products to inventory. Retailers and

wholesalers are Aherally disinclined to carry large

stocks of such products. Thus, if aproducer wants

to sell his product in a particular market, he may

have to assume the largest share of the burden of

warehousing his own local inventory stock.c

.
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This refers to consiaratipn of the polielevof,

J
a firm's competitors. many cases such'

e. 'Competitive consideratiofis

. .

7."

5.

may force a producer

button program than

ollow a higher cost diatri-:

would follow onttia basis of

product considerations.alone,

cf

Location Strategy

When a firm decides to employ 4.1multiple-loistion

distribution warehousing system, it must decide how many.

branch warehouses to establish, wfteii each warehouse

.stiould be located, and iphat'aregeshould be served by

each.
15°

t C

s. Number of distribution _Oints.

The number of distributi6 points from which a

product is distributed depends on the. geographical

o f
distribution of the ptoduct, the acceptable time to

deliver an order to the customer, the percentage of the

. ..

market toll's feached,.and the speed of the transpor-
. . .

'-1.D., tat ion mode used. Asigeneral rules-,-as the number
,t

,
.

15
Arthui W.
Sconomica

jalstics
editors (

.

-
.,,, .

1141= tingtrtnis=7""
Distribution Points For

: Perspectives and Viewpoints, N.E. Marks and R.M. Taylor,
Ow York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc;, 1967), p. 77).

A
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of warehouses in a given distribution system is

increased the inventory tu rnover In each decrease

°and more total inirentoktiirequired. , Thus, after

a certain point, there isk decline, in overall

a Oiverating efficiency.

bs Where should theythey be located?

4

I

There are three basic distribution warehouse

location itrategies.

A

%I) Market- positioned

The basic function of inventory replenish-
.

ment to retail stores Or local wholesalers is

served. Transportation economies based on

volume rates for the long haul coupled with...the

very.short local hauls are afforded.

r.

(2) Production-positioned

.Plants are'located in strategic market

aread)with carload lots shipped from,each plant

tocollettion .centers' where customer assortments

are prepared.

(3). Intermediate - positioned

Location may be selected intermediate to

3-189
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C.

-production centers and markets. For various

reasons, firma.. may /ocate'product.:pladts at

various points, and for_ purposes of marketing
A

control a firm may want to engage in a con,-

vergent marketing program for thetr eniire

product

4.404.04%

I

How mach arei should each serve?,

. 4

,A decision as to the optimum area which each-

warehouse facility should serve based on the

required speed of custOmer inventory replenishmdnt,

the size of average orders, and the cost per unit

(e.g., ton) 'of local delivery.I6 Warehouse operating

costs percdollar of goods distributed increase as the

area served increases, and decrease (until the design

capa'cjty is reached) with increased volume. This
44.

relationship can be expressed in simplified maths-
4

tM a 17
matidal form as follows: 1 ir

16
D.J. Bowersox, sm. cit., p. 249.

17

t

Edward H. Bowman and John B. Stewart, "A Model for a Scale of Opera-

tions," JoUrnal of Marketing, January, 1956, p. 244.
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C +++ cA =d i:ost i;er dollar value of
goods distributed

V. is volume_handldd per unit
tiLle 4

A st area served by the ware-

1
house facility

a variable costs (labor
mainly)

b fixqd costs per unit time
c.= costs.of distribution

locally (gas, truck ekpenses,

40Ir
driver hours., repairs, etc.)%.

This discussion of the-location choice problem

for distribution warehouses hafbeen greatly 11.41i-,

Pied. A fireat deal of effort has gone into this

sukject by toady persons, and linear programming

methods pnd"various mathematical,models have been
.

designed specifically
.
to assist firms in finding

4 e

solutions to wartrusecaloration problems.

J. Brieficiaries of Di stribution warehousing

1. The Retailer

. The retailer wants merchandise available when needed

and does not want to maintain large inventories. Tie
. ...

creation of stocks Of merchandise at airategically_.- located

't -,,

points offers the most pricticsi and economical means of

satisfying these demands,

A 4

2. The Wholesaler

Wholesalers as a .groip have betiome increasingly
a6

.

reluc;ant to ass,..me the burden of carrying large inventories.
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8..- Distribution warehoUsing that facilitates the shipment of

custom assortments to wtiolesaters and diatributore at

voluMa rites, or that assures, the wholesaler of a readily

avaiteble supply of products without requiring him to

carry the inventory burden, is obviously -of great valup

to this group.

3. The Producer

The burden of providing the warehousing functioq has

been steadily-shifted back to t4 manufacturer. This.

Ligroup, therefore, benefits frocks well-planned and

efficient system of distribution warehousing. Such 4

system improves a firm's competitive position by providing

increased customer service, and also permits it to gain

important total cost' economies.

4
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IX. CONTAINERIZATION

t

A. Introduction

. I.
In everyday usage,

_ thing from a shoebox to

111

sr

a

FT rtwv AVt11.91.F .

the term "container" -refers to any-
.

a' piano crate; however, in trans-

portation, the word has'acquired a specific meaning.,

1., Containerization Definid

Webster defines container as "a box, carton, crate,

etc. uted for holding goods." The verb containerize,'

therefore, means the act of placing goods en a container,

.an. activity which ie not new. 'The element of-container-

tains Which is new, howevir, lies in the use'of a "box"

with. the following' characteristics: of a permanent char-

acter and accordingly strong enough to be suitable for

repeated use; specially designed to.facilitate the car-
_

riage of goods, by one or more modes of transport, with- .

out intermediate reloading; fitted with devices permitting

its ready handling, particularly its transfer from one mode'
/

of transportation to another; so designed as to bd,easyta
.

.
. .

fill andoempty; and having aninternal volume of one cubic.

meter or more,

Another definition,. which also embodies the 144 of

efficiency,is; the placing of shipments in various forms

of boxes, containers and'the like, for the ease of 'handlingt.

bet.weec tlirigin and final destination.

3-193,
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fist°' St$ll another definition puts =Oasts on the con-

tainer as a "comma denominator" in transportation. It,

Must be interchangeable; much as thi uniform coupling

a

pin and standard gauge of tai track for all U.S. rail

road cars,

Although definitions vary, containerization today

. .)

connotes the idea of placing goods, in a relaif4ely large

"box" which has transportation charittetistics common to

all modes of trwasportatiOn ('extept pipelines), and which,

tierafcire, allows the goods tolmove via any mode or mod,

.a rrinimum of iicd:ual handling of the goods themtelves.
. -

2. Ty ea o r Contelners

.11 most common containers Are eight feet by ?eight

ftetby 10, 20, 30 or 40 feet; hOweveimany variations

it; -ortnlirpr dimensions currently exist. Containers are
- .

;4eilerolly constructad.otaluAlnum or steel, although ply-
.

lbed':-Klass, and a combiratiq of. these and other

mai.-tials may also he .used, Recent developments have
.

also produced collapsible rubber-"containers,"

a On,Alifv..;1/11 c3nLainrn

Some of the celLinew available, and adeners1

desr.iption of each, Are listed below.

3-194 )
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(1) Closed zia...12:.citer BF DPY AMIABLE

This is the true. vait or .bo type container,

rectangular in shape. Weight and cubic cape -

cities range from 5,000 pounds and 500 cubic.

feet to more than 60,000 pounds and 2,000 cubic

feet.

.
(2) .Open to .dr aimrs V

'Mese 'containers are used where it is prac-

.

tical to use overhead handling equipment~ to load

a van, Open top containers areinormally(pquipped

with tarpaulins to piotect their cargo from the

elements.

Ci
Pr"

(3) Insulated or ventilated containers

These sontainers are used to. carry items

such as food, drugs, 111m, electronic ,equipment,

and other products requiring protection from

4
temperature

often saves

extremes. This type of container

on internal packaging coats.

-(4) Ccintrolled container*

1,

.

These containers are equipped with tempera -1-

tune and humidity concrola and are designed for

3-195 I
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r items that require low temperatures, such as

ice cream and meat, and for items requiring

humidity control, such as.fruita, vegetables,

and drugs.

(5) al2104ers
These containers are ruggedly built to

hAndle heavy construction materials. Both the

tides and:the top are open, thus permitting.'

easy loading frtn either side by forklift or

from the top by overhead crane,

(6) Tanker ibulk liquid) containers

These containers are designed to Carry most

bulk liquids. They may be either insulated or

heat controlled. Because of their often hazardous

cargos, these containers must comply with Inter-

state Commerce Commission and U.S. Coast Guard '

regulations.

(7) Car-haUl containers

0.

These containers are usually capable of

transporting from two to four automobiles. They

provide considerable savings in cubic space and

reduce, handling, damage, and pilferage:

3
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a

b. Military containers

(1) CONEX (container express)

CON AVAIUME

These containers coma in two.tites wiaich

can be intermixed for sh4ping, tiering or

storing. The Type I 'container is one-half the

size of the Type II but has the eameWeight

capacity as the larger, each having a capacity

of 9,000 pounds.

(2) MILVAN

This is a completely intermodA1-7container

consisting of the container of "box,"-a,coupleable

chassis, and a moveable bogey. It measures 8' x 8'

x 20', and thus is c,:-.1npatJble with commercial con-

--ratnars7mertirqtS0WTAKUWITC---

3. Container Construction

The so-called container "explosion" has generated a

a great deal of interest among those who construct -con-

tainers. With large potential demand, various materials .

are competing vigorouoly use in,container.construction.

Materials which have Oecome chief contenders are aluminum,
1Ir1

steel, fiberglass, and a fiberglaas.plywoodsandwich"

Panel 1 ;1 an aluminum frame. Aluminium and,steel, however,

have been the dominant materiala.

3-197
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a. Aluminum

Aluminum has the basic advantage of being a

light-weight and rust-proof material. Although

weight may-not be a problem in rail and water trans-

. portation, it definitely is a factor in motor and air

carriage. Therefore, if growth of containerization

depends on intermodal movement, aluminum w411 remain

important because of its relative light weight.

Another advantage or aluminum is.itt. fabrication

co 1.0. 'rhe meta. co- LIC6 in wide sheets which minimize

!oi,.-.1g and -c,Itting.

nhereat strength, however, is lower

'than that of steel and other competing materials. It

pIni;tured, subject to electrolysis when

b,

-, gait water. and isdifficult to repair

Wfalied worker& or special facilities.
_ ,

Vtl steel containers compete with those built of

zi;ergiss.6 or .a fiberglass-plywood combination where
ft

JetiiIt 1: not a problem and strength is desired.

Steel provides good protection to cargo

well lardirc abuse.

"ands up

,.,Jrsif7ion to the extra weight of steel when

cumpaEed with aluminum, it also has other drawbacks.

S1
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Steel is subject to corrosion'even when galvanized

and finished with zinc paint. The steel container is

also subject to electrolysis after it has, been dented

or buckled because indentations trap water. The seamed

walls of the steel container are also susceptibiedto

leaks. Damaged containers require repair, by skilled

workmen and special equipment,

c. Fiberglass-plywood

.4

A fiberglass-plywood combination is a material

of increasing importance in container construction.

Plywoodlklone has not proved satisfactory because it

lacks the necessary durability. Combining it with

fiberglass has allowed for a unique heavy-dut;`panel

which combines the _properties of structural plywood__

with those of strong glass-ieinforced plastic. This

allows the container to be durable, rigid, weathertight,

and resistant to impact, abrasion, and corrosion. On

the basis of coat it compares favorably with other

materials.

3. Acceptance of Containerization

1. Shippers

Although containerization has been widely discussed

in leading business, journals and has been of concern to
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semis exporters, research indicates that great number of

organizations and companies neither know nor care much

about containerization. Several explanations may account
ti

for this.

First is the fact that the average manufacturer

engaged in foreign trade is far removed from the actual

busineSt of f-transpo4ing his 'cargo through a port. He may

sell through a professional export house which deals with

a freight forwarder who in turn deals with the various*

modes of transportation and warehousemen. Second, there

Is a lack of concern and interest on the part of corporate

management becauze of their view of the traffic world as

a vast, complex 6ystem of races, tariffs, and regulations,

Carri?,.5

Container shipments have been accepted by various.

mcx-ies with irying degrees of enthusiasm and success.

a. Water carriers

Igitially water carriers placed containers.on

.

the deck and continued their usual break-bulk opera.

Lions: in the shipleholds. As a :milt, one of the

basic. advantaged of containers to carriers, faster

turnaround time was lost. In recent years specialized

vt:JseL become .the method of moving-

containers.
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The number of new specialized container ships

and the services .they are offering is impressive.

Traffic across the Atlantic and the Pacific is

handled by these new ships on a regularly scheduled

basis, and competition among shipping companies for

this traffic is very keen.

b. Railroads

Some large. U.S. railroads havl been strongsup-

porters of containerization. One major railroad built

a 14-acre "piggyback" terminal designed exclusively

for handling containers. Another has approximately

2,000 containers which it uses .interchangeably on

rail or highway chassis. Still snottier has 450 so-

called Flexigans which form part of an integrated

system operating between New York and point: in

Europe.

The German Federal Railway also has, shown its

support for the containerization concept and already

has on hand the necessary equipment for extensive-

participation in international container transport.

c. Intermodal

41In rmodal integration of container traffic pri-

marily has involved either a truck-ship or truck-rail

r
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0'1 °1$4'j % combination, except for freight forwarders (such as

REA Express which has a coordinated three-modal

container system). The increasing integration of

trucks with either rail or ships has resulted in

initiation of container service by motor carrXers

with provisions made for rail movement f9r the long

haul aid delivery, pick-up, and connecting service

.by the motor freight system. Some interest is also

shown in integrated truck-airline container service.

Airlines

Another, major impetus to cohtainerizatipn may

came from the airlines. Fully"containerized air

freight service may develop with commercial cargo

versions of the C-141 and the C-54, at projected costs

-ot transportation comparing favorably with trucking

costs for movements in excess of 400 milea.

3 Ports

The exploding use of containers has 'caused ports to

overhaul their construction plans for the.immediate and

long-range future. Port Authorities are convinced of the

necessity for providing facilities that will meet the

needs of containers.
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a. Vespela served
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At present, ports are faced wkth.handling three

types of container-carrying vessels. First, there are

conventional ships built with conventional package

cargo in mina. They now handle various sizes of
3

containers which fit throsigh hatches of which are

lashed on deck, depending on size. Second, some

conventional ships have had some hatches converted

for handling containers exclusively in vertical COM..

partmenta, while the remaining hatches still handle

conventional package cargo. Third, there are more

and more ships being designed exclusively for con-

tainers.

Vessel- in the first two categories still can

utilize the finger-piek, especially if their container

capacities are net too large. Finger piers adequately

serve those handling smaller containers, up to 20 feet.

in length, but larger containers must be unloaded

elsewhere. Since only small containers are handled,

users of the finger-pier benefit from less congestion

and therefore have better turnaround time.

b: Container discharge

r

Large container' vessel require considerable space

for discharge and loading operations. Often auxiliary
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facilities, such as O. picking shed, garages, and

offices are required. Large containers require a

shore based crane for loading and unloadiAg:

SmallerCikperations do not have such extensive

needs. It must be noted, howeL, that a specialized

container ship may carry up to 1,200 containers, all

of which need dock space when unlmided. Theoretically,

there-is space need for the same number of containers;

.

4 awaiting lording. American container companies use the

trailer.park system

sive space, because

for storage. This requires exten

every container stored at ground

level has to be acctssible by...tractof. .others, the

British in particular, because of the premium on space,

are introducinga system known as "multiple stacking."

Handling equipment and space requirements are reduced,

but a fast overhead gantry crane is required. Many

smaller ports may be unable .to obtain these cranes.

In addition, access to any one container may not-be

possible on short notice.

United States ports have succeeded in keeping

pace with container developments by providing facili-

ties aiding the container industry. Present and

planned facilities capable of handling fully con-

tainerized vessels assure ample future cfpacity,

Advantages and Disad(rantales-

The basic premise of containerization is "lower costs (or
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greater efficiency) resulting from a numbex of advantages.

1. Advantages

a. sillwatitos

. 4

By giving "permanent" protection to a shipment,

for the entire duration of the trip, containers pro-

4.
vide a means of ,greatly reducing ,the need for pro-.

tective packaging. Cost savings from the reduction

or elimination of speiial packaging are usually'sub-

stantial. IL addition, transporting goods in a

sealed unit greatly reduces loss from pilferage..

The reduction of loss and damage may also lead to a

downward revision of insurance rates.

4
b. Reduced handlini time

Because containers allow cargo to be handled in

large standardized units, handling tina at transfer

points is subitantially reduced. This hat brought

remarkable improvements in turnaround time, allowing
,

shippers to reduce inventories in transit and to

0
give speedier service to customers.

c. Minimized paperwork

The advent of containers has increased the possi-

bilities for Minimizing the paporwrork involved in
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. international shipments; for example, the use of p.

tP11 11° single bill of lading would be appropriate for the

entire movement from origin -to destination. Rovevei,
4

the elimination of cumbersoile'paperwork is progressing

'very. slowly.

Rate structurtakplaatia

Through-movement of standardized units sots the

stage for simplification of the present complA,; rate

structure. This enhances the possibility of a switch

from commodity-oriented tariffs to tariffs based solely

on a weight and distance.

e. Basis for rats reduction

%

By facilitating-surface movements, containers

provide a basis for reduction in inland freight

charges.

2. Disadvantages

-11

Although many advantages are present, some major

disadvantages and pioblema must be overcome before con*.

tainerization will become fully accepted and completely

integrated element in the transportation system.
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a. Lack of standardization
8NT COPY AVACtiqi

4
.

A lack of universal standardisation has often

been cited as a factor interfering with achieving the

full benefits of containerization; however, this prob-

lem is sometimes overstated. Many non-standard con-

tainers are !used for specialized movements, receiving

high utilization id moves in which there is littleor

no need for interchangeability. .

b. Legal problems,

%N.

Container use presents many legal problems which

have not yet been satisfactorily resolved. These

problems generally fall into the categories of either

restricting intermodal agreements and operations or

of complicating oust ms and inspection procedures,

c. Traffic imbalance

Carriers face a number problems which are

uniquely their own but which are in the long run, bp%

reflected in the costa and services tb shippers,
v

Most prominent among these is the need opo achieve a
0

balanced directional now of traffic so that carriers

are not confronted with large.depositt of containers
4

which must be returned empty without esrning avenues.



d. Large capital needed

COntainets increase the need for larze capital. .

investments both carriers acid 4y peril. Carriers

have to invest both in the coastruction of containers

and in alterift end buildiAgyeasols to utiliti con-

tainers. Depots and perts must Also ba alter& to
1

facl.litate zorts.ainar .rovamanta.

D.. Soma As acts of Container,

1. :Supply,

Containers are usually wapplied by the carrier (steam-

. ship companies `predominantly; however, U.S. railroads have

been purchasing and,leasing an increasing number of con-

tainers). Also, indepeudent agencies supply containers

to those wishing to rent or lease them. Carrier allow .

ances for the use of noncarrier owned containers are not

uniform;"types of allowances vary from a per-diem charge

to a flat amount to a percentage..

.2,. Packing_of Container Cargo

Although containers often drastically reduce the neat/

for protective packaging, they do not eliminate it. The

type of packaging necessery is a function of the nature of

the, product;, the type of handling it will receive; and the
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climatic conditions to which it exposed. Com. .

pactness must also be considered; when freight is paid

per unit of cubic immure, substantial savings can Le

obtained by elimination of wasted space.' In generail.in

. pacl'ingnon*speciilized, nonpeiishablecontainer cargo,

U is usually sulficant to use cardboqrd cartons without.

metal strapping. Cartons should be of dimensions which

-

will allow for maximum utiliffation of interior container

.ace. Often, moveable beams or racks are available to

aid in packing and demise prevention. A number of permanent

and temporary insulation techniques can be usedto Prevent

.damige from exposure to abnormal temperatures and moisture.

3. Handking of Containers

The intermodal movement of containers requires a,

large amount of special equipment. Specially designed

forklift trucks are used for terminal' movements and

stacking; forklifts are particularly useful for loading

containers onto truckbeds. The "piggy - packer, " -character-

ized by its large gripping mechanism, is sometimes use

for loading and unloading "piggyback"containers. A number

of straddle carriers and cranes, as well as ahipbosrd

gantries, have also been designed for container handling,

L
4. MOdiment of Containers

Carriers have had to modify their equipment to handle

t
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containers. Motor carriers have employee a numLer of

chassis and bogie designs for use with containers; when

,, attached, the unit can be moved by a truck-tractor just
4L

sic a normal trailer would b* moved. aaiiroade hantae

containers by directly securing tham to flatcar or by
.4,5r

carrying an entire trailer assembly in "piggyback".fashion.

Ocean carriage is in a period of i-.yensition. Full, partial,

or convertible container ships are being built, and a num-

bet of ships are being modified to handle containers.

Other conventional vessels treat containers as large pieces

of cargo which are stowed and secured in the usual manner,'

Vessels which have stowage space specifically designed for

container handling usually have in advantage both in effi-

ciently utilising space and in adequately securing cargo.

5. Carrier Liability

One of the major difficulties of container use is

that container contents may be surveyed and inspected

only at origin and final destination. Therefore, it is

often impossible to attribute damages to a particular

carrier. As yet, there is not a satisfactoty integration

of the various legal systems under which carriers of

different modes and nationalities operate. Consequently,

liability provisions are still very much unsettled and

in state of evolution.
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A certain amount of uniformity in carrier lia-

bility on a world-wide basis was developed through

'This carriage of Goods by Sea Acta. However, the lia-

bility covered by these acts pertain; only ocean

carriage; it does not include land or air tranapor-

cation. In what may be a typical intermodal movement

of the future, containers may move by-truck 10 rail,

from rail to ship, from ship to rail in a foreign

country, and finally by truck, rail, or barge across

another international border to the final destination.

Liability provisions governing such a moxement would

change several times in the course of the journey.

For truck and rail portions of the movement in the

United States liability provisions would not be sig-

nificantly different. As soon as the container is

put on board ship, however, the liability of the

carrier is considerably reduced. With, transfer from,

ship to rail, liability would probably aga4n be

changed. However, since a different country, and

probably a government-owned railroad, would be

involved, liability provisions would differ from those

of railroads in the Uniaki States. Finally, motor

carrier or barge movement across still another inter-

national border would further complicate the liability

picture. Thus, the liability provisions Which apply
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to the tutal container movement vary with four or

five carrierd (depending on whether or not truci. and

pVP
ail are considered aliferent with respec. 1.1a-

bility), and vay Iwta f difIerAt

depending upon how far the container moves. ;An examplt

of such a roc ement would be traftic irovlrig f:.om-the

Far-East .o Europe utilizing the American 'lend bridge."

b. Where dOeilaidtlit attach

Another interesting aspect orthe liability
OP

question is where does the ocean carrier's liability

attach?

Traditionally, the ocean carrier's liability has

been "from end of ships' tackle to the end of ships'

tackle," meaning that the carrier is not liable for

loss or damage while goods are on the pier or en route

from inland origins or to inland destinations. How-

ever, in the case of a container which may reasonably

be considered as an outdoor part of the ships'.hold,

one may argue that the carrier becomes liable when

. the. goods pass into the container on the premise that

the container is an object governed by the carrier.

There is no doubt that the problem of liability

in the case of container movements, particularly in

international movements, must be dealt with, *soon.

Perhaps a convention similar to the one from which
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the Carriage of Goods by Sea het, originated is

needed in order to define liability and to devise -

uniform rules for the settlement of claims for loss

and damage of containerized traffic.

6. Bills of Ladin1 Provisions

Provisions of the bill of lading are very closely

related to the liability question. Undermost ocean bills

of lading in use today, there are provisions limiting

carrier liability to,$500 per package. Some ocean carriers

consider the whole container as a single package. It

appears that an approach must be found which will allow a

more realistic and uniform cargo valuation for the purpose

of establishing liability limits for carriers.

Other provisions (for example, the length of time

allowed for filing claims and for filing suit if a claim

is denied) vary between the modes of transportation as

well as between countries or legal jurisdictions. Con-

sequently, efforts must be made to develop through bills

of lading with provisions that will be uniformly inter-

preted regardless of where an issue concerning a bill of

' lading provision is raised.

7. Customs Inspection

In the past, customs regulations have been geared

to inspection of all incoming and outgoing traffic at
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Cp coastal ports. Additions/1v, fees fire assessed and

collected on contents, insurance, freight and handling

costs at ports. Alio, some countries assess s two to

four percent "turnover tag" on the sum of all charges

already made. Such procedures are not conducive to

greater freedom of.cargo movements. The increased

importance of air cargo has prompted the first basic

change in regulations. Some inland customs inspection

points have been established, and more are being planned

in the United States. In the European Common Market

great progress has been made through the development of

the Customs 'Convention on Containers.

Classification of the container facilitates its

movement through customs end legal barriers. Unlike its

old wooden counterpart, the crate, the container has

become a part of the transportation equipment. Where

inland inspection points are available customs fees and

turnover taxes no longer apply at the port of actual

entry. Port Authorities onlI make a number check of the

container. which then is free to move to an inland inspec-

tion point. In order flr the container to move to this

inland inspection point, the steamship company has to

post an "instruments of international trade" bond to

guarantee the nature of its contents.

8. Insurance

The insurance industry has qaii:kly.adapted itself to
0
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containerisation. It has long offered insurance necessary

for containers; namely, the "warehouse to warehouse" col,.

erage of transportation risks or the "open cargo policy"

which provides insurance for a shipment from a point of

origin through a port of* loading Or discharging to an

interior point of destiation. Such a feature is of

particulAr importance for the further development of

containerization and the eventual development of fully

integrated container system.

a. Risk considerations

Marine insurers of containers have some important

considerations regarding the risks involved. For example,

dolls a container which is "bottom4tored" in a vessel have

the same risk as an exposed container on top deck? If the

risk differs, should thi rate based' on the worst conditions

apply equally?

Shipping of containerized cargo is expected to yield

substantial reductions in insurance premiums. Pilferage

will be greatly reduced; damage will be decreased because

of reduced handling and less exposure to the elements;

non-delivery or delayed claim, will be reduced, provided

incompatible commodities are not stored in the same

containers.

These possible reductions could, however, be offset

by damage due to poor loading, inadequate packaging of

4
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AP' goods in a container and rough handling of conteinure

while in transit. A contributing factor aviy be losses

paid by underwriters because glf the inability to tin.

point where or when daMage cccurre to the cargo while
or

id the sealed container. Losties resulting from under-
,

writers being unable to collect from ocean carriers

as a result of the $500 limitation of liability per

"package," in this instance the container, may also

prevent reduction of insurance premiums.

b. IleiWnChatinsurance practice

Although most insurance is still based on a

door-to-door.movement, some individual changes have

occurred. United States domestic ocean carriage to

Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and other destinations

allows the carrier to assess charges which include a

premium for insurance. The carrier is the beneficiary

of the insurance policy and pays for the losses

incurred by owners of shipped goods. The insurance

company assesses carrier premiums on the basis of

gross receipts. Regardless of what form insurance

takes, though, its importance will continue even though

it is difficult to administer on containers. It is

, hoped that eventually methods will be developed per-

mitting cargo insurance on an "all risks" basis.

This probably would necessarily include a deductible

k clause, especially for coverage. of containerised goods.
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X. CARRIERS

A. General Classification of Carriers

pri" CON WitIBLE

There are five basic modes of tranaportationrailroads,

motor carriers, water carriers, air carriers, and pipelines.

1. Railroads

Railroads are either private or common carriers. The

private, group is unimportant in domestic intercity'and

import-export traffic movements. Railroads are further

designated as linehaul, switching or beltline, and terminal

carriers. Linehaul carriers handle inter-city traffic.

Switching or beltline carriers offer services between

major rail yards and waterfront areas, industrial areas,

warehouses and the like. Terminal railroads are usually

owned by one or more of the railroads served, and offer

services in terminal areas.

2. Motor Carriers

Motor carriers may be passenger operators or freight

operators. These are further subdivided into common

carriers, contract carriers, exempt carriers and private

carriers. Common carriers offer for-hire services to the

general public, and are normally closely regulated by the

Interstate Commerce Commission or a state. regulatory agency.
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Contract carriers are also for-hire cerrisri, but are

distinguished from r:ommon cal-rimers in that they offer their
Q

services to very. limited segment of the public and per-

form only under individ4a1 coatrect:s with shippers,

Exempt carriers may offer services either on a com-

mon or contract basis. However, due zo the nature of their

operations or the commoditieo which they specialize in,

1
these carriers are specifically exempted by statute from

economic regulation at the federal level.

Private carriers are also exempt from all economic

regulation but must, like exempt carriers, observe all

safety regulations Private carriers are not for hire;

rather, they transport the owner's own goods.

3. Water Carriers

*Water carriers may be divided into domestic carriers

and international carriers. The domestic carriesimay be

further subdivided into three groups - -Great Lakes carriers,

coastal carriers, and inland waterway carriers. Each of

these includes elements of common, contract, exempt, and

private carriage.

International ocean carriers include both the United

States flag and foreign carriers, providing services that

may be identified as liner or berth services, tramp ser.

Vises, and industrial carriage. Liner or berth service is

roughly equivalent of common carriage, tramp service is
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approximately the same as contract carriage, and industrial

carriage corresponds to private carriage.

4. Air Carriers

Air transportation is divided into general aviation

and commercial aviation,

General aviation includes private pleasure flying

as well as flying done by private industry for purposes

of transporting equipment, supplies and personnel, and

flying in connection with crop-dusting, fire-fighting,

and :similar activities.

Commercial aviation is carried on by domestic trunk

lines, domestic local service carriers,,international and

overseas carriers, all-cargo lines, helicopter services,

and non-certificated air carriers. Air carriage may also -

be classified as common, contract or private.

5. Pipelines

Pipeline carriers of petroleum products are both

common and private. Almost all of these carriers have

common carrier statusohowever.

B. Transportation Service Characteristics

The most important transport service characteristics in-

clude speed, frequency of service, dependability, availability,
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and capability. I

Speed refers to time required to move goods from origin

'to destination.

Frequency of service refers to the number of scheduled

(and actual) departures per unit of time, whereas dependability

is a measure of the general ability'to meet Specified schedules

(i.e., a measure of on -time performance).

Availability is related to the cumber of (and to some

extent the nature of) points to and from which a given carrier

or mode offers service.

Capability refers to the range of commodity character-

istics (i.e., size, fragile, frozen, liquid, explosive, peri-

shable, etc.) which may be accommodated by a carrier or a mode.

C. Carrier' Services

1. Rail and Motor Carriers

Surface carriers concern exporters in two 'ways: as

interns tonal carriers to points in Canada and Mexico, and

as domestic carriers serving air and water ports.

a.' Canada and Mexico

American railroads and motor carriers offer con-

necting services to points in Canada and Mexico. A

1J.L. Neakett, Robert M. Ivie, Nicholas A. Glaskowsky, Jr., Dueness
Logistics, New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1964, p. 70.
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through shipment can normally be made in the same box-

car or trailer; this has the advantage of greatly

decreas/ing the pt.tential for loss and damage from

additional handling.

b. Transportation to Ports

Surface carriers are a vital link in export

distribution by water and air. They are critical

from the standpoint of time and for the physical treat-

.meet of shipments. Traffic departments of surface

carriers connecting with international air and water

ports are often equipped to provide substantial amounts

1 of information and assistance to exporters.

1%.

c. Speed,

Transit time for truck movements is normally much

lesi than transit time for rail movements. The speed

and flexibility of truck pickup and delivery makes

motor carriers particularly compatible with air freight

operations.

d. Schedules and Frequency

The greater flexibility of motor carriers allows

them to provide such frequent service that scheduling

is usually not a major concern. Although rail carriers
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provide relatively less frequent ser.riCe, the difieraiiise

is sometimes not significant enoughto exclude them Jib

Nr .an alternative on the basis of scheduling.

ek4-1°'4

e. Capabilities

Rail tamers are relatively more capable than

motor carriers in handling a variety of shipments,

Motor carriers are subject both to greater spatial

restraints and to various. highway regulations

restricting their loaded weight Ad movement.

f. Availability

Motor transportation may be physically 4/enable

anywhere there is a road. This does not necessarily

mean, however, that carriers providing efficient and

. direct service will be available. Rail carriage is

available at any point served by p rail route. If a

firm does not'have a rail siding, it is necessary to

load and unload at a public team track. This addi-

tional handling often causes rail transportation to

be costly and inconvenient.

g. Hand 1tat.

If a shipment is packed and secured well enough to

withstand the rigors of ocean carriage, there should be
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little concern for its safety during motor or rail

movement. In the case of air carriage, which requires

a minimum of protective packaging, caution must lie

exercised to insure sufficient protection against

possible damage'from ground handling and movement.

2. Domestic Freight Forwarders

Domestic freight forwarders, are of special value to

exporters who make relatively small and infrequent ship-

ments. Freight forwarders accept LTL ("less than truck-
,

load") and LCL ("less than carload") freight and consolidate

it into TL ("truckload") and CL ("carload") shipments.

Rates are normally less than carrier LTL and LCL rates but

more than TL and CL rates. Income of freight forwarders is

derived Zrom the difference between their rates and the TL

and CL rates.

3. Ocean Carriers

Ocean carriers, the bacOone of international trans..:

portation, consist of two primary groups: ommon carriers

which provide regular or scheduled service (i.e., liner or

berth service), and contract carriers, which have no regu-

lar.schedule or fixed itinerary (i.e., tramp or charter

service).
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Because of the nature of the mode, speecrinnot

be crucial factor when consideirs is movement of

goods by water. This doesnot mean that shipments

will not necessarily receive expeditious handling by

an ocean carrier; it simply means that the mode itse:1

is characterised by relative slowness. It is important

to note that speed is detirmined not only by, the speed

of the vessel but also by the carrier's cargo handling

efficiency and the number of, intermediate stops

involved on a.given voyage.

b. Schedules and frequency

because of the enormous capacity of ocean vessels

and the comparatively' limited, number of units in ser-

vice, the frequency of departures and arrivals is

considerably lower than-that for other modes. How-
,

ever, common carriers do offer the advantage of regular

service. When using tramp or charter service, schedules

must be arranged individually.

c. Capabilities,

Ocean transportation ranks highest in terms of its

capabilities to handle variety of shapes, sizes, and

types of shipments. Both vessels and ports often jsave.
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special equipment to handle unusually heavy or outsized

,e

cargoes. If special handling is required it is necessary

to ascertain that equipment will be available not only

at the point of departure but also at destination.

d. Altai lability'

;radiate availability of ocean transportation

depends upon the shipper's proximity to a port. How-

, ever, availability is extended to inland locations by

a complex network of surface carriers providing con-

necting service. As a result, most shippers in the

United States have access to a deep-water port in a

matter of days, or at most two wees.

1

e. Hand1410

An ocean shipment will normally involve a con-

siderable amour.: of transfer, handling,ind time in

transit. Each of these factors increases the potential

for loss and damage. Therefore, proper protection and

packaging is essential in moving goods by water.

4. Air Carriers

a. sat'
Compared to ocean transportation, air has an obvious

4

advantage in speed. A shipment leaving a United States
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-international airport in the-evening can reach most

large cities in the world by the next morning or

O'`'
tf-

afternoon at the latest.

b. Schedltles and frequency

International sir carriers have continued to

increase the frequency of flights. For most export

needs, daily departures are normally available, and

it is now quite common to have several daily flights

between major cities. Frequently air cargo departures

are in the evaing. This conforms to airline needs

for maximum utilization of facilities and equipment,

but also coincides well with small shippers' needs to

. _dispatch moat of their shipments toward the end of the

.day.

c. Capabilities

' . .

The dimension! of air carrier capabilities are

determined by the lift capacity of the aircraft and

the design of its fuselage. This severely limits the

magnitude (size, weight, volume) of items that may be

transported by air. However, this should bear on the

.decision_to use air transportation only to the extent

that these limitations dtctate absolute maximums

which cannot be exceeded.
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It should not automatically be concluded that

shipping anything larger than watches or spark plugs

by air would be inappropriate. Air carriers can

readily advise an exporter of the physical limitations

of cargo accepted for carriage.

d. Availability

Availability of air service is determined both by

the transport facilities in the originating region and

by the facilities available at destination. Not only

must both regions or countries have connectingrair

freight service, but adequate pick-up and delivery

services must also be available.

e. Handling

One of the principal economies of air shipment

(versus ocean shipment) is that packing costs are

often substantially reduced by the use of air freight.

Ocean shipments require heavy crating, considerable

protective padding, steel strapping, and waterproofing.

The nature of cargo handling in air movements elimi-

nates the need for costly packing and usually reduces

the level of loss and damage. Ground handling of air

freight has been greatly improved by the adVent of

automated terminal facilities. In addition, the use
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of air containers has brought Iffitiencies to carrier

ip:;:4 operations. and cost savings to shippers. Not only are
%r

. rate incentives offered for container use, but savings

also come to the exporter from lower packaging costs

and reduced pilferage.

D. 'Ratemaking and Pricing

1. Domestic United States

a. Regulation

In domestic transportation, government age e cies

play an active role in regulating ratemaking a rate

publication. The Interstate Commerce 'Commission reg-

ulates surface carriers and the Civil Aeronautics

Board regulates air carriers engaged in interstate

transportation. State governments have authority over

the economic regulation of intra-statemovements.

b. as to bureaus

Domestic carriers are allowed by law to form rate

bureaus through which joint action can be taken to

establish rates. These rate bureaus are'organized

regionally; the "boundary"linei and size of area

covered vary from mode to mode as well as within mode.



c. Rates

vv-

BEST an AVAILABLE

'A "rate" in transportation is synonymous with

price. As prices are quoted in duliars and cents per

unit (e.g., per pound, per board foot, etc.) so are

rate4 quoted in cents per hundredweight (cwt.)" and

tons. a the United States rates are published (as

required by.law).in tariffs. Freight rates fall into

three broad categories.

(1) Class rates

Class rates are based on the transportation

characteristics of the commodity (weight, volume,

ease of loading and discharging, etc.) atid-on

distance and other characteristics related to

the movement. For simplification, a large number

of commodities have been reduced to a very much

smaller number of groups or Isclasses." In each

group are found commodities having the.same or

similar transportation characteristics. A per-

centage rating (e.g., 70%, 400% etc.) has been

established for each group. Individual articles

are published in alphabetical lists known as

classifications, where the percentage. ratings

are shown.

In this scheme one may think of the 100 per-

cent rating (i.e., Class 100, also formerly known
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,.as C ass 1 or First Class) as reflecting in some'

weig

not

sort

dam

an "ideal" commodity for transportation

ses. Such a commodity tends to utilkze the

t and volume capacity of the vehicle, it is

"high" nor a "low" value item, it has some

of "average" susceptibili64to loss and

e, and is "average" relative to handling

and many other characteristics. A rating assigned

to an individual item reflects the "deviation" of

this item from the "ideal." Thus, a relatively -

low valued article which would not move unless

given a low rating may be rated 70; whereas a

low-weight, high-volume (i.e., low density) item

may be rated 150.

The ratings.found in the classification are

used in conjunction with a schedule (tariff) which

shows the rate or price per hundredweight (cwt.)

for moving commodities with Class 100 ratings for

various distances. These rates are "tapered,"

i.e., they do not increase in proportion to

distance. Thus the Class 100 rate for 100 miles

may be 1140 (1.140/mile), whereai the rate for

200 miles may be 149c (0.750 /mile). By combining

the classification and the tariff the total freight

charges may be computed. For example, a commodity

rated 70 and moving 10u miles (using the above

figures) would be charged 70 percent of the 1490 or
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104; (149; x .70) whereas a commodity rated 150

would move at 224C /cwt. (149; x 1.50).

Although rates and ratings are twe different

concepts, they are completely inter- dependent in

the-class rate structure. The discussion of these

concepts hers is a simplification of various dif-

ferent existing class rate schemes; however, the

basic philosophy underlying each is the same.

(2) Commodity rates

Commodity rates are prices quoted for

specific commodities. These rates are published

in commodity tariffs and may not be applied to

.othor than the named articles. In addition to

this restriction, these rates apply only between

named points with the requirement that the shipper

must tender certain minimum quantities for the

rats to be granted. Commodity rates are notmally

applied to bulk commodities moving in large

quantities.

(3) Special service rates

Special services such as heating, refrigera-
.

tiow, local switching, diversion and reconsignment,

stopping in transit, pickup and delivery and many

others may be performed by carriers. These service!,



\\# are subject to charges in addition to those charged

for the line -haul (i.e., intercity) movement.

(4) Export-import rates

Export and impori; rates apply to domestically

originated or destined goods moving to or from a,

port. They are frequently considerably lower than

the domestic rate for the same movement. However,

these lower rates are not required by law (although

they are permissible) and do not exist on all

products. Export and import rates are frequently

structured in a manner deuigned to equalize port

advantages.

2. International

a. Ocean carrier conference system

Asteamship conference is a voluntary association
.

of ocean carriers foamed for the purpose of regulating

price and'other competitive matters.

There are more than 300 existing steamship freight

conf,rences, each servings different international

trade route. Each conference is composed of several

shipping lines serving the same route. Although ,con-

faience' may form groups to achieve greater administrative

economies (for example, one of these groups, the
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"Associated Latin American Freight Conferences," is

composed of ten separate conferences which share the

same chairman and office space), they act completely

independently when setting rates and establishing

conference policy. The primary purposes .of conferences

are establishment-of uniform rates, development of trade

practices, promotion of trade between the countries

which their members serve, and restriction or elimi-

nation of non-conference competition.

Conferences began in the late 1800's when an

oversupply of shipping capacity triggered severe rate

wars. These rate wars resulted in poor service and

posed serious threats to the future of existing shipping

lines. Therefore, conferences were formed to regu-
0

'_:rite the rate structure and competitive practices.

After the turn of the century there was heated contra-

,.;versy over the legality of.conference agreements.

After a four-year investigation, the Congress of the

.United States passed the Shipping Act of 1916 which.

affirmed the legality of-conferences and established

their exemption from anti-trust laws.

(1) Rate formulation

Of greatest interest to the dxperter is the

fact that conferences establish and public unifori

rates. There are several factors which go into
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.4i- the setting of rates. The moat imncrtent of

ek. CP"

0 thee. are the physical characterierLcs of the.

shipment (weight, space required in vessel,

unusual dimensions) and the distance of the move-

ment. Howevet, a number of other factors (such

as the volume of traffic between the ports

involved, the nature of the port facilities

each end, and the cargo's susceptibility to davAge
S

and pilferage) play significant roles in rate

determination. Although rates are "fixed" by
e..,

the conferences, t/hey are gar from ing unchange-

able. Not only are conferences subject to coal-
,

petition from outside or independent carriers but

they are also subject to shipper pressure for

lower or special rates. Shippers ale often given

lower rates when moving cargo for develdpment

projects of major economic importance. Examples

of.such projects would be construction of large

factories, dams, power plants, or major tourist

facilities. In these cases conference carriers

might lower their present revenues in anticipation

of generating large... revenues in the future.
Se

Conferences also give .consideration to-well-

documented shipper requests for rate redoctions
k

based on grave competitive situations or other

hardships.
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(2) Dual rate system B1.5 COPY AVAIURRIA.

'Conferences often grant lover rates (cf.
/

discounts) to shippers who commit themselves to

*give 100 percent of their business to Member lines.

The reductions usually fall within a range of 10

to 25 percent, and the resulting rate is referred

to as a contract rate. This dual rate system has

often been challenged 'as being discriminatory.

Conference lines, however, defend it on the oasis

that a means of assuring a stable share of trade

on a given route is needed if the risk and expense

of,providing regularly scheduled services is to

be covered.

(3) Rate quotations

Ocean rates on general cargo are quoted on

both a weight and"a volume basis, with the carrier

having the option of applying that basis which

yields the highest revenue. Rate quotations

generalls,take one of the two following forms:

"one ton, weight or measurement,, ship's option" -

a ton by weight is generally 2,240 pounds and a

ton by measurement is 40 cubic feet (the exact

weight-volume relationships vary somewhat with

geography and trades),; or "measurement rate/weight
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4' cubic foot .pr S.63 per one hundreJ pounds, hlch-

4
0:A

. rate" - for example, n"f,:; wculd mean $.2.5 1:01.

ever would yield highlPt revereic.
.

b. Air carrier confert,oce s12,.Lm

(1) Inte,.national air trannprt association

A conference system *Abu exists in inter-

national air transportation; however, 3,c differs

in structure .from ocean carrier conference s.,stens.

Some 100 international airlines are.untted undo.

the auspices of the International Air Transport

Association (IATA). For the matter of working

out rate proposals, IATA it broken down into three

Traffic Conferences, each of which is concerned

with movements within a separate geographic area,

i.e., North and South Atlantic, Europe and the

Middle East, and Asia and Ofe trans-PacifiL. Ed..h

of these conferences hat standing :committees on

costs, rates and administration of agents. All

action taken by these Ilaffic Conferences regarding

rates and fares must receive a unanimous affirma-

tive vote. IATA bgreementlyWre subject to the

approval of the governmentt involved.

I

(2) Rate formulation

In air transport, as in ocean transport,
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there is a considerable number of variables which

affect the rate making decision. The most import-
13

ant of these are sizeXweight, volume end shape),

density, value, packaging, .and susceptibility .to.

loss and damage. Rates ,are of two types: general

commodity and apacifia commodity. Both are quoted

on a per-pound basis and are characterized by break

point discounts to encourage larger volume. Rates

apply on an airport to airport basis; however, most

carriers have existing arrangements under which

pick-up and delivery services can be secured.

Relations between domestic and international.

air carriers have been formalized into interline

agreements which provide for the transfer of

cargoes from domestic to international carriers

without additional charge to shippers.

Z. DQties and Liabilities If Domestic Carriers

1. Common Carriers

Uvuker United States law common carriers are required

to fulfill thayr duties or responsibilities. These are the

duties to serve, to deliver, to charge reasonable rates, and

to atTid discrimination.-

a. Service

This duty not only requires the carrier to serve

*
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0°° but also obligates him to perforr his services with

AO° reasonable dispatch and.to maintain hLs :acJiLes

in reasonably good condition.

b. .Delivery

Delivery in go-;d order of goods reQerived for

shipment is a strict carries duty (i:;11 several limi-

tationg5, seaL..story laws do not hJld

'carriers liable for loss and dampse due io Acts of
r .

4 -- God, Acts of the public enemy, Acts of 'the shipper,

4k

'

Acts of publiC authority, 'and the inhere'tt vise (or

nature) of the goods. These limitations, however,

are not in effect when the carrier is negligent. The

burden of proof to show cause of loss and non-negligence

is on the carrier. Liability begins when a carrier

receives the floods and ends upon delivery to the

correct consignee. Usually the cowman carrier's duty

to deliver ceases when an attempt. to deliver or a

reasonable notice of-arrival of the shipment has been

given to the consignee.

$

c. Reasonable rates

Rate control has been delegated to appropriate

state and federal regulatory agencies or commissions.

Commission decisions are subject to judicial review.

Carriers may only charge approved rates.
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d. pondiscrl.mination
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Discrimination refers to giving different treat

want under like c.'..rcumatances or ,giving similar treat-

ment under different circumstances. This can be in

the form of pripe or service discrimination, and can

be against types of traffic, persons,-places, or

organizations. It is important to note that it is

only "uhdue" discrimination which is illegal.

2. Contract Carriers

e.

Contract carriers are not subject to thaTsame obli-

gations as common carriers. Their obligations aro deter-

mined by the terms. of the contra t enteral: into with

shippers. There is a requiremen ., howeve , that contract

carriers operate services which are not contrary to public

interest.

F. Duties and Liabilities of International Carriers

1. Ocean Carriers

Ocean carriers transporting goods to Or from'United

States ports in foreign trade are subject.to_the provisions

of the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act of 1936 (COGSA). This
-e

act delineates the rights and resionsibilities of the parties

involved intinternational ocean transportation.
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Under CCGSA, a carrier to relulrad to exercise due

diligence before and at La.; Gart :rt d make tile

ship seaworthy, to properly equip ind supply thc

vessel, and to maice L. .icada i.t aiid safe for rezeption,

carriage and presermation of :he cargo. Then: is also a

requirement of proper handling, This includes appropriate

and careful'ioadins, hand.iat, carrng, '4eeping, caring

for, and discharging of the ca:go.

Upon receipt of goods F carrier is obligated to iSSU2

a-bill of lading showing identifying marks of,cargO, number

of packages, or quantity or weight, as furnished by the

shipper in writing, and the apparent order and condition

of goods. Carriers are not allowed to contractually limit

their liability except cnoer special circumstances provided

for in the COGSA.

In addition to the limitations of liability to which

domestic _common carriers are entitled (Acts-of God, public

_ enemies, public authority, shippers, and the inherent

nature of the goods), ocean_carriers are entitled to a

number of additional exemptions. These include unseaworthi-

ness unless caused by failure to exercise due diligence;

errors in navigation or management of the ship; fire unless

caused by the carrier; perils of the sea; saving or attempting

to save life or pioperty while at sea; insufficiency of

packing or marking; and latent defects and any other cause

arising without the fault, neglect or privity of the carrier

or his agents* In addition to this, CCGSA provides for

maximum mortataty limitations per customary freight unit.
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2. Air Carrion-a bt.S1
I I*1!\A.P31.:..

The Warsaw Coimantion, adopted in 1929, is a multi.

lateral agreement which enumerates the liabilities of

international air carriers. In genial, air carrier

liabilities parallel closely those of water carriers.

That is, as well as having the exemptions given domestic

common carriers, internatiotal air carriers are exempt

from liability for loss or damage caused by errors in

piloting, navigation, and handling of the aircraft, as long

as the carrier can demonstrate that dim diligence has been

exercised.

V



XI. P0144 AND AIRPORTS

\O?
-110

AN.'COQ A. Introduction

4:7

The word port is derived from the Latin porta meaning
4

gate. This gradually acquired the meaning of gateway from

Land to sea oryite versa. With the development of air

transportation the concept of a gateway has been retained;

however, the emphasis 'n land and sea has diminished so that

seaports and airports today are thought of as gateways facili-

tating transportation berween regions. These regions may be

. within the same national political jurisdiction' or may be

located in separate countries.

In the case of seaports the first requirement is that it

affords adequate shelter to ships. By shelter is meant pro-

tection against the elements (i.e., against-the action of winds,

waves, etc.). Such protection is offered by harbor which may

be natural, as in the case of San 14ancisco Bay, or man-made,

as in the case of Los Angeles Harbor. In a similar fashion

airports must be so located that the effects of weather are

minimised to insure year-round usage. Without appropriate

shelter commercial routines cannot be carried out efficiently.

In order to carry on trade and commercial transportation

operations, ports must have navigation facilities; pitiiri(or

loading and discharging platforms or areas); worehousea;lcranea

and other equipment for cargo handling; repair and other

facil ties for fueling, servicing, and acquisition of supplies;

\
.

.
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and there must be adequate organinationsl ad physical

arrangements to ;rovide connection with other modes of trans-

,

portation serving the "hinterland."

The port "hinterland" (a term derived from German, meaning

"the land behind"),is the tributory. area behind the port. This

area maybe contritutory meaning that it iA source of origin

for outbound traffic (e.g., exprts), or it may be ,distributory

which means. that it is the destination for inbound traffic.

The hintertland may elect be a combinationof the two.

The geographical bounder' of the hinterland is not easily

drawn on a map; it can be drawn only with reference to

particular traffic; consequently the delineation of the

hinterland serviced by a particular port or airport can only

be made if distinction is made between inbound and outbound '

traffic, and between passeniers and cargo. For cargo, a

distinction must often be made between commodities. The

hinterland may be determined by the rate structure of the pilrt

in combination with the rate structures of the various modes of

transportation connecting the port with the hinterland.

Ports (sea and air) may be viewed as critical inter-
,

chinge points for the various modes of transpprtation.. The

organization, design, structure and capacity of ports may .

impose limitations on or facilitate international and domestic.

trade. Ports provide, an essentialvlink in the long chain of

transportation which'ioimects producers and consumers,

particularly in overseas trade.
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3. !unction

1. ,Seaports

t,4:,,..\.!,\.,4,5. 4

Carrier freight rates aze bdsed partly on the apiad

of ship - "turn - around. ". The Lift,: a ship is delayed in port

represents a significant cost fi.ct-Jr, which in turn further

increases the total "in-p'aFt cargo handling expenses. Tn

reduce critical ship turn-gr:lne.time, carriers and port

4c

authorities are placing great emphasis on improiing and

modernising conventional cargo handling equipment, as we ti.

as converting to container ports to the extent practicable.

The primary fnaction'of a port in to facilitate the

transit of goods; its secondary function is the warehousing

of cargoes far storage or processing.

2. Airports

Airports provide facilities, for aircraft shelter,

supply, and repair, and for the regular reception or

discharge of air passengers and cargo. With the tremendous

increase in air cargo traffic, more geographical separation

of passenger air terminals from all-cargo air terminals

is indicated.

Also located in all major United States airports are

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) operating detach-

ments charged with the responsibility for controlling air-

space and insuring safe operations.
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With the advent of jumbo jets and all - cargo aircraft

of greater speed and increased capacity, sir cargo move-

ments (domestic and overseas) will probably cant roue to

make substantial strides. Hence, airports with sufficient

supporting capacity, flexibililty, and innovation potential

are essential to cope with growing cargo tonnage move-

ments. Future functions of airports' will include more

foreign trade zones, as air cargo movements increase at

projected rates. Whereas seaports are generally limited

to coastal locations, airports have more site flexibility

and are normally limired only by economic and e:.viron-

mental considerations.

C. Services

Services provided by port operations fall into the gen-

eral categories of those furnished to ships, those rendered

for cargo, and those made available to shippers.

1. Seaports_

a. 'Ship services

Typical services provided to ships encompass

repair, handling, protection, supply and maintenance.
ak.

These services include dry docking and ship repair

facilities, pilotage, anchorage, dockage and wharf-

age, line handling, protection and socuilty, ship
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fumigation, cruarantira aet vice, fresh

c.

water, oil bunkers (fueling), lauezh service, and

dunnage (lumber and other matstrtals vssd to 'iron,. and

?rotect cargo), as well as services to insure proper

stowage and securing of cargo.

b. CasmuL/Erv,t-to

(1) Stevedcalum

Includod herein are loading, :stowage, snt'

discharging of shipa' cargoea. Where possiLle,

loading oc discharge Ls perfctmed directly frm

ships to congesting conveyances deliverinet or

picking up cargo, e.g., loading directly from

rail flat cars to a ship's hold.

(2) Warehousing

Ft- cargo awaiting further movement, trans-.
irtr, or otherwise requiring storage,

ability of adequatt, warehousing sheds and ser-

vices is an important criterion in evaluating

a port's service potential.

(3) Exeort am.ccliag

Considerable cost savtnge can be obtained

by the use of specialist: (*sport pickier.), who
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snow cargo peaking End 1.r.v.ecti-In requitements

of originating and deatiqption =nitrite+.

etS1 CUF f,A;121.;21F.,

(4) kAlv11.1.t.

Thin service it generally in the firm of

land-based or floating cranes or derricks to

load ar.2 off-load-caro whlzh can;ot be handled

by a ship's own guar or land cranes. Lack of

heavy-lift capacity by intended ports of call

may place severe limitations on carrier accep-

tance and expedition of certain cargo.

(5) Inspection and t4aing

Ports generally provide this service to

determine whether.export.quality specifications

are being met. Inspection and testing com-

panies are normally represented at ports to per-

form the necessary work of weighing, sampling,

analysing, and inspecting; some specialise in

certain types of cargo, others handle all types.

(6) Ltaralattioz of_car)ro

Facilities for this service are usually

provided at ports by established and experienced

firms. Cargo fumigation is required by govern-



went regulation in the Uni;:ed States and abroad

fot nuAber of imported commrkixties (e.g.,

swig, grain tobs=ct;,, fruit, fibers, and used

clothing). A' additional convenience to tha

importer, offered in cIrtain ports, Is the

fumigation of carg' while r:-rains in trailers

or vane, without tics necetoilty of unloading

and ri!').oading.

"41...

(7) Domesticirsabtforwarders

Although domestic freight forwarders,

unlike international freight forwarders, are

concerned only with actual transportation of

freight by domestic carriers, they also handle

the inland wovement of overseas as well as

domestic freight.

c. Services to the shim!

As opposed to those which serve either ships

or cargo directly, a number of organizations in

many ports offer services which are furnished prim-

Omni to the overseas trader, whether he is an

importer or exporter.
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(1) fillght forwarders end is house brohecs

Foreign (interaatiottal freight fotwarders

and cuutomthoase Inakere perform Innumerable

services connected with docnaentation, expedition

anc routing of cargo, sad f...trerel supervision

over the zransat of ,a saipment through a port.

(2) DAD.

United States acid.foreign banks finance

foreign trade and offot many advisory services.

(3) Marine insurance underwriters and brtkers'

This gr -'- is concirned with the insurance

of cargo against loss and damage.

(4.) Public and private iteendies

.
federal, state, city, and commerce agencies

give advice and information to shippers, see

that proper facilities are provided in ports,

and protect the shipper's interests generally.

(5) Foreign agencies

Foreign government agencies and trade °vont-

nations issue and process necessariforsign docu-
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ssntation and promotesaevelzpmertt of foreign

trade through inlormation and eihibitr.

(b)

Many ports also maintain an extensive

current reference pOlication.service covering

vital information on foreign tr &.ue and shipping

affecting the host pert. Overseas traders or

their agents usually will find'such updated

reference accommodations to be indispensable.

2. Airports

Services provided by airports can be categoriebd

as those provided to aircraft, to passengers, and to

shippers and their cargo.

a. Aircraft services

Airports render fueling, maintenance, repair,

and other services related to the operation of com-

mercial aircraft. Airports also provide for the

ma
%
intenance

facilities,

and upkeep of landing and departure

supporting administrative complexes, and

accommodations for necessary weather information

and air traffic control services.
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b. pautimunnice BSI C(M1 AvAiUISLE

The phenoml.nsl.riee in air paidenger traffic

has resulted'in the expensir:n anermode.rni2ation of

air terminals to meal: the growing .nmplekity of mass

passenger movements. .Airlines and cmmunities have

endeavored to meet the increaded demands in passenger

traffic with gresterflexibility end more respoaive

service.

c. Shipper and cargo serviced

With the increased hauling capacity of combin-

ation passenger / cargo planes and the advent of

"jumbo all-cargo" jets, air cargo.shipments can no

longer be thought of as representing "small, light .

weight commodities of high value." The sizes of all-

cargo aircraft have increased tb the point where the

largest have cargo compartments with the capacity of

railroad boxcars. Increased volume of air shipments

c.ay bring, about lower cos* of air cargo movements. .

Hence, in the marketing of commodities, international

traders may now realistically consider the merits of

air transport in the light of total physical distli-

bution costs.
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Airports provide necessary services to handle

the different categories of air cargo.

(1) ALLIssullt.

General air/L.:let represents the greatest

p
volume of air cargo traffic. This requires

maximgm concentration of cargo handling,

rr inspection, .and documentation Services and

equipment.

(2) .Air express,

Air.express service is offered in coopera-

.
Lion with SEA Express through interchanges with

other mode.. This provides a fest and usually

most reliable air service. It is generally

best suited for small shipments.

(3) Air serest post

The United States Post Office provides

non-express movement of small shipments.

(4) her

Other air cargo services available include



BcSI COM WORE
bus-air interchanv sen.ice eveliaOli to areas

14

isolated from mulo 4:rp4,..ta ea well ea 'air

truck serv:ct,' Vr4ch incorporaiat pickup and

delivery oi sir IpInPutti

haul movement by

Services aormalty 4vailabj.e to shippers at

seaporzy can gInt.aliv rhmupt of as applying

wW. to airpoi-:e--allowing for lifferencts

in the store and pecaliarities of air Movement.

D. Facilities

1. Seaports

To accommodate ships, cargo, and shippers with "' -

cervices previocaly described, ports are expected to

maintain a number of facilities.

a. Channels

Suitable channel depths must be dredged to

permit arrival, departure, and docking of modern

ships.

% b. Piers and wharves

Adequate docks must be built in order for ships

to load and discharge carves.
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C. libihr,m24

. Small craft (e.g., bargts or grows) used to

A S.1)

load and di;;entrae caraae-z ,:ht re b-irLhiag of ah41

C is not featiblcmuit .40 svail4Sle,. Lighte:age ale)

refers to the transfer of riil ::night, including

MOM

0

entire rail :.era, 4y c-tt flmat to ships. Loading

and uuioiding oi shift 1)y :been c,f lighters. is

normally supplameatal to_shore-based methods at most

. modern ports. However, it mustlae rsLortizad that .

many ports, particularly those of developing

countries, use the sloWer lighterage method of

----cargo handling due to nonavailability or inecces-

sibility of dockage areas.

d. Interchange between rail and water

Availability of intraport area trackage is pre-

ferred to the car float. Port and pier area trackage

permits connecti/n with main line rail systems and

contributes to efficient direct cargo loading and

discharge.

e. Road nets and improved areas

Adequate road nets and sufficient paved areas

enable ports to expedite through-put of cargo on

truck-ship interchange movements.
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f. Carlo equipment

VEST CON AV ARABLE

Heavy !Aft tzandurd 14--ore based craned,. as

well as adequate ind suitabl'It material nandlt,,z;

equipment (e.g., fark:Ifts and warehouse-type

tractors) are indispensable to Modern port operations.

Material handling equipment, as well as necesoary

cargo heAdling gear fo_ unit loads and general cargo

(2.g., siingz, nets, ccnve.yora and pallets), are

normally pr:wided by stevAlbring rnAmpanits-servicing

ports.

6'

g. Storage ficilitieb

Adequate warehouse facilities, sheds, open

cargo and elevators for handling

bulk cargoes grain elevators) are required

to accommodate temporary and permanent storage of

goods.

h. Container facilities

Container loping and offloading derricks to

accommodete container ships (tb include special

tractors and chassis -type trailer,. for the surface

on-movement of containers) are desirable. Special-

ised container ports accommodate loading and die-

charge of container ihips.
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2. Airports,

A ,A*NY
Commercial id.rport equipment must, as a plintiTIVX,

Q.

include paved runwert, tivawayia, aprons, fuel ng

110

6

facilities, hanger*, lighting ane guidance syste t,

to support aircraft eperattons.

b.. Pass et.......Nm2&ILmi...Lut

Terminal buildings house adminiitrative offices,

flight operations, traffic control departments, and
i.

other facilities designed principally to support

passenger processing.

c. Cargo terminals

Facilities available sic modern air cargo termi-

nets include warehousing and storage locations to

facilitate cargo concentration, segregation, and

trans-shipment. Also found here ate materials-

handling equipment, conveyors, hoisting apparatus,

and varieties of cargo has gear (e.g., pallets,

slings, cont.tners, etc.) which permit efficient

movement, boding, and discharge of air cargo.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Appropriate al-caa for receptLou and diapet!:b .

of iurface plekup and 44Luer, vehiclos must be

o
e. Vc.....ustoruer service frcilltiel

rirtratioui and coutai;t centers for air freight

forwarlers, customs brdkers, slipert paAern, add.

other specialist; providfng Iervir:es to overseas

traders are found on the ;remises or at location,

near major airports.

Operations and control areas for government

agencies (e.g., customs and health offic..1s) con-

nected with ele export and import of air cargo must

also be accommodated.

111111 ... 9.Eati.....1..14 Requirements

1. Seaports

Porta generally derive their revenues from charges

for the services they render and the facilities they

make available.

a. dard port charges

I

Resulsr route stet' ship lines (liner or berth)
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e

S

A
servico ucemaill; absorb standard cart charges

incidental to cargo haruilio4; sto.A-1 char rem are

incorporated as pcir thz, quos-to MeAl

rates. In csse whl.re snio!.exs ere requires; to pay

standard port -hergies for loading atti dic:harging of

shipments, traders are urge) :1;ti.armioe specific

races from ;.ort fluthorities or .41eats.

b. filiP12=1:12!"e"."

Ship xervice revonues, generally. derived lry

ports include fees fcr line handling, dockage

("parking fee for ship"), and wharfage (fee assessed

for. roving cargo acroa4 the wharf); the litter charge

k

may be levied against chippers if it is not included

as part of t' 1 freight rare.

c. Special ecjis2±siand penalties

Shippers should 0so consult carriers or port

authorities concerning special concessions on ware-

house storage time and extended demurrage time that

may be permitted in coneetion with export-import

rail movements. Deourrage'refers to penalty charges

levied against the shipper who holds carrier equip-

meat (e.g., a rail cur) beyond the time authorised

by the carrier.
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d. Reference and aseistancc evaileale

Port charges, practices, and special require-

manta affecting the movement, of cargo tbrou7e1 ports,

vary for different sectionsucf the United States and

overseas. Ranee. overseas traders are cauticred to

consult carriers, freight farwarders, agents, or

broker* t):. updated complete citations of rates,

charges-, and special requix.ements that may apply to

cargo movements through ports, as well as accessorial

services that ray be rendered by specialists. One

bibliographical reference that may be consulted is

PORTS OF THE WORLD, which provides full details of

port conditions, facilities, expenses, and special

requirements.

e. &mill charges

0

Other principal categories of speci, 1 charges

include:

oes

(1) Heavy lift.iess

These fees are generally esseAse. ur all

lifts above prescribed minimum weights arying

from two to five tons), depending on rate

schedules involved.
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(2) deliver Iick-up service f?rElas

Thi. particular charge may be tecluced

significsatly t) the services of

domestic freight ::ort,ardna. For exv.mple,

when a shipper can offer moderately Urge

quantitie4 of overseas ergo, a demeEVIc for-

warder can often as .P him pier delivery end

pick-up charges frequet.tly assessed by other

carriers on similar quantities of foreig6

shipments. As a common carrier, a domestic

freight forwarder obtains one tree pier

delivery or pick-up allowable for each shipment

meeting a specified minims & weight. The minimum

weight requirements are usually such as to make

this service attractive for the movement of

less-than-carload and less-than-truckload

quantities at comparable rater.

f. ateijkatiltapestl

Shippers shoLld check with the rail carrier

which they plan to use to determine applicable

provisions 'for reduced export-import rail rates.

Such rates may be either the result of government-

authorised rail rates that are lower than they would

be for transporting the same produces in domestic
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markets, or they may s actribte Ole to differential

rail rates.

2. Airperts

to

a. General.T.11.1w, sou car

Bast:. revende eour4.6A tor alrpirtf are derived

from landing fetes from c'.7..m.cital operations, fixed

buss and othec flying mpe7at;.arie (e.g., flight

cht-tet and contract sErvicea),.and

hangar rentals, as veil as aircraft towefe.

Space rental in terminal buildings for relatpd

aviaWn activities (e.g. ,.weather buroeu, customs

and iralgretion services, airline ticketing offices)

contribute additional general revenues.

Industrial area rentals in various sections of

the airport 'e.g., air freight warehouses) provide

supplemental income.

b. Concesetin4 And franchises

0

Airports obtain additional revenues from con-

cession-type sales of gas, oil, aircraft, parts, and

accessories. Significant concession revenues are

also derived from space rental of terminal,buildingz

for ron-aezonautical activities such as restaurants,

tourist bureaus, baggage lockers, and various
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Q.

ecreational

40 Franchises to cowponies provIving sur!fsce trans-

portation for pilsenge,, betv;, s!rrpte ar.:1

surrounding areas result. La 44ded revenues, es well

as providing ryliiabl9 ground teedur servile for

'airlines.

c. Ikpcial chiral

\\\\Airports luvy apicial F-44...rzeo in coi-inecrian with rib

domestic and interact tonal cargo shipmerca.

(1) liciiviejind diem

Special charges may be assessed for surface

vehicle pickup and delivery services lettere such

services are not part of the regularly quoted

freight rate.

(2) lalUMLJAWK.....__ZwitiltitALLIT/1..AESA

Additional feel; are generally imposed for

relocation and other servicing of cargo

preparatory or subsequent to air movement.

(3) Storms

Warehousing, regular storage, and cold stogy

services normally require special charges.
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(4) ILEME11ALJarvices Cat IVAILALE

Airport: charge antra foL suoh additional

serviclua es iabacking, recre"ing, meauurng,

weighing, viaetlng, lebeling, 'tspecting and

Jozumenti..e.

d. Information or .:3tPu and narges

International traders should consult with car-

riers and airport apthoriCes conLtning informacirn

and roafirmatlon of special elarses, vette, and other

requirements connected with air cargo shipments.

Additionally, overseas %rde specialists (e.g., air.

freight forwarders, expolt packers) will provide

validated and timely information on rates, fees, and

special demands related to air shipments.

The following bibliographical referecea mai be

consulted for added information on air cargo traffic:

AIR FORWARDER, with directories of forwarders and

*sects and articles concerning freight forwarder

operations: Alit SHIZPERS MANUAL,' with rates, air

cargo directory, statistics, and air cost analyses.

.7. free Ports and Trade Zones

OverseAs traders may find thJ use of frei ports and free

trade zones advantageol, in shipping and marketing their
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products. Free eked trud, eznes allay the fo;its,,ing

important roles tn promoting International CCAIWIIV%e' they

serve as print; for to c,.po-t; ;!.,4' for i4Clii-

tating imports; al:6 establish a in the product .

distribution 6:lulu:el. In the latter :c:triactior, tree ZOCAS

or ports may sservt as precti::a_ aL7.ernat'ves for establishing

facilities o4ersess. Free port Aar,. tree trade zone desig-

nations axe at times used interchangeably, but there is a

distinctin.

1. Free Ports

Free ports (or free trade ports) normally comprise

an enclosed area within or near a port sequestered from ,

the rest of tte'couatrifor customs purposes. Examples

of free ports are Hong Kong, Singapore, and Gibraltar. ,

Except for miniss3 cubtoms formalities goodh may enter

such pqrts duty-free regard lees 'f whether they are

intended for re-export or for local consumption. It is

primarily the "re-export" consideration that has accounted

for the 4nportance of free ports. However, the increasing

use of free zones seems to be cisplacing the position of

free traie ports as dIstributi.m centers.

2. Free Trade Zones

Free trade tones are generally enclosed pintected

areas, which are either partmef, or near, a port of entry,
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into whi,:h imported goods not ri.v.r.lbited may

be placed without formal %U.nv011 ;..tLry orje7,Atut.ct

duty. Within the'coniinca of Lhe ';01A, good& way ore

unloaded, stored, sold, wilh cther

foreign or.d3mest;::. govds, reparAed, c.arked,

labeled', graded, autivabied, '.44:41 In menu-

bCT COr'Y

4

factoring oplratIcol, and /o: free

trade zones permit the full canlie cf ::ommerctel and

indastrial activity, from aLvtple atorige or ra,i. mersIrials

to manulacturing, and sale. Grads ors re-_shipped

Lo foreign-eestlnationu tLay Lea free trade zow, without

casioms supervision, 'nit if these goods are reshtpped to

domestic destlnatione, international traders must comply

with ,existing customs lawsandproceduree.

Free zones are normally operated hy.a public or

private corporation. In the United Stators, free trade

zones are called Foreign Trade Zonee;.these zones ztre

4perared by the Foreign Trade Zone Board, aonsisting of

the Secretaries of Commarce,40asury'l and the Army.

In the United States, special-purpose sub -cones way be

established; they are usually located apart from the

Foreign Trade Zones (e.g., a manufacturer's existing At

plant may be designated as such ra sub-zone) to allow

additional storing, assembling..Inoceseing, ormanu-

rcturing of goods.
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3. Functions
k

1

Dischiry of gr'oea directly.t-,: the zcnes, frial sh144

NPv

i
.tt 04

.

or aircraft, is a walo iHnccirn 0::: tore 'once ac;,!. ports.
.

.

This often z,is f.:1 great it ,..!.ue L: 1.1:..latl.,qc1 tre4e.s
. \

.
,

It may .t...so be edv/-_et,,...4 7.0 n :1- 44.:1 gcods

directi) to 4, 'roe e.g..

Such impc4ted i. id Isv be re-a!lt7t.e.' t- oter councries

or, when appropriate, Amiwrbed ,.ntf, the ..ountry hosting
'SS

the zone. :,.1parted pond may So sent lo zones withoUt

formal .cultais o: duty, or fvrnishiug of

bond.

TtitnsportrAon acl customs cots is may be reduced by

shipping %cods in dia.aatembld Iona, e.g., turnituie, to

a zone for assembly and subsequent import or re-export.,

Diiplay and exhibit of merchandise at free zone? by

foreign trade firmm is permitted, so that orders may be

taken for unlimited time periods without requirement of

duty payment for displayed merchandise.

G. kJ of Ports

I. Types c4 Lianakameot

Port managemeat systems are generally of tour types:

goverament, municipal, corporate, *nor private. Gdvern-

_ment-operated ports vgmtity express the notional foreign .

policy; the flow of trade may be a direct reflection of
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the natur of that pol:cy. Ly menici-
.

A

palities ht r*..mg e,!*; 4!:NCLOPAO.-146.1f
*

the pstpch.el Itet: cte -f its

port it permttr,e

regional natf...e.ul'atea

,

(...4.7Or&t.1

operator` poTte a-a !Ie.:. to y fytte ;:rct. -

r

.1 hla, 17:1), :C 41.!r; Ln oht6tning

for erp.nsior.. ,at-d 0,r-zs firz

.thouelt he t...)re. but lintr.7d cupttel

may post) signiiicalt -tint; the efftcien./ 4

Lheil operL:zna. a.

- in view of. the port* to Ow netioa;ti

economy and international t,:,ade, mere has b.:et1

tendency io place pore opei:iittchs under the control of

port aut!lorities.

2. Desert ts.11.rt of port Authorities

Port Authorities are generally subemisions of local

go-etrnmertts (e.g., citler. r,h.lnLies, states) authorised

to provide, operAte, and maintain eermihal, transportation,

srld oirazr ;,Y covmere; they are :lesigned.to

aid the econ,:my of thetr rgs-petive local or state'

governments.

Port euthorities are usuoily empowered by local

governments or st&tes to parchase,00nstruct, lease, -and/

or operattainy ttrwinal or transportation. fucilities

/
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D

'Nc.. i ..

S e

,ie"v within a'pOrt eisiti:..z /.1,,s* 4,4vt.!..o.itiee oiestribe. ./
.

. . ,

*charges (approved ay revletor7 430:cfes\ or atr4icast

.ronderod b'., their ft:AA:ties 4.,.4 tc si:t.,opt to talike
1 .

0

the port financially self-o..:.00tt11(1... Although port

authorities are ustal!paerec;ate7 :Teration. of

--tarminais umaeinVor..Altr), they ata a Ao farT to

operate publicolt,:ta toch rs rcaulitesystems,'

o industz-ial developmen u, trels, and toil bridges:

3 . I/Elaell Se321E12 Prn.vireo

ti

to P ,.t-Authoritteser .r....war.ww

Typical eirvice: Zwitehtc ',.ty port authoririe* 'in

operating,terminais sea and/or air), extending to a

prescribdO radius of thst area, ars:

a. 1....)rLif.l11fel!
milr

Provision of necssary facilities equipment,

and *improvements to render effective service to
6

-

carriers 4 shippers it one of the principal
4

andaawors P port authorities.

b. iteiodalestorl

Fort authorities make every effort to secure

. favorable tranaortstrion rates and- related charges

in ordar,to permit trade expansion for their area

of operation. Port authorities represent their

3-268
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C. EEST COPY

ports 4.n beari gs wIth Itryttei*P

favnrat.1*. lace. truc,...-es.

c. Documsntvic.,4 4.---.--------.

4

Convtralca s./=::zsis of tizrminal

documentation etic st,'!ents, 'Io as to Imprc,,o

the economy knd etfieeacy cif moving foreiga elm-

.

Isamu theL44 & the pol'y !t ancthet aim of p^rt

authoritAesc.

d. aerealca

Port ev;thoritire enpes,e in research studies,

designed to incioase transit trade and improve-port

service in kerping with technological change (e.g.,

coateinerization, computerization, etc.).

e. lorligarmusatal reference services

l'nformation as to facilities, services, and

other data concernIn ports nay, be noteined by exporters

and importers from Chambers of Commerce and 'tort

authorities of 'Mitt pert cit:ee of the United States.

For specific questions, ahippeca may consult indi-
.1

vidual rail, air, and steamship lino traffic bureaus;

customhouse brokers, foreign and air freight fpr-

warders, foreign trade depattments of local chambers

3-269
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. .*

*

is

of commerce, and field oft e of che,buroitua of

9,1C#
.N3Interna ional.r:onmerce CI'S. Deportme nt of Colima:rice).

"o
Rea y reference eumpars of infermation

American ports and their faci.titici.

are contained in'the following pAtications.:

ZetsgtHeuse Activitiee, facilitie

charges, cascom4 offitit13,..port euchoriti

chambere of cimmerce, Ci..:ectory of the

Oippktoi and allied tlades.-

Exporter!! gauclotedia. Porta and facilities

steamship` companies, freight forwarders, and

custome oroke,:s.
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st2Vtcgs 07, IMO.= t St.01.:41..ISTS

.

The intricacles .;Ounol tr.da are 1,..&;a Jut cwl

.siderabic technical linovledbe tg :o the ha,Jlini:, of

.Shipmmilits beyond the c*ntinentailitlit Vatted Statet.

The extensivnest of tre ranonsioiliti*s of the physical distri-.

bution manager Ear the handling of stirh shlpmeute depends in part

upon the organitatfonal makeup has been created to han;le

foreign trade. The services of the Tregfic Department are an

,
important fector.und, indeed, can te the 4acisive factor in the

F

success of a ri.rteii overseas businEaa.

A. ii15.11211121.1419211121

There are two general ways a firm can go about exp)orting--

indirect export and direct export. These two methods of

organitingfpr export differ in regard to how the exporter

carries out the flow of transactions between-himeiy and' the

forstgn importer or buyer.

1. Direct Export

In direct,export all the.responsibiliry for taking

care of international selling activities is in the hands

of the producer. These activities are carried out by

so-called dependent, organizations that.are edministra-

tivelya pert of the producer's own company. Such

dependent organisations may take several forms. There



may be a domestic based t:,opaz tmem. or diviAton to take

care of the foreign P1111.10 iionliC;1.011. the pr(;:f4c,..:r may

establish ovorsea4 sales e.174;4.hiat.'1- ,w4Yttrt

a

."

1

market areas. OT the 3r)duLlt"- Tazy want e' mac:.

sapprate oqerseas bales avhst.,lei.i. Another alternsttve

is to use en overseas otwrsgc ..:- warehousing. flicility.

The prod'icer piay (0.1w,impf 7.re/aliing 044.e8 me:- in foreign

markets, who :-,ay or 0,264.1t:A o branch oftLce.

Finally, oversege-ba,lud and eAenti may he

used to.serve foreign markdce J;.rectiy. Tho producer

Must choose the most_ ero:apria., ' *Chu considerin6
$

many complex Zsctora,.cau the tctel responsibill..!: for

carrying out the transaction falls can him. For this

reason many firma, especielly those just beginning in

exporting, turn to incl.:I-act exporting.

2. Indirehi Export

In indirect export the producer uses'tbe.services

of &evokel types of Independent inteinatiOnal marketing

middlemen. :hug, when s prAl.Xer exports indirectly,

responsibility for carrying out the selling taak.is

transferred to some other organization.

a, Advantages

Some of the advanteges of using the, services oaf

these international specialists are as follows:
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.giaimma ccp;.tal outloy i.. serettnS

expenses are miuired by tne or,:. 4:.er; .

(2) Marketinf, 11k.r1 2 trrousn

(3)

(5) ,

require no =le time. e,1 affort tau mak,.ng

domestic oele;

Fors Ain +au bn kutlt .up quickly,

since. most m.Iiidls.to; hiric; ilrady estabila:led

chancels 4:.1 over4ta..areas and may have

rawly markets for the produer's product(s):.

That! 14 lec? risk for manufacturaz,

whiih is partttqlarly imr-ortiont tc. the blisinar.,

firm;
z. .

Sales opportunities -which miy not be accia-
.

scale othervise, may be pade available.

b. 21.1fdtciilts es

There are.also disadvantages to indirect exporting,,

includtag the following:

(1) The middlemen may not.promote the producer's
% .

1
product actively;

(2) Middiemen may not provide permanent sales

channels, but Lather may shift their source of

supply to another producer where greater profits.

ere possible;

(3) 9 C s of international sales through middle-

men end to rise ii proportion to volume;
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(4,) rue pr044:411' " :ferm di:Ct

OCf. n It t

0:1,:ruh 1.c ,4.AL ineLiv: of i,

QE

U. Facilitst'n,- Agencies 1:-"

Hoveluen /main. aMaL.00.

1. Fore4i: --------:

roreio !13:4J;!(1-rii

Lion in Lree inte.e1ALI_ l stv,:c:tu-a i 2 ph)' !ii:!,1

?

.freign zarkr;t1; a 0A

selling .fire Olc foreip L.gaight for-

usrrialc an in4al.table in 114i;png, It should be

pointea ;Ala :t3.-4eltder is not. an er.port

marketing midOmmon. But, at ;he same. time he can be

valuaaie ally for tht expczt deparb.oat, and can be used

to sdvantatle in hAndiing foreicre business.

a: Nature

t

'
The freight forwarder ie an-independent businesp-

.

gum who ha4 nc, i,.14eltzt ..re the merchamlise.

Be can as almost anything conn.:cted with an export

shipment. except mArnufacture and fell the product.

His ability to Atrange ftr overall a* firm dom. tc.

door transport offers enable, exporters to mot
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, .

v* IdsmaAd.rtom Dapnicta-a 11:11 QuOtut$Ovik

son "delloil.ad" F*)..a rho inexpe*..anced trkdet

and tiie regular ttedst ma: often decide to ga

e or pit ca,; HAI see,ictis of al freight icrwerder.

b. arlirvicia

jpecIticolly, i-c0.da.i by

a freight :.)rwlirtt.: ,kra Qv lollowsl exi.!tsining terms

of inimmet; 1.!: d.4...'s;t1COdL*;

cl.orges (and ...;an iendir2 the expovtc,. t *Ingle bill)

or givIng firm ovetall otitis' or the services requite6

by the exporter, arranEing and advising on packing,

marking, and.latmliag of goods; selecting the means

of transport and organising the transport operation;

arrsnglin fo transp7rtstion insuranCe; carrying out
a

the necessary documantati.dh and formalWee including'

customs clearing; making the.necessery communications;

advising on new devellments in the transport field,

including new waye,of uni.:izing cargo. This isnot

a complete list of the services of the freight for-

warder, whoi4 activities' vary in extent and character

from industry to industry and fromicountry to country.

c. Wvantages,

d

The advantages of thverwight forwarder, parti-

.

cularly to the inexperienced exporter, afeobvioue.
/ . .
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;)

Although he .:au -ece.gatriphysivil

distritution serv:.ca :rcAn i;d1 ;:me Coe ores.: is

placed until shifyiAnt is 44:ilt of

eatinstlon a.:413ad, Lie .n,L)kt. 1.'61.13.01Lant

contribution is per6ormlis ttie tiaffic and k'octAqIntak

tion fulutionn on _aLe:.:-IstiJv41 ..reasht :uuvelseuti..

Also, S*cat.aa iv: a ice f0;.-trarckgir

consolidate stwal. M-:.,menta into lalger andmsegle,rev

often Lower shippins rar.e tteien any ina:v10.zi.

shippe f...0112..;.arrirs. This-

saving c thwt be tural.ed on t-a tA.4 tomrLer,

d. Air fraiiht forwaraLl

With regard Wshipment by air! it should be

mentionadarnat'wh.Lie swat kreight forwarders handle

shipments by air as a routine service; some forwarders

specialise in a!-. shipments. Air freight forwarders

offer documentation and transportation services. from.
A

point of origin to point of.destinetion. It should ,

be noted, however, that there, is one distinct dif-

ference

..

.,

beamen ocean and air forwardere,ist low.

in the United States, that may affecCIthe degrpteof

protection enjoyed by the exporter. The United Statist,

Civil Aeronautics Board has.ruled that the sir freight

forwarder is an "indirect 'carrier." Ps -such, helms

.47
ccilson4parrieris liability and must main good on any

sc
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. 1

loss or damage s..Iff4rovhist +21.0.r.t an romte.

is no: the Luso ;or tae tegulzr forsio Iroigat

forwsrds.

C. Salecz,17 (re41Ljcalidery

1.n ca4osi e. tre(gt fcrwati;er ham4ke hiu'

business. i ..h: *11.1104 con aidea Vevezal

iscors. First Are the forwarder's caarges. While

freight f.,..evarders gei:terally chs4e apprtnxt7044;41y Lhe

ease sco,....tt foi the' scan terry-Ice, this is not ..lwaya

Eh. case:. .Speed of sarvice. may also be en luirntanr

factor to take into account.

The forwarder's. financial resources is another

factor. Usually the forearder pays inland transports-

tion charges, documentation fees., freight bills and

other charges, and later collects from his client.

He needs adequate finattial resources to cover these

expenses.

Site and training of the forwerdersh.organisatinn

are also importer,:.. Is the staff large enough-to make

dy and efficient service possible? Is it well

41.

trained in fields such as docusesntstioA, mArking and

labeling regulations? Is &t abreast of the latest

re 4rements and changes in documentation?

Other factors are the forwarder's reputation, :Ilk

field of specialisation, and li9 connections abroad.

ti
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3,N.0; WW1, rtiArd co thl.I.eir.e7, :1,0000 for'eari;i1r3 are gbh:

to ofZek.servicet not ht:Lct:y %:.:mscte:a with the

(41.1.).ary c.i !he ;lords.' may send aspahlso anasd unj

arrs..4e :ox Lc LiaNt.:1.1 throu0 custme,

he mo :!or inta-?recrra and guides and Llaike

appoirtmeras with prospAkiva cust..imerg.

2. Customsbn4st. Bakers

'Ma main ta4k Gw a CilinOltAbOUSe bzuker is to clear

imparLad.tood,s 'Tc4\014i0; eat: to cot as ele inipoKta.;:'6

agent. -iD als 2..eceiva sn4 forward goods, although ne

does tnis as a f rwerdi'+g agentlor as an agent of the

foretgn shipper. Customahouse brokeriere licensed to

operate, and as a specialist in expediting shipments

through customs they are able to perform all needed ser-

vices at minimum costs. Normally, custom requirements

are so .complex chat t "e aervixes of these specialists

are naCallialtrY.

4. Prirar services

Special cua:ome invoices and the bills of lading

are sent to the customahouse broker by the importer.

:ntimate knowledge of the rates of duty proscribed by

law enable the forme: to calculate the appropriate

amounts of duty Ao be paid, based on invoice dascrip-

tion- of the merchandise. The value of each class of
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merchandise is calculated aepdratl%, in tl,o currenc.1 .

of ctle f.nvolls anj cJave7eli Jin;tee Stat C4

dollars. Upo:1,?lyr.eht of t;.

raiz:I:yes a .a

mow

to tilesza1I1pur1.-:r v. a 4est.g.44:ur The broker

.10se Ar.f.eno.1 to dr:alif,

releue o;: go,m.; oen?,cLed ch.!

..7uatoms appraiser, lv t. o.

duties. la.ahort. broker-ta the

paracnal 4preiontatl:):. ,f 3.1orrer gra ta usual')

giNn power of tft.)7no., ).mporter-.

b. Other servicaa

Because the.netd for assistance by the importer

usually ?oes not crd when goods are cleared through

'customs, many customahouse brokers also act a' freight

forwarders. In this capacity, they wilt6, ange for

shipment in the manner specified by the importer. As

an agent for a foreign freight forwarder or on behalf

of a consignee, the hroker forwards in bond merchandise.

mtended for shipment to O. interior city or for

re-export:. Many firma combine the activities of

forwarders and clstomahou4e brokers.

Custom Attorney' ve.

In regard to customs it should be noted that, because
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theMg!Ov natt,,re chi

r

_tr.'

41, spsicial close ,4_ '40ar,ItIrs,.o,4i.qms ditc..il-n.dyik; nal cue
0N0

-.. mats incletidni.&. Th,44.et...orr.ev coo ein tht .r./z).tr la
N'-

,..,

ie
such Mtge 44 a.pptdia ....ain ;:tk d4;; !tit.:Is :it L:ustiviir__. .

Nc.

4.

offic070 /1 proceedings dift:C...i Uee i4i-eLivr (et

clettiticetton riacr.I4Wiee%

c Xochlad

e. werehouees.

-Clat'alttrneztve for ;he evoc.tter in lieu i

setting up nig mfr. bunch wiirtbtiuses in foreign

marketd is co use th* 6ervIces.oi*eready existing

puttlic warehouses. In selectaa foreign marker such

O V-
warehouses can serve as a valuable link in the physical

distributiOn system of the exporter whose operation

abroad does not yet justify branch warehouses. Such

a branch warehouse may be ruled out either on the

basis pf Irrsgglar storage requirements, or because

the vJ/4me-ul trade does not yet moi.e Ot uece'ss.iry

investment practical. Public warehouses, proviuing

such services at unloading, scoring, packing, etc.,

are .being established in many ports of the world.

b. londed warehouses

Spew public warehouses Are designated as customs
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AVA.f.BIE

bonded wa;:ehoues. Their gur-ss .) tc, tmpotexv

from payment of d4ty cr. foreign pr-.4Rct* 'ztict

tutted for re-export in unchangec tom, and %t, dilOW Znmil

postponemer.t c'f Lhe p :3 t ;

destined toL public t.ort3rilptien eau:4 rhe

importer deairea to rerativia the toor's.fto;:t the wi.rehoume,'

Certaip mAr4A:atiortc be T--c.)--ad n

I

bonded .;:tles. The..

activities csrricd it, bonded warehousez are under

the wrist supervision c,

c.. Foreign trade gores

the foreign .trade zone, also-called free zone, is

0

a facility similar in flinction to a bonded warehouse.

Technically, howeveL, the two are different. Merchen-
.

dist held in a foreign trade zone his a status entirely

different from merchandise held in a bonded warehne.

As no customs entry is made for merchandise in a

foreign trade zone, IL is not subject to the various

reatriciions imposed on imported me-chandise. As

.
long as the foreign merchandise ieseins in the zone,

it retains the same status as if it were still in the

foreign country, Merchandise in a bonded warehouse,

on the other hand, has he:en passed by customs, but

is being held pendir.g payment. of duties or re-expqrt.
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. A 1,,INcip ir44014004 to .n talatcd, pnclosod!

00,0,, , and poled 1444, Aa tg.r...4,4scsint, w a pirt of antry,

e 1% fists49484 with ^escilities i!er loa41.44, unlqadiali;,.

: 4

etortgs erd :,W ,;ping. r. Ouch t4n4u, suods m..:), he

c

4ansied,istoged, mixed, bioudeo, maimifsetured,

rspsoksd and reithipp$4 vlthout pasment of

duties and wi.44o4t.ing4pontion of zustors JiLiceals.

The purp.ne of these toiltsi is tt) isilitate traffic

fop foreign goods wni:.h :.re brought into the country

for eventual domestic cansumitioa,"'and for re-export

to fucsign markets ;itec hading been conditioned,

or 'combined, pelhaps with. domestic products. In the

United States, foreign trade zones are located in NeV;

York, New Orleans, San Francisco, Seattle, Toledo,

Honolulu, and Ha#aguaz Puerto Rico.

S. Wort Faciers '

Adequate packaging and lacking methods and an under-

'tenting of tho transportation phaseof the movement of

sooduare necessary in maintaining foreign markets.

Generally, packing considered to be syfficiens for dom-

stic shipping is not strong enough to withstand the

rigors of export shipping. For this and other reasons,

many exporters rely on export packing concerns found in

'the pruscspes ports and other major cities. These concerns

have developed appropriate packing techniques and are
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experienced in packii.f..: 5:-.11$4.c.wsrn it 44!..:)c... .104

firma will Alec ratan:zee aafa erri:11 oz th2 4110r4 #

t; heir lsatination. is wioe.to

done b:v packing fir, t' ,1 '"cut.

corners" on packing specifc..tioati,

resulza,

E::perf packing is a servico in which the freight

forward I can provide it.t4;ellint Issiatance. Thiry, are

also experienced pa-Png ersInees avaital)le on a 1.olosuting

basis adAcu sub: :t of exott peck.ng.

Marine inwarancq compswes, as well .as wring ineurunC0

brokers, yin also give help and advice on plcking for

overseas shipments,

6. Trans ortationInedrance ald Export Credit Insurance

Loss of ordamage to gouda while in transit is' one

of. the important risks involved in 4 foreir transaction,
a

If merchandise placed in the hands of an inland carrier

is lost, stolen or damaged, from other than "4cts of ,God,"

and a few other common-law and statutory sxcepeioits, the

curia is responsible for such lois and usually pays

any reasonable claim. But over the years, overseas

carriers have been able to limit drastically their

liability for merchandise carried, except whew-theirs ass

been negligence in care and custody :of the cargo or -the

vessel: Insurance, therefore, is an essential element

in profitable international trade,
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a. Marine. insurwce

W
41,

Ott
1

Harinu insurance is a coiticc-. illdemnLty

whereby the asvnrir or r.AraesT.fG7. 3
. .

stated premiLm; pro!:ect. acid Ideranif

and/or owne: of the Roods oss,

expenie in tonnection'41th thz. geode at
c-

... damage is ocaused.by perils epacifLed in tae contract.

y Che 2shipper

damai4e,'or

risk if tRe

there are many different' types of insurance policies

which may bi obtaintyd .eat specific ahippfti require-

manta.

,Many traders, expecially amsll'er ones, do not

'bother to learn in detail abou such insurance;

instead they simply ask.their freight forwarder to

arrange for sufficient coverage. A good forwarder

is well acquateted withtthe many, and often complex,

aspects of transpertation'insurance. rThe exporter's
a

1 ?Aft
C.I.P..(cost, insurance endrfreight) quotation to

a foreign customer should stipulate the termsPof the

insurance which will be furnished. This is necessary

SO chat the exporter has the protection he needs until

risk and title passes to the buyer, and so that the

buyer is given an opportunity to request, broader

insurance coverage & his expense if deemed necessary.,

0
An insurance agent or broker is a valuable source

of assistance in obtaininj transportation insurance.

the agent or broker will help select reliable under-
.

nFicars. Re Mill arrange the amount and kind of
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.

'

1"47'.ons

t:1 .Cir
"'ILAUE, .00

protection tat th.g'p'llp.e. -,

nature oi the pro.tvli ily1L;rtit. and RIF., 33 of help 1.;,

the,preaentatinn or claiina 17or 10egia.

:ince brokers ok &neat* aptcialiao ic marin,! smuts: c +:

b. 2212I credit laa6r1nce

11:;:prrervf inuirmce t

to protect eApurterx :roe. loevei.from c.redit rieka and

political risks. Me acv-Am. of foreivectuyr..t, can

change from day tAi day, Y4 cal p'lLtvta and econwic.

conditions in trait La.:ognizing these risks,'
111

Alp

and Wanting cc incourega exports, over twenty of the

major trading nations have established plans' to protect

exporters.

In .the United States, .export credit insuran t is

available through the forpign,Credit Insurance Assoei-
.

ation, composed of privatt inw.irsince companiestilid the

Export-Imisort sank of the United States. Working

through the exporter's own.insuratIce /*gent or broker.

FCLA provides shot term'(uv to 180 days) and mediums

. term (NI days to Iilmyeara) insurance in a compre-

hensive poli_1..y covering both the commmrcialcredit

risk and the political and transfer risk on sales to

overseas buyers, For those who desire political and

transfer risk only, the credit rivet then being borne,

by the exporter, FICA is preparod to writs appropriate

policies.
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PZ4i045%...

C. Attpdlos =.(1411011=01. , ' .1 '

In toreignisetketing, ss iv deuesAc mar6:eti.1R,

seb,two TAin C4C-4:4.30ii-!:t Z4 :4:4041,

mar-chant& aaasgent4. Ihe-lvAjot troat.s betvLep 010 izva

is that LA* me,:chant ,tti to the .-Jetchanc!ise

- and the ea ni: 6,1J;) pot.

( A

I. OCt marchane.

exprt wel.chanr buys and 6(.119 on

ofion act: L; ba involved in both exporting; ,rd

istportipg, i., a Torr:er Amry stmlisr to A

doe-matte whcletalor. Escatise he is a merchant, he is fret

to goose vtiat to !nty, wnere to buy it, and what4 prices

to pay. His operstii.n is. usuclly well financed and may

be ferflunfi, consistimoUwarehouses, .branch of

docks, CrersporUtiDn and retail estaolish-

Latertts. 1
The export merchant Lake, all responsibility for

exporting. The producer rmcCves payment from the
.

mercnsnt and maaza delivery in 4is own country. The

export merchant.not only scepts all the risks of foreign

trade, but also handles all.the details. involved in the

transaction. The producer is relieved of all responbi-

bilities relaLed to foreign marketing, advertising, ficilv-

merchendisin, delivery and services,
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One type of expeitt mar:u.r.t -Aaktol to prodnArs Ls .

the e7a11-111111Ner, *141! tv,on as citailit lito elm!

or cable , merchant. metchiw o!t,4!ito J:tT luotaLone
4

from pro.7...,.i.s. rod

Ica. a few h..Niru or a few e.sys. non. bu.;ed pr. A knowl

edge of tt..!'44..-kets for :hese ,:ommoOt!rs, he c::.nL. tAs

CorreupcEdolzs Whar..the 14tt%r respond feth

firm oiftrx c.r Frith 4cr:eTitsacaa of _:ha ;.:te

merchant finalizes thf; trsnsacrioa. each s mercnent.-ue17:

dom sees or take pozcz.sofort0 ti[1:1 oarchsaise. Desk

jobbers are iprctslitor in so.:rcet and maliu,te for cam-
,

modities in which the,' trade. Tile producer-exporter who

uses the aervicee of an expurt.merchent must handle the

physical distribution of the produccsehowever.

2 Raw Haterigl Me..,chant

This.iranother-form of international merchant who

usually deals in one commodity, but sometimes several.

The emphasis of his business is on imports. Ris sources

of supply are determined by the type of commodity he ia

. deallni in, and he sells the raw materials wherever he

can make appropriate arrangements.

3. Resident Buyer

4

This merchant may represent: emy type of government or

3-287
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t+1 1314fft,

privste.fog2fgn buyer. 'He located In OA expotter's

071 counLry. Such marche co 61:c, .7epttsen't.ItivAs

seas organlorscior-a mot desire r4gulir .4 cloov contact

%/fah ee.sir freign [Jz. buy 2r

way be ei.ther R local perion who i.,, appotr.cei or 2 -lative

of his client's country risidi:,& in the nullorr'R country.

as t4044 care, cf 4etaila piectVf; eacifying

the t*Tms of sale., sisping, and i in, hrrarcger.*enrs fr,r

flnanciu4 if the sale s not for cAsh. The rosidetrcuyer

can 'be very useful to an exporter be.764be he is a permanent
a'

ropdenr thus apresenia an oppq:;u;,ity ro up a

Agular'husiaas.

St

4. Ex;,ort_ and Dort Brclker

Stich brokers.are,agerr.s, and as such do not take title

to the Merchandise. Their main function is to bring buyer

and seller together. The; way act as ar agent for either

the buyer or the seller. /mport and export brokers gener-

ally specialize la i)articolar products or classes of pro-

ducts, Often 3t8pie primary commodtties. If a broker is

contacted by, for example, an- exporter' who nes a commodity

he wishes to sell the broker will contact potentitl

foreign buyers arts offet.-thew,the commodity st a pre-

determ..ned priCc orb ask them to make an offer, Having re-

ceived severel'offers, ha qccepta the best one on the .

seller's behalf, or rei.iys to the seltler to determine

3-288
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a

whether the of ell ste 4captab. 04, tt,ina,ectin

is ioncliided. thle4er..er.riays L4.1,b1::;-'el.q:4 let..

5
5. intermerCaant

ONIMIN111.011111mma.. NOW.v...
fv. 7,44 COPY F

Aileis 7f tyre 1.11i.t- notalqtx, tot. cut

be very tii:etpl tc e4

trading. In 6'4.71 4 ati.us.t:1%;n. z jrcIti 31-.LL as exporter,
.

or of attmhe-L hdrti cuttency w;y

desivc to fu'. C% otel,. from tn 440W.

corrency Becaui.e of h. diflicuity ot arratigt.ng

payment 1,,IlcKuse foratgo'llopr.rtoy

has difficulty lip tibtaitarg tollfly4 to pay 'for hie pur-

chase...the spivicov of the lttLgiarchant Ore ohteined co

set up another side to me transaction in order chat it

may to place. the intermerchant must be very familiar

with t e trading and currency conditions in many countrlts

in order to'prectice 4iis apectil.lzed business. LP. many

cases a sale to a soft currency.country may not be'Roc-

aible without a triarisuitr transaction anti tne help.of
.

.

an intersarcha%c in arraagiag it.

6. Export Commission House
4.

4

This type of export buying 4kmat is raproilentative

of foreign buyers residing in the exporteiss own co4try.

He differs from the resident buyer, provious0 mentioned,

9
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in that das resident Wyse is a meta/shun VeliteeeWtivii

440f the foreign buyer, whi*a the *upon ;edislastme lasose

6"

alr agent await,/ not. The expowt commtmsfon Woes mint

Cr
:%

41-

r operates ma the basis of "Indeuts;r t.hur is offe* Co

purchase under conditions ata:ed *p. the pniaw.ttive....4%

purchaser that he had received fr.)' , theta p61:phamoke.

The purchaser then pays the egent a fee for ikie varvice.
ti

When an export :cmmiltaion howl exporting
.

producer ie.qot directly involved in:determinius the

4' terms of the transaction. 161 ceed, thoee are worked

out betireen the foreign bhyer and the export, commission:I

howl*.

I

I

7. Col..

Such asenra'arsnot cow&vn ih the United Stages, but

do exist in a ruses,- of *her countries .The conitaming

. house put'its craclit between the buyer in the importing

nitioi and the exporter or producer in the exportimg.
-

nation. A confirming house is mot useful in .ma:Mets

yheia.tredit color: tios aretuni.ertain or 'where the cost

of money is very high. In such .1Ltuations ccadit Tisk&

ate complicated, and credit can only be 'extended by

experts with ions experience in that ma?ket. This is

the role of yhe houee. Jemmy also eepeesent

0 pcgreheeter n importing countries who wish to hove

financial representative in the-ikporting cougeey. the

confirming house becomes a financial intumediary.

9.290
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Combination iLlortH1::tve co trit,P:Pq

"4 A comblou&ify.1 Iort tttrirt fh, tn

sales specialitt rig r4 1,:t,70-xt

for eoveral a?ltIng micttfactu4es.

Althougn a cutebtlativil*e"i_2urt .,Avager is an inAipenAnt

middleman, se f*r as pc,t.7 ...Ori,1Z11 iVd ck.n-

cern4 he -J.3 th;-- -hanufW:v:i;Ag.

zoolrecti, l ,-,:;:tai:ed in trot q.alikt of :Lac

k ,

manufact4rer, ant.: ell luotaLiunk and ord%rs cre uubjet .

to k?e)rov41 ammfarto...er,

.ocucet i, interested in exportingN-lt..Llur

k

undartalciu tag effort oi exrrnae involved in uotting

up his own export dspertmet, a combination export Managet

will take over most of the responsibility Lor his opera-

tfon. he aili help select foreign agents, distributors

or dealers; direct foreign promotional activities,

including Livertising; take care o.1 all billing, financing

and shipping details; end pertorm all the other functions

of an export department for a fee or a commission cased

on the pietitkilaT arrangement with that producer. Other

advantages .-Jf combination export managers ors; his

specialisation and experience in distributing abroad;.

.cradit 113401SCAV.Ct; poscitis savings on shipping because

he can consolidate shipmeuta; and the valuable litlie4n

services which he Cdh provide'. 4

t
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APPUDIX A

I

REVISED AMERICAN FORZIGN TRAI:E XXFINITIONS - 1941*

.1

*Adopted July 30, 1941, by a joint clEmittee representing the Chamber
of Commerce of, the United States of America, the National Council of
American Importers, Inc., and the National Foreign Trade Council, Inc.
There have been no further revisions so the provisions remain in
effect.
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INTRODUCTION It

The follawink, kovt.se4 /0d4 Av;

1941 are rsrommonded t_)r gen,r1 t!qy ot-tt tA:Ort4.,0

importers. These `.0v: r, s!:17ta.k.

unless there is spacifi7 Leg:4!at.ion to 111;*:,

unless they .area con:Irv:ad

sugumgrld ':.fat se:lera and Luyer ,-. f4

part of the contract of sale. aoseft re.:;..ogd d*fia4!Lion4 wii:

i .

then ber;ome legally tiael% pcn ell paletw4.
..00. 1-__. .

. -,-

Widaspraad oceeprillce.of the rev.trd detiNCI:Aa 4C1
.

lead to a greater btendArdi:,;!o.;. 31 foreigo trsdelpr,,,rodure,

1

Aand to the &yr/iditic:A or. much mfaun .arstan-J:.ng. Ad3ption by

expoiter, and importers of these te,ls will impress on all ,

parties concerned their respective responsibilities and r:ght.s.

WIRRAL NOUS OF CAUTION

4 A.. As foreign trade definitions have been issued by

B.

organisations in various parts of the world, and as the

'courts of countries have interpreted these deftnitions in

different ways, It is important thatsellers end buyers

agree that their contracts are subject to tits Revised

.......1_1=1.111LnAmericatt, Det-itions,- 1941 and that thoINwas ...0..41011ba

S

various points listed sra accepted Lay both p4tties.

In addition to the toseign trade terms listed herein,'

there are terms that are at times used, such as tree Harbor,

3293

-- 1.411111141441M1.114.1.0111b0.1000. *. .1.



-t

C.I.F. 4 C. (Cost, Insurance, erelp,bt. unc. COA110.48i0h; ,

4/.f.C. 6 I. :Co.iAt T...aursr:cr, com.af.sa',on, and

rf

AoY
*J-lnded (Coat, IG:4rAnce. Lande0,

And QthQ:4. OL Sbt"-L

first been a k:efinite underatandkrn 41 to the meeing

thereof. It is unwire to atte:tpt ro iaLelprat

in the light u.t the Le.ts give%

possible, one of h? roams deTir,:d he!fin Briould F uf.td.

C, It is unwiae to use abbuevOtAcne In quotatiors oI

contracts which might be iatdect Tisunueratanling.

D. When making quotations, che familiar terms "hundred-

weight" oe."tOn' should be a voided. A hundredweight ;can be

100 pounds of the short in , ov 112 pounds of the long ton.

A toe can bt a short ton Gf 2,300 pounds, or a metric tan of

2,204,6 pounds, or a long ton of.2,240 pounds. Hence, the

type of hundredweight or tov mould be stated in NTtationt

and ti sales confirmations. Also, all terms referring to

quantity, weight, volume, length, or surface should be clearly

defined and agreed upon.

1

E. "If inspection, or certificate of inspection, is require:1,

it should be agreed, in advance, whether "le cost thereat is

for account of teller or buyer.

1
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F. Unless otherwise agreid upo:,; all ex?eateu sae :ur

account of seller up cc 7.te p:io. et wh:c4 the buyer frier.-

handle the subsequent aioeemen gtkdos.

v. There is a number at elemeata in a ccntract that :Iota

not fall wiv..1Ain the *coo of these foreign trade definitions.

Hence, no mention of those is made herein. Selker and

should agree to these separitely when negotiating contraetp,

This particqlarly epplies to eo-called "customary" practices.

III. DEFINITIONS OF QUOTATIOVS

A. EAApint of Orig2111

"Ex Factory", "Ex Mill", "Ex Mine", "Ex Plantation",

"Ex Warehouse", etc. (raved point of origin). Under this

term, the price quoted applies only at the point of origin,

and the seller agrees to ;Ames the goods at the disposal of

the buyer at the agreed place on the date or within the period

fixed.

1. Seller must

a. bear all costs and Lisks of the goods until such time

as the buyer is obliged to take delivery thereof;

b. render the buyer, at the buyer's request and expense

assistance in obtaining the documents issued in the



ow try of oriftin, or origin tf ohipmant, or of both,

0 latch Cot boor map rzciviwa eithez for pa of
COQ

Importation, of of importat.k.1 at cicgtirskton.

2. Duyor oust

a. as4a delivery of the golds as SfJOa as tbay hsve been

p.14ced st his dtsposal d thn egresd Mace ,ors the Cate

et within the period fixed;

b. pay export tares, or other fess or charge*, If any,

Levied 1:accuse o2 exportation;

c. bear all costs sad ricks of the goods from the time

when he is obligec to Lz.ke delivery thaceei;

d. pay all coats sad charges incurred in obtainirlf the

documents issued in the country of origia, or of

shipment, or of both, which may be required either

for puroosec of exportation, or of taikortsition at

destination.

D. 1.0.114 Ores on board)

Seller and buyer should consider not cnlylthe deli-

nition but 4110 the MOMMeete on £11 Y.O.S. gem" (see

18 balms) given at and of this section in order to under-
'

stand fully their respective 'iesponsibilittos and rights

under the several classes of "V.0.1." terms.



ofg COFY AVAIIIRLE

(Named InlandErierat...Named fnisad ftiat ok

Dezvai...trers--4

Undar this term. the pr-... luott%

inland shippiag a.- rinses

loading of the goods on, uz rri.lwey c?...J, trucks, II

lighters, baron. EArrra;t, ov conelance furnished

for trhneportatxon.

a. Seller must

(1) place goods on, or in, conveyance, or delivak to

inland carrier for loading;

(2) provide clean bill pf. Lading or other transport.

ation receipt, freight collect;

q3) be responsible for any loss or damage, or both,

until, goods have been placed in,or on, convey-

ance 'at loading point, and clean ,bill of lading

. or othef transportation receipt hasbeen furnished

by the carrier;

(4). render the buyer, at theobuyer's request and

expense, assistance in obtaining the documents

issued in the country of origin, or of shipment,

or of both, which the buyer may require either

for purposes of exportation, or of importation

at destination.

b. Buyer must.

(1)be responsible, for all movement of the goods;
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from inland point of loeding, and pay all

..cZ
transportshon casts j

.N\r (2) pay import taxes, or.othar fats or charges, if

any, levied becu6ss.of exportation;

(3) be responsible for any loss or damage, or both,

inaurrad after loading ar.&.ewad inland point .o:

departure;

(4) pay all costa Gnd charges in.:tarred in obtaining

tAa 4ocuments issued in the country of origin,

or of shipment, or of both, which may be required

either for purposes of exportation, or of importa-

tion at destination.

4,

3. "01.0.1. Nomad Inland Ca rier at Named Inland Point of
Departure Preiatt Prepaid to (Named Point o zorta.
tion)"

Under this term, the seller quotes a price including

se transportation charges to the named point of exportation

and prepays freight to named point 9f exportation without

assuming responsibility for the goods after obtaining a

clear( bill of lading or other transportation receipt at

named inland point of departure,

a. Saller. must

(1) assume the seller's obligations as undar.B.2a.

(above) except that under 11.244(2) seller must
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provide cleat bil! of :mains or ot!!'r ttothe-

N, portation receir, :40ghti prepaid to ng.lied

point a exportaton.

b. Buyer must :

(1) assume the 694z.t tYslyeria 011114PriOUU as ...Inds:

B.2b. (above) b% cos. not pay fa ,fight

from loadilg p' Inc to nAmed point of exportation.

ow.

4, "F,0 B Named Inland :iirrier at Named inlend Point cat

, .

Departure Freight Ai OWedLE(NtlittlEinEL

Under this term, the seller quotes a price including

thetransportatibn charges to the named point, shipping

freight collect and deducting the cost of transportation,

without assuming responsibility for the goods after

obtaining a clean bill of lading or other transportation

receipt at named inland point of departure.

a. Seller must

(1) mume the acme seller's obligations as under

1.p. (above) but deducts from his invoice the

transportation cost to named point.

)

b. puyer must

(1) assume the same buyer's obligations ai under
A

'3499
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.e!Sit' L 2b. (above) including mmeht of freight

GpQV from inland loading po'At to named point, for

which seller has made deduction.

e

5. :E..24211 Naagsd inland Carrieser at Namad Paint of Ex-cr-
tation

Under this term, the cialet qtwtes a price including

the costs oetranspartation of tea goods to named point

of exportation, bearing any loss Ok damage, or both,

incurred up to that point.

a. Seller must

(1) place goods on, or in, conveyance, or deliver

to inland carrier for loading;

(2) provide clean btll of lading or other transpor-

tation receipt, paying all transportation costs

from loading point to named point of exportation ;

(3) be responsible for any loss or damage, or both,-

until goods have arrived in, or on, inland con-

veyance at the named point of exportation;

(4) render the buyer, at the buyer's equest and

expense, assistance in obtaining the document'

issued in the country of origin, or of shipment,

or both, which the buyer may require either.for

purposes of exportation, or of importation at

destination:



b. Buver_must COPY AV.

(1) ba rea;onsibllfor Atli movaaignt_o! ti16

frwa 4111and cf

t

..xpor.atio,A;

(2) pay export taxe6, or oth,,:r fiet or cnxrges, it

si;

. Puy, !.e vi ed beceIse of exporLetion:

(3) be kespoLsibla for anti dawa:ge. or a4th,

iAcurred aftek goods have a-rived in, or nn,

intend conveyance at the namd poiLt of exArr

tatian;

(4) pay all cneta and charges, inturLed in obtaining

the documents issued in tna country of origin,

or of shipment, or cf botb, which ray be required

4 either r.or I.:urposes.of exportation, or of impor-

tation at destination,

6, 219.)...aLse: (Named Port otAhlmt21):

Under thl.a term, the seller qut.tes a price covering

all expenses up to, and including, delivery of the goods

upon the overseas vessel provided or for, the buyer

at the named pi:qt of shipment.

a. Seller must

(1) pay 411 charges incurred in placing goods actually

on board the vessel designated and provided by,
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or for, the buyfr on the data or within the

.4,6 period fixed;

(2) provide clean ship's receipt ,or on-Laird

of lading;

(3) be respunsible ior aay loss or damn e, or both,

until goods have been placed on board the vessel

on the 4ate or wicnin the period fixed;

' (4) render the buyar, at the !lyer's rcquest avid

expense, assistance in obtaining tne documents

issued in the country of origin, or of shipment,

or of both, which thi buyer may require either

for purposes of exportation, or of importatidn

at destination.

b. Dwyer must

(1) give seller adequate notice of rime, .sailing

date, loading berth of, end delL4cry Liv..e to,

the vessel;

(2) bear the additional coats Ircurred and all risks

of the goods from the time when the seller has

placed them at his dilipOsal th vessel named

by him fails to arrive or to load within the

designated time;

(3) handle all tubsequent movement of the goods to

destination;

(a) provide and pay for insurance
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(4) pay export taxes: or other fee& 4:haries,...:

.any, 14vieci bccauk:/,

(5) ha responbit114 for any 7.%r .smoge, Loth,

after geode have teen lcglud 4card the ve6aei;

( &) pay all costs and .t.harges incumed in ahtsining

tha 4ot,..mc4tf.. 1::73 rftcaipt

of Pill et ladin6, issuzd in the country of origin,

or of shipment, Qr of both, Watch may be ?equirsd

either for purpca:!a of omorrPtion,'ar of impor-

tatien at destinst1o11.

7. "P.O,B, (Named Inland %int in ::c,untry eE Im ortationt:

Under this term, the seller luotes.a.price including

the cost of the merchandise and all costs of transportation

to the named intend poiilt ire the country of importation.

a. Seller =wit

(1) provide sr.:. pay for all transportation to the

named inland point in the Qountry of importation;'

(2) pay export taxes, or other fess or charges, if

any, levied be4a2se of .exportation;

(3) provide and pay for marine insurance;

(4) provide and pay for war risk insurance, unless

otherwise agreed upon between the seller and

buy
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G) its veeponsibl for any loss it butt',

4ftti/ arrival of goods on ,-.0n;eyallce ot
,

.;A
ns

eased intend pent 1.:e.coar.tt) f.f.lpOrta:io4;

(6) 9117 the :.oats of o! %rigln,

solar d'voices, or any other issued in

the coaCty of orihin, ct of b:.ipment., o: of

both, irtt_ch the buyer rn.> require 1,-)r .he impo:_.

%rotten of geodb into the Jt dest:nation

Ohd, where nemasliery, for :he.r passage'in transit

.through another country

(7) pay all cost of tArei,:g, wharfage,

landingshsrges, art! :f any;

ql) pay ate stosti-of custom; ercry in the country of

ispertetfolf;

(9) pay customs duties end all taxe.; applicable to

to Laporte, dny, in the country of isiprtetion#

(10) staltaa that he is acceNting, important responsi-

btlitiss, costs, and risks, and 'should therefore
...

be certain to obtain adequate insurance. On the

ether hand, the importer or Ou?er may desire such

quotations to relieve him at the risks of the

voyage and to assure him of his landed costs at

inland pOint in country o; Importation. Men

coopetition is keen, or the buyer is accustomed

to such quotations froM other sellers: seller

may quote such terms, beinE careful to protect

himself in awappropriIite l'anne .

3404
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'b. Buyer must !Km- rnPy AVVIARt

(l) take-promAt delivery of goods from conveyance

upon arrival *et destination;

f

(2) bear any costs and be responsible for all loss

or damage, or both, after arrival. at destination.

B. Comments on All tAL.B. Terms

In connection with F.O.B. terms, following

points of caution are recommended:

a. The method of inland transportation, such as

trucks, railroad cars, lighters,-barges, or aircraft

'should be specified.

b. If any switching charges are involved during'

the inland transportation, it should be agreed, in

advance, whether these charges are lor account of the

seller or the buyer.

c. The term "F,O.B; (named port", without desig-

nating the exact point at which the liability of the

seller terminates and the liability of the buyer

4
begins, should be avoided. The use of this term

gives rise to disputes as to the liability of the

seller or the buyer in the event of loss or damage

arising, while the goods are in port, and before
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delivery to or on -ean ceirier. Misunder-

standings may be avoided namin he specific point

of delivery.

If lighterage or trockin8 is required in the

transfer of goods from the inland conveyance to ship's

side, and there is a coat therefor, it should be

understood, in advance, whether this cost. is for

account of the seller or the buyer.

The sciler should be certain to notify tne buyer

vefiaired to obtain a carload,

:r..,.ignt rate.

Under F.0.8, te.n.,s "F.O.B. (no-fed

1:11a.1.` potnt to courtly o: .u.yotatlon)", the obi-

obtain ocea:1 irelht space, an4 marine and

4111. buyt.r. Despite

11;It! the buyer, in any

tier OULA1.13 t c),ean freight space,

ark: ::urine and war Link it5ulance, and provides

.1n behalf roc: bcier. aences, sellcr

4:iuizcn, to whether

will obtain trig ocean treignt space, and

P 41.3T 1-14v Ir.C..1tst., IAS oblIgation,

tie st-!ier ,'(.) this r.:12. the



4
utsr co,:y

g. For the seller's protection, he should provide

. in his contract of sale that marine insurance obtained

by the buyer include standard warehouse to warehouse

coverage.

C. F.A.S. (Free Along Side)

1. Seller and buyer should consider nut only the _deft-

nitions but also the "Comments" given at the end of this

section (C.3 below), in order to understand fully their

respective responsibilities and rights under "F.A.S."

terms.

2. "F.A.S. Vessel (Named Port of Shipment)

Under this term, the seller quotes a price' including

delivery of the goods along side overseas vessel and

within reach of its loading-tackle.

a. Seller must

(1) place goods along side vessel or on dock desig-

nated and provided by, or for, buyer on the date

or within the period fixed; pay any heavy lift

charges, where necessary, up to this point;

(2) provide clean dock or ship's receipt;

(3) be responsible for any loss or damage, or both,
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&' until goods have ben delivered along side the

vessel or on the dock;

(4) re.t.d; the buyer, at the buyer's request andt

expense, assistance in obtaining the documents

issued in the country of origin, or of shipment,

or of both, which the buyer may require either

\_for purposes of exportation, or of 42ortation

at destination.

b. Buyer must

(1) give seller. adequate notice of name, sailing

Late; loading berth of, and delivery time to,

the veasel

(2) handle all subsequent movement of the goods from

along si.de the vessel;

la) arrange and pay for demurrage or storage

charges, or both,in warehouse or on wharf,

where necessary

)) provide and pay for insurance

(c) provide and pay for ocean and other

transportation

( ) pa; export taxes, or other fees or charges, if

Any, levied because of exportati6n;

(4) he responsible for any loss or damage, or both,

while the goods are on * lighter Or other con-

veyance along side vessel within reach of its
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loading tackle, or on the dock awaiting loading
ti

or until actually loaded on board the vessel,

and subsequent thereto;

(5) pay all costs and charged incurred in obtaining

the documents, other than clean dock or ship's

receipt, issued in the country of origin, or of

the shipment, or of both, which may be required

either for purposes of exportation, or of impor-

tation at destination.

3. F.A.S. Comments

a. Under F.A.S. terms, the obligation to obtain

ocean freight space, and marine and war risk insurance,

rests with the buyer. Despite this obligation on the

part of the buyer, in many trades the seller obtains

ocean freight space, and marine and war risk insurance,

and provides for shipment on behalf of the buyer. In

others, the buyer notifies the seller to make delivery

along side a vessel designated by the buyer and the

buyer provides his own marine and war risk insurance.

Hence, seller and buyer must have an understanding as

to whkher the buyer will obtain the ocean freight

space, and marine and war risk insurance, as is his

obligation or whether the seller agrees to do this

for the buyer.



b. For the seller's protection, he should provide

0in his contract .of sale that marine insurance obtained

A61°

by the buyer include standard warehouse to warehouse

coverage.

(

D. C. & F. (Cost and Freight)

1. Seller and buyer should consider not only the defi-

nitions but also the "C. F. Comments" (See D.3 below)

and the "C. (N. r. a3d C.I.F. Comments" (See E.3 below}, in

order to understand fully tWeir respective-responsibilities

snd 1-,01..s under C. & F.' terms.

6, F. (;lamed Point of Destination)"

this t.erm, the sellez quotes a price including

the co:it of transportation to the named point of destine-

a. Sel.;.er must

(1) provide and pay for transportation to named point

of destination;

(2) pay export taxes, or other fees or charges, if

any, levied because of exportation;

(3) obtain and dispatca promptly to buyer, or his

ale,ent., clean bill oL lading co named point of

destination;
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(4) where. received for- Shipment ocean bill of lading

may be tendered, be responsible for any loss or

damage, or both, until the goods have been

delivered into the custody of the ocean carrier;

(5) where on-board ocean bill of lading is required,

b4 responsible for any loss or damage, or both,

until the goods have been delivered on board the

.vessel;

(6) provide, at the buyer's request and expense,

certificates of origin, consular invoices, qr

any other documents issued in the country of

origin, or of shipment, or of both, which the

buyer may require for importation of goods into

country of destination and, where necessary,

for their ,passage ln transit. through another

country.

b. Buyer must

(1) accept the documents when presented;

(2) receive goods upon arrival, handle and pay for

all subsequent movement .of the goods, including .

taking delivery from vessel in accordance with

.bill of lading clauses and terms; pay all costs

of.landing, including any duties, taxes, and

other expenses at named point of destination;

(43) provide and pay for insurance ;
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14, (4) be responsible for loss of or damage to goods,.

or both, from time and place at .which seller's

. dor obligations under (4) or (5).above have ceased ;

CF4'
(5) pay the cost of Certificates of origin, consular

.

0
invoices, or any other documents issued in ehe

country of origin, or of shipment, or of both,

'which may be required for the importation of

goods into the country of.destination and, where

necessary, for their passage in transit through

another country.

3. C. & F. Cc-mrlents

Q. C,I

1.

a. For che'aeller's protection, he should pr000

in his contract of ,salt that marine insurance obtaintn

by the buyer :11,_1.L.de standaL-d warehouse to warehouse

crwerage,

Tht comments 1ie,t,?:1 under the following C.I.F.

tmcma in many cases apply to C: b F. terms as well,

and should be read and understood by the C. & F.

seller and buyer.

Seller and buyer should consider not only the deft-

ritionsbqr 8175o the "C. & F. and C.I.F. Comments" (See
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E.3 below), at the end of thi3 section; in order to under-
..

stand fut lty their respective responsibilities and rights

1C.I. . terms.

2. "C.I.F. (Named Point of Destination)"

Under this term, the seller quotes a price including

the cost of the goods, the marine insurance, and all

transportation charges to the named pbint of destination.

a. Seller must

(1) pr:..vide and pay for transportation to named
4

point of destination;

(2) pay export taxes, or other fees or charges, if

any, levied because of exportation;

(3) provide and pay for marine insurance;

(4) provide war risk insurance as obtainable in

seller's market at time of shipment at buyell'is

expense, unless seller has agraed that buyer

provide for war risk coverage (See j.3 below);

.(5) obtain and dispatch promptly to buyer, or his

agent, clean bill dY lading to named point of

destination,.and also insurance policy of

negotiable insurance certificate ;

(b) where received.for-shipment ocean bill of

lading may be tendered, be responsible for any
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lose or damage or both, until the goods
4

have

bewn delivered into the custedy.of the ocean

carrier ;

(7) where on-board ocean bill of lading is required,

be responsible for any loss or damage, or both,

until the goods have beep delivered' on board the

vessel;

/0 (8) provide, at the buyer's request and expense,

certificates of origin, consular invoices, or

any other documents issued in the country of

origin, or of shipment, or both, which the
ti

buyer may require frr importation of goods into

country of destination and, where ,necessary, for

their passage in transit through another country.

b. Buyer taunt

(1) accept the documents when presentee;

(2) receive the goods upon arrival, handle and pay

for all subsequent movement.qf the goods,

including taking delivery from vessel in accord-

ance with bill of lading clauses'and terms; pay

all costs of lsnding, including any duties, taxes,

and other expenses at named point of destination;

(3) pay for war. risk Insurance provided by seller;

(4) be cesponaible for loss of or damage to goods,

or both, from time and place at which seller's
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tea

obligations under E.2b.(6) or E.2b.(7) (above)

have ceased;

(5) pay the cost of certificates of-origin, consular

invoices or any other documents issued in the

country of origin, or of shipment, or both, which

may be required for importation of the goods into

the country of destination and, where necessary,

for their passage in transit through another

country.

3. C. & F. and C.I.F. Comments

Under C. & F. and C.I.F. contracts there are the

following points on which the seller and the buyer should

be in complete agreement at the time that the contract

is concluded:

a. '

b.

0

It should be agreed upon, in advance, who is to

Pay for miscellaneous expenses, such A8 weighing or

inspection charges.

The quantity to be shipped on any one vessel

should be agreed upon, in advance, with d view to the

buyer's capacity to take delivery upon arrival and

discharge of the vessel; within the free time allowed

0
at the por t of importation.
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d.

Although the terms C. 6 F. and C.I.F.. are

generally interpreted to provide that charges. for

consular invoices and certificates of origin are for

for thelaccount of the buyer, andare charged separately,

in many trades these charges are included by the seller

in his price. Hence, seller and buyer should agree,

in advance, whether these charges are part of the

selling price, or will be invoiced ..1%parately.

The point of final destination should be

definitely known in the event the vessel discharges

r.a/. a port other than the actual destination of the

goods.

e. When ocean freight space is difficult to obtain,

7r iorward freight contracts cannot be made at firm

racee, it is advisable that sales contracts, as.an

ext.eption to regular C. & F. or C.I.F. terms, should

provide that shipment. within the contract period be

subject to ocean freight space being available to the

seller, end should also provide that changes in the

CO4C of ocean transportation between the time of sale

and the time of shipment be for account of the buyer.

-

Nlrmally, the seller Ls obligated to prepay the

nceal troight, In some instances., shipments are made
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freight collect and the amnottt of the freight is

deducted from the invoice rendered by the seller. It

is necessary to be in agreement on this, in advance,

in order to avoid misunderstanding which arises from

foreign vcchange.fluctuations which might affect the

actual cost of transportation, and from interest

charges which might accrue under letter of credit

financing.- Hence, the seller should always prepay the

ocean freight unless he has a specific agreement with

the buyer, in advance, that goods can be shipped

freight collect.

g. The buyer should recognite that he does not have

the right to insist on inspection of goods prior to

accepting the docum.:.ts, The buyer should not refuse

to take delivery of goods on account of delay in the

receipt of documents, provided tne seller has used

due alltgence in their dispatch through the regular

channels.

h.

(

Sellers and buyers are advised against including

tr; a C.I.F. contracc any il,derinite clause at

variance with the obligations of a C.I.F. contract

as specified in these Definitions. There have been

numerous court decisions in the United States and

other countries invalioating C.I.F. contracts because

of the inclusion of indefinite clauses.
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,07 i. Interest charges should be included in cost

j

computations and should not be charged as a separate

item in C.I.F. cont.-acts, unless otherwise agreed

upon, in advance, between the seller and buyer; in

which case, however, the terms C.I.F. and I (Cost,.

Insurance, Freight, and interest) should lie used.

In connection with insurance uncle, C.I.F.'sales,

it is necessary that seller and buyer be definitely

in accord upon lehe following points:

(.1) one charactet c) tne marine insurance should

be agreed upon in so far as being W.A. (With

Average) or F.P.A. (Free of Particular Average),

.13 well as any other special risks that are A

. coere3 in epic is trades, or against which the

(;..iyer way wish individual protection.' Among the

special t'isks that should be considered and

agrted upon seller and buyer Are theft,

;:;_lferage, leakage, brcai.age, sweat, contact
4

w:th other cargoes, and others peculiar to any

.)articular trade. It is Important that contin-

r and c,:stotola duty should

be insured to cover Particular Average losses,

well .es total loss after evrivsl and entry
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(2)

(3)

(4)

BF3T Copy AVII!LARLE0001'

The seller is otligilti,2 t.o exercise ordi-

nary care and diligence in suleciing, en under-

writer that is in good financial standing. Howl

ever, the risk of obtaining settlement of insur-

ance claims rests with the buyer.

War risk insurance under this term is to

be obtained by the seller at the expense and

risk ot the buyer, It is important. that the

seller be in definite accord with the buyer on

this point, particu'.arly as to the cost. It is

desirable that the goods be insured against both

marine and war risk with the same underwriter,- so

'char there can be no difficulty arising from the

determinat Li.e cause of the loss.

Seller should ;:..Ike certain that in his

ma in or war riJi, there be included

the staajar,1 proLectio!-. against strikes, riots

4

and civil commotiolls.

Sv1:z!! dn! :uld be in accord as to

:he ...rem -.,,51.1J1 in mInd that

..letchandise Lootrit)ut,,s !r. General Average or

certain bases of valuatIon which differ. in

various :.ladeL. IL chat a competent
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F. Ex Dock

1.

insurance broker be consulted, in order..aiat full

value be covered and trouble avoided.

Seller and buyer should consider not only the

definitions but also the "Ex Dock Comments" at the end

cf this section (See F.3 below), in order to understand

fully their respectiveyesponsibilities and rights under

"Ex Dock" terms.

2. "Ex Dock Named Port oUsealltionl:

Under this term, seller quotes a price including the

cost of tAe goods and all additional coats necessary to

place the goods on the docx at the named port of impor-

tation, duty paid, if any.

a. Seller must

(1) provide and pay for transportation to named

port of importation;

(2) pay export taxes, or other fees or charges, if

any, levied because of exportation;

(3) provide and pay for marine insurance;

(4) provide and pay for war risk insurance, unless

otherwise agreed upon between the buyer and '

seller;
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(5) be responsibole for any loss or damage, or both,
444,

until the expiration of the free_time allowed

on the dock at the named port of importation;

(6) pay the costs of certificates of origin, consular

invoices, legalization of bill of lading, or any

other documents issued in the country of origin,

or of shipment, or of both, which the buyer may

require for the importation of goods into the

country of destination and, where necessary, for

their pateage in transit through another country;

it (7) pay all costs of landing, includ...ng wharfage,

t
landing charges, and taxes, if any;

(8) pay all costs of customs entiziwin the country ;

of importation;

(9) pay customs duties and all taxes applicable to

imports, if any, in the country of importation,

unless otherwise agreed upon.

4-

b, Buyer must

(1) take delivery of the goods on the dock at the

named port of importation within the free time

allowed;

(2) bear the cost and risk of the goodi if delivery.

is not taken within the tree time allowed.

3. Ex Dock ComMIts

This term is used principally in United States import
a



- c trade. It has various modifications, such as "Ex Quay",

"Ex Pier", etc., but it is Seldom, if ever, used in

American export practice. Its use in. quotations for export

is not recommended.

I

Y
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UNIFORM CUSTOMS AND PRACTICE FOR DOCUMENTARY CREDITS

(1962 REVISION --INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BROCHURE

NO. 222)

AN'

(Coryrizht toy international Chamber of Commerce, Brochure No. 222,

is L C,2stoms ana Practice for Documentar Credits, has been published by

Eh:: International Chamber of Commerce, 38, Cours Albert lir, Paris VIII°

(Uri.tti States Council of the ICC, 103 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017)

in an English-French edition.
This edition may be obtained from Inter-

national Headquarters of the ICC and from the various National Committees.),

11414,

Adherence of the United States banks, which have subscribed to these

regAlations, is effective July 1, 1963.
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GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DIFINITIONS

a. These provisions and definitions and the following arti-

cles apply to all documentary credits and are binding upon all

parties thereto unless otherwise expressly agreed.

b.

c.

d.

For the purposes of such provisions; definitions and

1?

articles the expressions "documentary credit(s)" and "credit(s °

used therein mean any arrangement, however, named or describe ,

whereby a bank (the issuing bank), acting at the request and

in accordance with the instructions of a customer (the appli-

cant for the credit), -is to make payment to or to the order

of a third party (the beneficiary) or is to pay, accept or

negotiate bills of exchange (drafts) drawn by the beneficiary,

or authorizes such payments to be made or such drafts to be

paid, accepted or negotiated by another bank, against stipu-

lated documents and compliance with stipulated terms and

Credits, by their nature, are separate transactiond from

the sales or other contracts on which they may be based and

banks are in no way concerned with or bound by such contracts.

Credit instructions and the credits themselves .must be

be complete and precise and, in order to guard against con-

fusion and misunderstanding, issuing banks should discourage
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any attempt by the applicant for the credit to include

excessive detail.

e. When the bank_first entitled to avail itself of an

option it enjoys under the following articles does so, its

decision shall be binding upon all the parties concerned.

f. A benefi....ary can in no case avail himself of the con-

tractual relationships existing between banks or between the

applicant for the credit and the issuing bank.

A. FORM AND NOTIFICATION OF CREDITS

Article 1. Credits may be either

(a). revocable, or

(b) irrevocable.

All credits, therefore, should clearly-indicate

whether they are revocable or revocable.

IdiIn the absence of such in ircation'the credit shall

be deemed to be revocable, even though an expiry date

is stipulated.

Article 2. A revocable credit does not constitute legally

binding undertaking between the bank or banks concerned

and the beneficiary because such a credit may be modi-

fied or cancelled at any moment without notice to the

beneficiary.
4
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40 `I- When, t.uitever, w :avec-410e ctadit has been trans-

Artie le 3.

witted to and made available at a branch or other bank,

its modifil.stion or cant...v..111Mo: shall become effective

only upon receipt of notice there? by such branch or

othepbank and shall not sffeet the right.Hof that branch

or other honk to be reimbursed for any payment, accept-

aims or nAgatietion made by it prior to race!.pt of such

notice.

At, irrevocable credit is a dlfinite undertaking on

the pare of an-issuing bank and constitutes the engage-

ment of that bank to the beneficiary or, ao the case

may be, to the bonnficiary and bona fide holders of

drafts drawn and/or documents presented thereunder,

that the provisions for payment, acceptance or nog*-

t5tiation contained in tha credit will be duly fulfille4

_provided that all the terms and conditions of the credit

are complied with.

An irrevocable credit may be advised to a bene-

ficiary through another bank without engagement on the

part of that other bank (the advising bank), but when

an issuing bank authorises another bank to confirm

its irrevocable Zredit and the latter does so, such

confirmation constitutes a definite undertaking on

the part of the confiiming bank either that the pro-

visions for payment or acceptance will be duly fulfilled
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or, in the ease of a credit available by negotiation

of drafts, that the confirming bank will negotiate

drafts without recourse to-drawaT.

Such undartakingL hs edified nog

cancelled without the agreqiment of all concerned.

Article 4. When an issuing bank !nstructs a bank by cable,

telegram or telex to notify a credit and the original

go

letter-of credit itself is to be the operative credit
ti

instrument, the issuing bank must send the original

letter of credit, and any-subsequent amendments.thereto,

to the beneficiary through the notifying bank.

The issuing bank will be responsible for any con-

sequences arising from its failure to follow this pro.

cedure.4.

Article 5. When a bank is instructed by cable, telegram or

Article 6.

telex to issue, confirm, or advise a credit similar in

terms to one previously established and which has been

e subject of amendments, it shall be understood that

the details of the credit being issued, confirmed or

advised will be transmitted to the beneficiary excluding

the amendments, unless the instructions specify clearly

any amendments which are to apply.

If incomplete oeunclear instructions are received

to issue, confirm or advise a credit, the bank requested
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to Oct on such inarluction4 4*!4' ineliminai..y noti-

fication cf the credit to the b.L,,,d.ficiary for taLu-

mation only Rno Wthout is that case

the credt'.: will be Limited, curvI!L,1 o: tvivisedlonly

when the necessary 1.41 'oeun received.

8. 'datums Agio linfONSiBILLTIdi

Article 7. Attiks must examine ari docursetita- with reasonable

Article S.

core to aixertai. theL the) at-poer on their face tc be

in accordance with the terms -no conditions of the

credit.

In documentary credit operations all parties con-

cerned deal in documento and not in goods.

Payment, acceptance cr negotiation against docu-

.
mints wbtch appear on their fame to he it accordance

with the terms and conditions of a credit.by a bank

authorized to do so, binds the party giving this authori

nation to' take up the documents and reimburse the bank

which has affected the payment, acceptance or negotiation.

If. upon receipt of the documents, the issuing bank

considers that they appear on their face not to be in

accordance with the terms arta conditions of the credit,

that bank must determine, on the basis of the documents

alone, whether to claim that payment, acceptance or

negotiation was not effected in accordance with the

tom and conditions of the credit..

1, 'se
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,If such claim is to be made, notice to that effect*

stating the reasons therefor, must be given by cable

or other expeditious means co the bank from which the

documents have been received and such notice moat -mate

that the documents are beig, held at the disposal of

such bank or are being returned thereto. The tutting

bank shall have a reasonable time to examine the docu-

ments.

Artitle 9. Banks assume no liability or responsibility for

the form, sufficiency, accuracy, genuineness, falsifi-
.0416

cation or legal effect of any documents, or for the

.general and/or particular conditions stipulated in

the documents or superimposed thereon; nor do they

assume any liability or responsibility'for the descri,p-

J

tion, quantity, weight, quality, condition, packing,

(delivery, valu or existence of the goods represented

thereby, or for the good faittfor acts and/or omissions,

solvency, performance or standing of the consignor,

the carriers or the insurers of the goods'or any other'

person whomsoever.

Article 10,

1

Banks assume no liability or responsibility for

the consequences arising out of delay and/or loss in

transit of any messages, letters or documents, or for

delay, mutilation or other errors arising in the trans-

'
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mission of cables, telegraw or :Alex, or for errors in

translation or interpretation of technical terms, and

banks reserve the right to transmit credit tetras with-

out translating them.

Article 11. Banks assume no liability or responsibility for

consequences arising out of the interruption of their

business by strikes, .lockouts, riotg, ci01.1 commotiunse

insurrections, wars, Acts of God or any other causes

beyond their control. Unless specifically authorized,

banks viii not effect payment, acceptance or negotiation

after expiration under credits expiring during such

iverruption.of business..

Miele 12. Banks utilising the services of another bank for

the purpose of giving effect to the instructions of the

applicant for the credit do so for the account and at

tile risk nf the lattet.
I

They assume no liability or responsibility should

the instructions they transmit not be carried out,

even if they have themselves taken the initiative in

the choice of such other bank. -

The applicant for the credit shall be bound by

and liable to indemnify.the banks against all.oblig-

+Minns and responsibilities imposed by foreign laws

eed aiagei.
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Article 13. All instructions to issue, confirm or advise .7

credit must scat; precisely the doctmer.r.0 against

which payment, iesptsr.i:x. or nevrt.ision is t.4.. be

made.

Terms such as "first class","well known", "quell.-

fled" and the like shall not Se used to describe the

issuers of any documents called for under credits and

if they are incorporated in the credit terms banks

will accept documents as presented without further

responsibility on their part.

Documents evidencing Shizment or Despatch (Shipping Documents"

Article 14. Except as stated in Article 18, the date of the

Dill of Lading, or date indicated in the reception

stamp or ,by notation on any other document evidencing

shipment or despatch, will be taken in each case to be

the date of shipient or despatch of the goods.

Article 15. If the words "freight paid" or "freight prepaid"

Appear by stamp or otherwise on-documents evidencing

fhipment or despatch th;)"0Wil1 be accepted as consti-

tuting evidence of the payment of freight.

If the words "freight prepayable" or "freight to

be prepaid" or words of similar effect appear by stamp
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t4Los otherwise on such eocumenta they vt11 Ant WI

W"
emptod es comet.itutag inedunce ot the psymsw. of

trioigW:

Uutess otherwise specifiA4 $n tto credit ca

inconoiatent with any of cic:y2enta presented under

the clrudit, berm may honour ...ouLmonrs utating that

freight or transportetWn chaigas payable on

deliweyy.

it

: lisusbut, A ciean shipping document is one which bas: no

notations: 444411 the credit expreoaly state clauses

or notations which .:ay Icceetqd.

is of

.A.W51112 Unless weir/cony authorised in the credit,

Sills-of Lading of the following nature viii be

..

N

rejec.ed:

(a) Bills of Lading issued by forwarding agents.

(b) Sills of Lading which are issued under and are

subject to the conditions of a Charter-Party.

(c) Dille of Ledina covering shipment by soiling

vessels.

Howevir, 'gases otherwise specified is the

credit, Sills of Lading of the following nature war

. be accepted;

(a) "Port" or "Custody" sills of Lading for shipments
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ger

Mr MN MAKE
of cotton fro:: the Unite States of America

(b) "Through" Bill of Lading isaued by .steamship

companies or gents even though they covet

several modes of transport.

Article 18. Unless.otherwive specified in the credit, Bills

of Lading must aho thtt the gone are loaded on'o.Jurci.

Loadipg on board may be evidenced by an on buaL,-:

Bill of Lading for by means of a notatiun to that effect

dated and signed or initialled by the carrier or hia

- agent, and the date of this notation shalt be regarded

as the data of loading on board and shipment.

Article 19 Unless transhipment is prohibited by the terms

of the credit, Bills of Lading will be accepted which

indicate that the goods will be transhipped enroute,

provided the entire voyage is covered by one and the

same Bill of Lading.

fills of Lading incorporating printed clauseR

\Itating that the carriers have the right to tra.:shtp

414 be accepted notwithstanding -:he fact that the

credit prohibits transhipment;

Article N. B nice will refuse's Bill of Lading showicig the

stowage of goods on deck, unless specifically author-

ized in the credit.
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Article 21. Senkm az,y req4ira the name of the beneficiary to

appear on the Sill of La4tng ae shipper or endorser,

unless the terms of the credit pirlvide otheruisa.

.",Other Shipping pocumenta etc.

Article 22. consider r Aailway or Inland Waterway

Bill of Leding or Consignment Rote, Counterfoil Waybill,

la

Pommel. Regalibt, Cartifi:*0 of Mailin4, Air Mail Receipt,

Air Transportation Waybill, Air Consignment Note or

Air Receipt, Trucking Company Bill of 'Aiding or any

other similar document as regular when such document

'bears the reception stamp of the carrier or issuer, or

4When it beams aignaturt.

Article 23. When a credit cells for an attestation or certi-

fication of weight in the case of transport other than

by sea, banks will accept a weight stamp or any other

offical indication of weight on the shipping documents

unless at credit calls for s separate or independent

certificate of weight.

Insurance Documents;

Article 24. Insuran documents must be as specifically

described n the credit, and must be issued and/or

0

signed by insurance companiis or their agents or by

underwriters.
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Cover notes issued by brokers will not be accepted,

unless specifically authorized in the credit.

Unless otherwise specified in the creitPobanks

refuse any insurance: documents presented if they

btiar a date later than the date of shipment as evidenced

b* the ;hipping documents,
p

Unless otherwise specified in the credit, the

uvanc document must be expressed in the some

..:urercy as tae credit,

Inv :=1,mum amount for which insurance must be

effected is cne CIF value of the goods concerned.

howeveL., when ...ae.CIF value of the goods cern= be

determined.f:.cm the documents on their face, banks

will Accept such minimum amount the amount of the

drawing under the credit or the amount of the relative

commercial invoice, whichever is the greater,. e>

Article 27,

0

Credits must expressly statethe type of insur-

ance required and, if. any, the additional risks which

are to be covered. Imprecise terms such .es"usual

risks" or."customary risks" shall not be used.

Failing sp cific instructions, banks wial accept

)Insurance cover ss tendered,
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Article 2d, When credit attpulatem "insurance against all

risks", banks.will accept an insurance document which

tantalite any "all risks"' notation or clause, and will

assume.no responsibility if any particular risk is

not covered.
a

Article 29, Banks y accept an insurance document which

indicates that the cover is subject to a franchise,

unless it is specifically stated in the credit that

the insurance must bi issued irrespective of percentage.

Commercial Invoices

Article 30. Unless otherwise specified in the credit, com-

martial invoices must be made out in the name of the

applicant for the credit.

Unless otherwise specified in the credit, banks

may refuse invoices issued for 'Mounts in excess of

the amount permitted by the credit.

The description of the goods in the commercial

invoice must correspond with the description iilthe

credit. In the remaining documents the goods may be

described in general terms.

-
Other fiocurrents;

Article 31, .
When other docuients.are required, such as

Warehouse Receipts, Delivery Orders, Consular Invoices,
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Certificates of Origin, of Weight, of Quality, or of

Analysis, etc., without further definition, banks may

accept such documents as tendered, without responsibility

on their part.

D. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Quantity and Amount

41.

Article 32. The words "about", 'tiros" or similar expressions

are to be construed as allowing a difference not to

exceed 10% more or 102 less, applicable, according to

their place in the instructions, to the amount of the

credit or to the quantity or unit price of the goods.

Unless a credit stipulates that the quantity of

the goods specified must not be exceeded or reduced,

A tolerance of 3% more or 3% less will be permissible,

always provided that the total amount of the drawings

does not exceed the amount of the credit. This toler-

ance does not apply when the credit specified quantity

in terms of packing units or containers of individual

items.

Partial Shipments

Article 33. Partial shipments are allowed, unless the credit

specifically states otherwise.
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Shipments made on the same ship and for the same

,1 1AA voyage, even if .the Bills of Lading evidencing ship-

ec t°1

1.6.;"
sent "on board" bear different dates, will not be

regarded as partial shipments.

Article 34. If shipment by lq!!!:lments within given periode

is stipulated and. any Aitstalment is not shipped within

the period allowed for that instalment, the credit

ceases to be available for that or any subsequent

instalment, unless otherwise specified in the credit.

Validity and Expiry Data

Article 35. All irrevocable credits must stipulate an expiry

date for presentation of documents for payment,

acceptance or negotiation, notwithstanding the ihdt-

cation of a latest date for shipment.

article'36. The words "to", "until", "till" and words of

similar import applying to the expiry date for

presentation of documents for payment, acceptance or

negotiation, or to the stipulated latest data for

shipment, will be understood to include the date

mentioned.

Article 37. When the stipulated expiry date falls on a dit

on which banks are closed for reasons other thalthose
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mentioned in Article 11, the period of validity will

be extended until the first following business day.

This does not apply to the data for shipment

which, if stipulated, must be respected.

Banks paying, accepting or negotiating on such

extended expiry date must add to the documents their

certification in the following wording:

"Presented for payment (or acceptance or nego-

tiation as the case may be) within the expiry

date extended in accordance with Article 37

of thir. Uniform Customs."

The validity of a revocable credit, if no date is

stipulated, will be considered to have'expired stx

months from the date Of the notification sent to the

beneficiary by the bank with which the credit is

available.

Article 39. Unless otherwise expressly stated, any extension

of the stipulated latkit date for shipment shall

extend for an equal period the validity of the credit.

Where a credit stipulates a latest date forfship-

ment, any extension of the-period ?f validity shall

not extend the period permitted. for. shipment unless.

otherwise expressly stated.



ibiiMent. 'Aladin", or Deseatch

,", kvkitgitit

Article 40. Unless the terms of the credit indicate other-

wises, the words "departure", "dospatch", "loading"

or "sailing".use# in stipulating Ills latest date for

shipment oethe goods will be undeistood to be synonymous

with "shipment".

ixpressions such as "prompt", "immediately",

"as soon as possible" and the like should not be

used. If, they are used, banks will interpret, them as

a request for shipment within thirty days from the ,

date on the advice of the credit to the beneficiary

by the issuing bank or by an advising bank, as the

case may be.

Presentation

4"

Artiol,. 41. sDucuments must be presented within a reasonable

-Article 42.

Oat* Terms

time after issuance. Paying,, accepting or negotiating

banks may refuse documents if, in their judgment, they

are presented to them with undue delay.

banks are under no obligation to accept presents-

tion of documents outside their banking hours.

43. The terms "first half", "second half" of a month
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the 15th, and the 16th to the last day of each month,

inclusive.

Article 44. The ter.-as "beginning", "middle" or "and" of a

month shall be construed respectively as from the 1st

to the 10th, the 11th to the 20th, and the 21st to

the last day of each month, inclusive.

Article 45. When a bank issuing a credit instructs that the

credit be confirmed or advised as available "for one

month", "for six months" or the like, bit does not

specify the date from which the time is to run, the

confirming or advising bank will confirm or advise the

credit as expiring at the end of such indicated period

from the date of its confirmation or advice.

E. TRANSFER

Article 46. A transferable credit is a credit under which the

beneficiary has the right to give instructions to the

bank called ppon to effect payment or acceptance or

to any bank entitled to effect negotiation to make

the credit available in whole or in part to one or

more third parties (second beneficiaries).

A credit can be transferred only if it is expressly

designated as "transferable" by the issuing bank. Terms
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such ii5141.4isible", "fractionable", "assignable"

and "transmissible" add nothing to the meaning of the

term "transferable" and shall not be used.

A transferable credit can be transferred once

only. Fractions of a.transferable credit (not

exceeding in the aggregate the amount of the credit)

can be transferred separately, provided partial ship-

ments are not prohibited, and the aggregate of such

transfers will be considered as constituting only one

transfer of the credit. The credit can be transferred

only on the terms and conditions specifiled in the

original credit, with the exception of the amount of

the credit, of a4 unit price stated therein, and of

the period of'validity of period for shipment, any or'

all of which may be reduced or curtailed. Additionally,

Ythe name of the first beneficiary can be substituted

for that of the applicant for the creuit, but if the

name.of the applicant for ths credit is specifically

required by the original credit to appedr in any

document other than the invoice, such requirement must

be fulfilled.

The first beneficiary has the right to substitute

his own invoices for those of the second beneficiary,

for amounts not in excess of the original amount

stipulated in the credit and for the original unit

prices stipulated in the credit, and upon such sub-

stitution of invoices tha first beneiiury can draw
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his invoices and the second beneficiary's invoices.

When a credit has been transferred ant the first

beneficiary is to supply his own invoices in owninge

for the second beneficiary's invoices but fails to do

so on demand, the paying, accepting or negotiating

bank has the right to deliver to the issuing bank the

documents received under the credit including the

second beneficiary's invoices, without further responsi-

bility to the first beneficiary.

The first beneficiary of a transferable credit

can transfer tae credit to a second baaeficiary in the

same country, but tf he is to be permitted. to transfer

the credit to a second beneficiary in another country

this must be expressly stated in the credit. The

first beneficiary stall have the right to request thmt

payment or negotiation be effected to the second

beneficiary it the.place to which the credit has been

transferred, up to and including the expiry date of

the original credit, and without prejudice to the

first beneficiary's right subsequently to substitute
te

his own.. invoices for those of the second beneficiary

and to c/fim any difference due to him.

The bank requested to effect the transfer, whether

it has confirMe4 the credit or not, .shall be under no

obligation to make such transfer except to the extent
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DES1 C)43?1 and in the manner expressly consented to by such bank,

and until such b&lk's charges for transfer are paid.

Rank charges entailed by traners are payable

by the fast beneficiary unless otherwise specified.

. 3-344
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Actual loss (See .usurauce)
eis/ tON WOW.

Ad Valorem, 130-

Agricultural Research Service (see United States Department of
Agriculture)'

Air cargo categories, 252-253

Air cargo insurance (see Insurance)

Air carrier conference system, 236-237

Air carriers (wee Cirriers)

Air express, 252

Air parcel post, 252

Air freight, 252

Air freight forwarder, 276-277

Aircraft services, 250

Airport, 244-245, 250-253, 256-257, 261-263

Facilities, 256-257

Cargo terminals, 7 ;

Customer service facilities, 257

Flight facilities, 256

. Interchange facilities, 257

Passenger terminals, 256

Function, 244-245
t

Rates, charges and special poit requirements, 261-263

Concessions And franchises, 261-262

General revenue sources, 261

;

Information o rates and charges, 263

Special charge . 262-263

Services, 250-253
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"All Other Perils", (see Perils)

"All risks" coverage (see Perilp)

BEST COPY AVAIL 1E

American Chamber ofCommerce, Abroad (see Chamber of Commerce)

American selling price (see Customs Values)

Anti - dumping duties, 130

Appraisal of merchandise, 131

'4 Barratry (see Ileitis)

Bill of exchange, seller's (see Documents)

Bills of lad.ing, 119-121

Functions, 119

Issuance, 120

-,,Negot4ability, 120

tk Usage, 120-121

Bonded warehouses, 131-132, 280-281

Broker, export and import (see Export and import broker)

Bureau of Internationale Commerce (see United States Department of
Commerce)

Business of Defense Services Administration
tepartment of Commerce)

CAB (see Civil Aeronautics Board)

United States

Cargo services, 246-248

Cargo terminals, 256

Carriage of Goods by Sea Act of 1936 (COOSA), 239-240

Carrier conference system, 232-237

Carrier services, 220-228
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Carriers,217-241

Duties and liabilities, 237-241

Dogeitic,237-239

Internationa1,239-241

General Classification,217-219

Air carriers,219

Dogmatic freight forwarders, 223

Motor carriers, 217-218

Pipelines, 219

Railroads, 217

Water carriers, 218-219

8atenahtng and pricing, 228-237

Services, 220-228

Air carriers, 225-228

AvailabilitA 227

Capabilities, 226

Handling, 2:27-228

Schedules and frequency, 226

Speed, 225

Domestic freight forwarders, 223

Ocean carriers, 223-225

Availability, 225

Capabilities, 224-225

Handling, 225

Schedules and frequency, 224

Speed, 224
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Rail and motor carriers, 220-223

Availability, 222

Canada and MexiL.o, 220-221

lapabilities, 222

Handling, 222-223

Schedules and frequency, 221-222

Speed, 221 .

Transportation to ports, 221

Carrier's Certificate and Reliase Ordwr, 141

Certificate of Origin, 128-129

C. & F. (cost and freight), 97

Chambers of Commerce, 35-38

American Chambers of Comment Abroad, 38

International Chamber of Commerce, 36

Local Chambers of Commerce, .37

Channel of distribution, 182-183

C.I.F. (cost, insuramte and freight), 97-98

Civil Aercinautics Board (CAB), 42-43

Class rates (see Rates)

COGSA see Carriage of Goods by Sea Act)

Combination export madkger, 291

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Et"

Commercial banks, 68-70

Committee for Trade and Development (UNCTAD) (see United Nations)

Commodity controls,. 55-56

Commodity Credit Corporation (see United States Deparment of
Agriculture)
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Commodity rates (see UM)

u

pAllASCE0Common carriers (soevCarriers)
.

Common Carriers, duties and liabilittel, 237-239

Delivery, 238

Nondiscrimination,,239

Reasonable rates, 238

Service, 237

COmmunication, 11

CONIX Xseeltilitary containers)

'Conference system (see Carrier conference syatem)

Confirming house, 290

Consignee's declaration, 1413

Consignment, 78-79

Advantages, 79

Disadvantages, 79

Constructed value (see Cunene values)

Constructive total loss11(9es Insurance)

Consular invoice, 121-122

Containeriaation, 148-149, 193-216

Acceptance of, 199-203

Advantages, 205-206

Basis for rate reduction, 206

. Minimised paimuork, 205

Rate structure simplification, 206,

Reduced handling time, 205

Shipment protection, 205
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Definition, 193
MT COPY IAP..",:c1;

Disadvantages, 206-208

Lack of standardisation, 207

Large capital investment needed, 208

Legal problems, 207

Traffic imbalance, 207

Containers, 194-199, 208-216

Construction, 197-199

Aluminum, 198

Fiberglass-plywood, 199

Steel, 198-199

Types, 194-197 .

Coimercial, 194-197

Military, 197

Usage, 208-216

.Bill of lading provisimio, 213

tCustoms 'inspection, 213-214

Carrier' liability, 210-213
ri

Handling, 209

Insurance, 214-216

Movement, 209-210

Packing, 208-209

Supply, 208

Contract carriers, 239

Conveyors, 177

Custom Attorneys, 179-280
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Customs inspection, 213-214

Customs values, 132-134

.American selling price, 133-134

Constructed value, 133

Export value, 132

United States value, 133

Custoashouse brokers, 278-279

.cr

tori tv'sk4ti

Department of Agriculture (see United States Department of Agriculture)

Department of Commerce (see United States Department of Commerce)

Department of Commerce Field Offices, (see United States Department

of Commerce)

Department of State, (see United States Department of State)

Department of Transportation (see United States Department of

Transportation)

Destination control, 57-58

Direct export (see Exporting method,)

Distribution warehousing, 166, 169-192

Functions, 169-172

Operations, 176-182

Purpose and need, 169

Role, 182-191

Services, 172-176

Dock receipt,. as

Documentation, 116-141

Documentation simplification, 269

Documents, export, 117-129.
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Bill of lading, 119-121

Certificate of origin, 128-129

Consular invoice, 121-122

Delivery permit, 127

Dock receipt, 128

Foreign exchanp certificate, 127

Marine insurance certificate, 122-123

Seller's bill of exchange, 125-127

Arrival draft, 126

Date draft, 127

c

Sight draft, 126

Seller's commercial invoice, 118-119

Shipper's export declaration, 127

Validated export license (permit), 124 -225

Wirehouse receipt, 128

Documents, import, 139-141 4

Aislysis of tnspection certificate, 140-141

Bill of lading, 14C

Carrier's certificate and release order, 141

Consignee's declaration, 140

rkr
1:

Special customs invoice, 139-140

Domestic carriers , (see Carriers)

DOT (see United States Department of Transportation)

Drafts, documentary, 72-76

Advantages,. 74-75

DisadvIntages, 75-76
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Types, 72-74

Drewbick, 134

Dual Tate system (see Carrier conference system,

Dutiiis, import (see Import duties

Duties, specific, 136

Economic and Social Council, 21 (see also United Nations)

Entry, 136-139

of Merchandise, 137-

Obligations of consignee, 137

Types, 138-139

Rx.Dock, 98-99

Ex Point of Origin, 96

Export Administration Act (see Export regulations and control)

Export Business Relations Division (see United States Department
of Commerce)

Export commission house, 289-290

Export Control Act (see Export regulations and control)

Export credit insurance, 81-83, 285

Export, direct (see Exporting aethods)

Export Acumentation (see Documencation)

Export-Import Bank, 24-25

Export and import broker, 288-289

Export-import rail rates, 260-261

Export, indirect, 271-274

Advantages, 272-273
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Disadvantages, 273-274

Export licensing (see Exportsregulations.and control)

Export atchants, 71, 286-287

Export packers, 282-283

Export packing, packaging, marking, 142-A60 .

PI'T Co.

Basic donsiderations, 142-145

Assembling and packing, 142

Climatic effects, 143

Customs processiig,.143

Handling, 143
t.

Loading, 142

Movement, 143

Legal considerations, 144

-Marking and labeling, 157-160

Packaging for export, 149-157

Air shipment packaging, 156

Theft and pilferage, 154-155

Types of packages, 149-154

Bales, 154

Corrugated boxes, 149-151

Multivall bags, 153

Plywood.boxes, 151 -152

Wirebound boxes and crates, 152-153

Wooden.crates, 152

Water damage, 155-156

Packing for.expor, (see Packing, export)



ao

Export regulations and control, 50758

Export Administration Act of 1969; 52-53

000- Export Control Act of 1949, 52

Export licensing, 53-58

Purposes of export control, 51

Export vAlue (see Customs values)

Exporting and importing, mechanics of, 8-9

Exporting methods, 271-274

Direct export, 271-272 .

Indirect export, 272-274

FAA(see Federal Aviation Administration)

Factors (nonbanking companies), 70

F.A.S. (free alongside), 97

Federal` Aviation Administration (FAA), 44-45

Federal international trade regulation, 50-58

Federal Maritime Comiission (FMC), 43

Federal Trade Commission (FTC), 43-44

Field warehouse, 166

Financing, 68-93

Financing institutions, private, 68-71

Fire (see Perils)

FMC (see Federal Maritime Commission)

F.O.B. (free on board), 96

a

Foreign Agricultural Service, (see United States Department of
Agriculture)

Foreign exchange certificates, 127
.
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Foreign exchange markets, organisatiop of'83

Market'stiucture,.87-88

Mechanfcs of forward e/12! 4419-93

Multiple exchange practices, 93

Types of markets and transactions, 85687

Foreign exchange practices, 83-93

TIM Py. Ti E

Foreign freight forwarders (see Freight forwarders, foreign)

Foreign government regulations, 66-67

Foreign Trade Definitions, Revised American,'.292-022,

Foreign trade zones, 281-282

Forwarders (see Freight forwarders)

Free ports, 264.

Free trade zones; 264-265,,

Freigkt forwarders, 223, 274-278

Domestic, 223

Foreign, 274-278

Advantages of, 275-276

Ate-, 276-277

Nature of, 274-275

Ocean, 274-276

Selecting freight forwarders, 277-278

Services, 275

FTC (see Federal Trade Commission)

Genersf Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), 32

General average, 113-114
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IATA (see International Air Trim' oort Association)

10

.!,CC (see Interstate dooming Commission)

`.9
4;.. Import duties, 135

co Import license; 135

Import quota, 135

II

Import regulations and control, 58-65

Basis of value, 65

Documents required for entry, 60-62

Dutiable value and final adjustmskt., 64

General order, 60

Import quotas, 65-66

Procedure at customhouse, 62-64

Special customs invoice, 59

Imports, 129-141

Definition of terms, 130-136

r

i(Documents required for entry and release, 139-141

Entry,. 136-139

of merchandise, 137

obligations of cdositues,. 137"

types, 138-L39

Inchoate. clause, (see Perils)

Indirect export (see Exporting methods)

Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO), (sea'imited Mations)

Ingurence, export credit, 285

Insurance, transporation, 94-115, 214-216, 283-285

Air cargo, 114-115
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Amount, 102 -103

Extent of coverage,. 110-114

Partial loss, 111-114

General average, 113

Parttlar average, 111

Total As, 110-111

Actual, 110

Constructive, 111

Insured perils, 103-110
. .

Marine, 284.-285

Termi of sale, 95-99

Types of Policies, 101-102

Intermerchant 289 !

'Intermodal containers, 201-262

Internatiocial Air Transport Association (IATA), 236

4.0.1110

BEST COPY AVAIARI_F

A

International carriers, (see Carriers, international)

International Chamber of Commerce, 36-37

International Developeent Association, 30-31

International Finance Corporation (IFC), 31

Inventory managementi 10

International MonetaryFund, 28-29
0

Internatiodal specialists, services, of, 271-291

Internatiorkal trade concept, 4-8

,

Absolute advantage, 5 -

Comparative:advantage, A
ti

Limitations to internacional trade, 6-,7

4
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Uniqueness of product, 5 .

'-l'kl-c°

Interstate Commerce Commission (/CC), 42 0.

Inventory management, 10

Invoice, pro forma, 136

Invoice, selleescommerciale'118-119

Invoice, special customs (see SpeCial customs invoice)

Jettison, (see perils)

Joint Export Association Plan, 17

Labeling, 1577160 (see also Marking and Labeling)

Letter of Credit,.76

Liabilities, carriers' (see Carriers, duties and liabilities)
.

License, export (see Export regulations and control)

licinse, import (see Import license)

Licensing policies, 55

Lighterage, 254

chamberi of commerce (lee Chambers of Commerps)
A

Losses, (see Insurance)

MASAI. (see United States Maritime Adminiatrativa)

Marine insurance, 284.:285

Marine 'insurance certificate, 122-123

Marking and Labeling, 158-160 (see alsoExport packing, patkaging
and mark/ft)

Material handling, 165-166
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Materials handling equipment,176-178

Conveyors, 177

Powered vehicles 176

Storage' aids, 178

Unitizing equipment, 177

(See also Distribution Warehousing)

iMerchant, raw materials (see Raw materials mechantS\--

Methods of payment, 71-81

Military containers, 197

MILVALN (see Military container 4)

Mototr.c.trtiers (see Carriers)

Nondiscrimation (see Common carrier duties)

WT COPY AVA11 Mit

Ocean carrier conference system, 232-236
1;

. Ocean carriers, 218-219, 239-241 ...

Office of Facilitation (see United States Department of TrinsportatigC1)

'Office of Foreign Commercial Services (see United States Department
of*Commerce

Open account (see Methods of pityment)

s

Packaging, 11

Packaging, air shipment, 156

Packagirg, export, 149-154

Bales, 154

corrugated bones, 149-151
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Multtnall Wigs, 153

Plywood hoses, 151-152

Tebound boxes and crates, 152-151

Wociden crates', 152.

Packing, export, 145-149

Uuit loads, 145-149 *

Containerisation, 148-149

Pallets, 146-148

Partial loss, 111

Particular average, 111-113

Perils, 103-109

..",',411 other perils," 105

"All risks" coverage, 107-108

Barratry,105

Fire, 104

Inchnaree clause, 106

Jettison, 105

Loss's', strikes, riots, and civil emotion, 1041
_.

.Risks, excluded, 109^

Sea, 103-104

Thieve!, 104

War risks, 108-109

t-

t

Perils of the tea, (see Perils)

A
abysical-distribution, role of, 9-11

Pipelines (ine Carriers)

Policies, insurance, 101-102
$0,
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Open, 101

Special, 101-102 tkEST COP! MIAOW

- Port authorities, 34-35, 267-270 -

.port charges (see Ports and airports)

Port rates (see Ports and airports)

Ports (see 'Ports and airports)

Ports ind airports, 242-270

. Facilities, 253-257

Free parts end trade cones, 263-266

Function, 244-245

Organisation of ports', 266-210

Rates, charges and special port requirements, 257-263

Services, 245-251

Air targo categories, 252-253 .

Aircraft serviceb,'250

Cargo services, 246-248

. , Passenger services, 251

Services to the shipper, 248-250

Ship services, 245-246

Shipper and cargo services, 251
C

Ports, organisation, 266-270

il

Ports, sea (see Seaports; al. Ports and airports)

Private warehouses, 168 (see also Warehousing and storage)
I %

Public warehouse, 167, 280( ee also Warehouse facilities)

Quota, import (see Import quota)

40.



Railroads (see Carriers)

Rats\Bureaus, 228

Rate formulation (dee Carrier conferen4 system)

Ratemaking and pricing, 2281:237:

Domestic, 228-232

Rate Bureaus, 228

Rates, 229-232.

Regulations; 228

International, 232-237

e

Air carrier confereve "system, 236-237

Ocean carrier conference system, 236-237

A

. Rates, 229-232

Rates, reasonable,'

lax materials merchant, 287

Regulations, 4S-67 .

;
r.

7

Federal International Trade, SO-66

Export regulations and control, 500.58

Export Administration Act of 1969, 52 -53

Export Control Act of 1949, S2

. Export licensing, S3-58 .,.. v,
.

Purpose, 51 . ,
.

a

Impov regulations and control, S8-66
4..

.

'Basis of value, 65

Customhouie procedure,'62-64 r

Documints required for entry., 60-62 .

Dutiable value and final adjustment, 64-6S
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General order, 60

Import quotas, 65-66

Special customs invoice; 59

Foreign Government, 66-67

Transportition, 45-50.

r Economic, 45-48

Entry and exit, 46-47.

'Rate, 45-46
4:1

rLkE5
AvA,IAO

.Service and business practices, 47 -48

.-Protection of public property, 48-50

Safety, 50

Regulatory bodies of the Federal Government, 41-45

.Resident buyer, 287 -288

Rick considerations, container insurance, 215-216

Risks, (Included (see'Perils)

Safety regulations (elm Regulations)

Seaport, 245-250, 253 -255, 257-261

Failities, 253-245

Cargo handling equipment, 255

Channels, 253
oy

Coitainer facilities, 255

Interchange between rail and water., 254'

Lighterage, 254

Piers and wharves, 253

Road nets and improved areas, 254

3-rn
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. .,

Storage facilities, 255.-

,
t:

Pudction: 244

Rates, charges, and special port requirements,. 257:261:

Export-import rail -to-port yates 260

Reference end assistance available, 259

Ship service revenues, 258

Special charges, 259-260 ;

Special concessions and penalties, 258
. J.

Standard.port charges, 257

Services, 245-250

_Can:, 246-248

Ship, 245-246

Shipper,'248-250

Ship services, 245

Shipper's export declaration, 124

jpeall*Business Administration, 25-26

Special customs invoice; 139-140

Special service rates (see Rates) .

Stock-spotting, 173-174 (see also Public warehouse)

Storage, 164-166 (see also Warehousing andstorage)

Storage aids, 178

Supranational agencies, 26-32

Terminals (see Ports and worts)
11L__

Terri of sale: 95-99

C. & P. (cost and freight), 97

A
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C.I.F. (cost, insurance and freight), 97-98

Ex dock,98-99

Ex point of origin, 96
%---

F.A.S. (fee. alonfsidOil 97 .

F.O.B. (free on board), 96

Theft and pilferage, 154-155

Thieves (see Perils)

Title, transfer (See Transfir of title)

Total cost concept, 114'

Total loss, 110-111

Trade associations, 38-39

Trade promotion, 20-22

Trade prptection, 22-23

ti

Traffic Management (see Transportation and traffic management)

'Transfer of title, agencies facilitating, 286-i91

r,:t

Combination export manager, 291

Confirming house, 290

Export and import broker, 288-289

Export 9ommission house, 289-290

Export merchant 286-287

Intermerchant, 289

Raw materials merchant, 287

Resident :buyer, 287-288

0.

Transportation Department (see United Siete, Department of
Transportation)

Transportation insurance (see Insurance)
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Transportation

Transportation

Tranaportation

.t13"."1°1815.

regulation (see legulations)

service characteristics, 219-220

and traffic management, 10

Uniform Customs and practice,Documentaiy Creditse 323-344 (Appendix 15)

Unit loads, 145-146

United Nations, 26-28

Committee for Trade and Development (UNCTAD), 27-18

Economic and Social Council.(ECOSOC), 27

Industrial Development.Organisation.(UNIDO), 28

United States Department of Agriculture, 12-13

Agricultural Research Service, 12

Commodity Credit Corporation, 13

Foreign Agricultural Service, 13

United States Department of Commerce, 13-20

Bureau of International Commerce, 15-17

Business of Defense Services Administration (11114:17-4

Export Business Relations Division, 14-15

Field Offices, 19

MaritiMe Administration; 20

Office of Foreign Commercial Services, 18

Unit6I- States Department of State, 20.23

Trade promotion, 20-22 .

Trade-protection, 23
a

United States. Department of Transportation, 23

United States Government Agencies, 12-26



11

Department of Agriculture, 12-13

Department of Commerce, 13-20

Department of State,,20-23

Department of Transportation, 23

Export-Import Bank, 24-25

. -

.BEST COPY AVAIllalf

Small, Business Administration, 25-26

Udited states Maritime Administration, 20 (see also United Stine',
Department of Commerce

United States value (see,Customa values)

Unitising equipment, freight, 177-178

validated export license (permit), IseeExport regulations and
control)

0
0

War risks, (see Perils)

Warehouse facilities, classification, 164-168

Functional, 164-167

Combination, 167

Field, 166

Materials handling, 165-166

Storage, 164-165

Ownership, 167-168

Leased, 167

Private, 168

Public, 167

Physical, 168

Covered sheds, 168
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Enclosed building, 168

Open storage piles, 168 NO'

Wa%ehouse layout, .178

Wareh4ase, leased, 167

Warehouse, location, 185-191

AlternatiVes, 185-181E'.

Strategy, 188-191

mN.kai-t

Warehouse, receipt, 129

Warehousing, 10 (see also Warehousing-and storige)

Warehousing costs, 180-181

e k
Warehousing, distribution (see Distribution warehousing)

Warehousing and storage, 161-192

Classification of /facilities, 164

Functional, 164-167-

OWnership, 167-168

Physical, 168

DiefinitiOr., 161 -162

Distribution warehouse operations, 176-182

.Functions of distribution warehousing, 169-172

Purpose and necessity for distribution warehousing, 169

Role inph*iical distribution, 162.164, 182-191

Service of distribution warehousing, 172 -176

Financial, 175

Miscellaneous, 176

Specific product adjustment, 172-175

Private warehouses, 172-173
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Public warehouses, 173-175

Storage, 175

Warsaw Convention, 241

Water Carriers (see Carriers)

Water damage, 155-146

World Bank, 30

World Ban coup, 29-31

4
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